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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

A. GENERAL BACKGROUND

Far West Laboratory for Educational Research and Development was contracted by the California
Department of Education (CDE) to conduct a two-pronged study of telecommunications usage in
education settings. One component consists of an overview of current research and practice on the
policy, planning, implementation, and teacher staff development of telecommunications and
technology in K-12 education, and is provided in .eparate report.

The second component (and the basis of this report) consists of a comprehensive evaluation of the
project known as "Telemation," a statewide effort begun in 1993 to equip educators and
administrators with the skills and knowledge necessary to successfully use telecommunications
technology in support of teaching and learning.

This executive summary provides an overview of the Telemation evaluation, highlights some of the
major findings and implications, and offers a set of recommendations for consideration by project
leaders and policy-makers.

B. EVALUATION OVERVIEW

The purpose of the evaluation was two-fold:
1. to document and desciibe the implementation of the Telemation Project, and

2. to assess the impact of the Telernation Project on the various constituent 2roups it
was designed to serve.

The evaluation questions focused on five major areas of inquiry:
A. Organizational Structures, Participants, and Partners: How was the Telemation

Project structured to support its goals?
B . Implementation and Follow-up Resource Assessment: What did and did not uccur

in the course of conducting the Telemation Project?
C. Training and Support Assessment: How satisfied were State and Local

Telementors and administrators with the Project's activities and follow-up support?

D. Impact on Teachers, Students, and the School: What have been the effects of the
Telemation Project on teachers and other school staff members, on students, and on
the larger school community?

E. Overall Reactions to the Telemation Program: To what extent do key players and
participants view the overall Telemation Project as effective and worth the cost and

effort?

The design of the evaluation combined both quantitative and qualitative methods to provide a
comprehensive description and assessment of these issues.
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Executive Summary

C. SUMMARY OF MAJOR FINDINGS IMPLICATIONS AND
RECOMMENDATIONS

1. The process for recruiting and selecting the State and Local Telementors was
seen as particularly effective in producing groups of highly motivated and
competent telecommunicrtions resource staff. Three criteria were emphasized in the
selection process: I) solid teaching background, 2) strong group facilitation or staff development
skills, and 3) expertise in telecommunications, though the latter was viewed to be of lesser
importance than the first two. The assumption was that if telecommunications technology is to be
used effectively as a tool to support teaching and learning, then the skills that are most critical for
resource staff are those that pertain to sound instruction, as opposed to solely technical skills. This
approach stands in contrast to many other technology-based staff development programs which
have gone about the process from the opposite direction. That is, many other programs have
tended to emphasize technological expertise over instructional skill when selecting and training
participants.

Recommendation(s):

When selecting individuals whose role is to promote the effective use of
telecommunications to support instruction, maintain the emphasis stressed by the
Telemation Project by making sound instructional and staff development skills a
prerequisite and prior telecommunications experience optional.

2. There was some inconsistency and confusion regarding the role to be played
by the Regional Partners. Interagency collaboration was seen as key to the success of ihe
project, and indeed many benefits were realized from the partnerships that were created. Howe% er,
the difficulties and misunderstandings that arose along the way suggest that effective interagency
collaboration does not occur automatically when diverse individuals gather together. Much up-
front and ongoing work and communication is required in order for a solid basis of mutual
understanding and expectations to be built.

Recommendation(s):

When forming interagency partnerships, take time early in the process to clarify
specific roles and expectations, and put those understandings in writing.

Revisit agreed-upon roles and expectations periodically to ensure their continued
relevance and acceptability. This is especially necessary in those instances in which
there has been turnover among the original key players who formed the initial
agreements.

2



Executive Summon.

3. The degree of participation in the project by administrators was fairly low, yet
those who did participate were satisfied with their involvement, and their support
was valued by the participating teachers. Since the emphasis of the Telemation Project
was on involving teachers, understandably less time and energy was devoted to the process of
recruiting and training administrators. However, many participants indicated that the support and
involvement of administrators is crucial to their ongoing success in securing and using
telecommunications resources in the classroom, and participants were strongly in favor of more
awareness-building and training activities aimed at local administrators.

Recommendation(s):

Design and conduct telecommunications awareness-building and training
activities geared toward school administrators.

When recruiting for or marketing such activities, emphasize administrators' own
felt needs in addition to describing the benefits likely to be gained by teachers
and/or students.

4. Local sites' follow-through on the commitment to provide Telementors with
the necessary access to telecomm nications equipment and resources was
inconsistent. Every Telementor was required to provide assurances of their local site's
commitment to provide necessary telecommunications resources, and in most cases there were no
problems. However, nearly 20% of the Local Telementors responding to the survey indicated that
they could not implement their curriculum projects back in the classroom because they did not have
the necessary access to equipment and telecommunications resources.

Recommendation(s):

When conducting a telecommunications training program for teachers aimed at
effecting change in the classroom, either require more stringent assurances up-front
regarding participants' access to necessary resources, or

if possible, build in project resources that can be used to subsidize or support the
procurement of local telecommunications resources.

3



Executive Summary

5. Limited funding for telecommunications was seen as a significant barrier both
to initiating and maintaining the use of telecommunications technology to support
teaching and learning. Less than half oc the State and Local Telementors indicated that their
school had monies that were specifically earmarked for technology, and increased fundina was
seen by many as an urgent need with respect to ensuring the continued use of educational
telecommunications in the classroom.

Recommendation( s):

Assist administrators and teachers in the identification of supplementary funding
sources and/or in effective strategies for re-allocating existing resources such as
school improvement funds, block grants, and other sources to support the use of
telecommunications.

Offer direct or indirect support for procuring additio-ial technology funding (e.g.,
grant-writing assistance, consultation, referral to outside resources or technical
assistance entities).

6. Technical difficulties associated with the TeleLearning Mobile Unit (TMU) at
times threatened the viability of the project. Central to the conduct of the Telemation
Project was the use of the TMU, a semi-truck equipped with 24 computer workstations and a
satellite connection. Ideally, all Local Training Institutes were to occur in this vehicle, thereby
ensuring equal access to necessary telecommunications equipment across participants from all
regions of the state. However, there were numerous instances of technical breakdowns and
malfunctions with the net result ranging from mild frustration and plan changes to exasperation and
thwarted training efforts.

Recommendation(s):

In designing future projects which rely heavily, as Telemation did, on a particular
piece of equipment, pilot-test the use of that equipment first on a smaller scale, or

Pace implementation such that there is time to trouble-shoot and eliminate
problems between program phg yes.

If the TMU continues to be used in the future, provide for adequate on-site
technical support.

If the TMU continues to be used, ensure that all trainings of State Telementors
include alternative "back-up" activities and arrangements in the event of technical

difficulties.

Provide additional technical training to Telementors or others who would use the
TMU as a training facility so that they would be better equipped to trouble-shoot
and handle technical difficulties on their own.

4
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7. Despite the technical and other difficulties that occurred, most State
Telementors and responding Local Telementors were satisfied with the training
experience and felt that it prepared them well for integrating telecommunications
into instruction. Telementors valued the project's overall emphasis on curriculum and
instruction, though they desired less time devoted to these issues during actual traininsz.
Additionally, participants valued the on-line exploration opportunities, though some of the less
technically-versed felt at times overwhelmed.

Recommendation(s):

Continue and expand the existing training time devoted to on-line exploration, but
provide participants with additional step-by-step handouts to help guide that
exploration and reduce confusion.

Continue to emphasize the importance of using telecommunications in support of
curriculum and instruction, but devote less lecture time during training to those
issues. Instead, discuss instructional issues in context as they arise specifically in
connection with designing the curriculum projects.

Consider dividing trainees into high- and not-so-high technology ability groups,
to allow those with more experience to move ahead without overwhelming those
who need a slower pace.

8. Requiring all Telementors to design a telecommunications curriculum project
and implement it within their own classrooms provided a vehicle for the effective
integration of telecommunications to improve teaching and learning. These projects
provided a context and focus for participants to put into practice what they were learning, and the
Telementors felt they experienced a great deal of success in doing so. Moreover, almost all of
them expressed a willingness and interest in expanding these projects and in helping other teachers
to adopt or adapt them.

Recommendation(s):

Continue requiring participants in this or similar staff development programs to
develop specific curriculum projects that help teachers focus and target the use of
telecommunication tools and resources to support state and localcurriculum
objectives.

Provide Telementors with formal or informal opportunities to reflect on their
learnings and continue to improve on or expand their curriculum projects.

Develop means to facilitate communication, collaboration, and technical
assistance between existing Telementors and other teachers who might wish to
adopt or adapt Telementors' curriculum projects.

BEST COPY AVAILABLE

()
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9. As a result of the Telemation Project, most teachers reported positive
outcomes for students and staff. Survey results, interviews, and open-ended written
comments pointed to a number of very positive impacts and outcomes for a variety of constituents.
Conclusions can be drawn only tentatively, however, given the self-report nature of the data itself.
To draw more firm conclusions, more information is needed.

Recommendation(s):

Conduct follow-up study' a.:d analysis of tlu impact of the Telemation
"Curriculum Projects" on the tudent outcomes intended to result from these
projects.

Follow up with non-respondents, i.e., those Telementors, adminisvators, and
partners who did not respond to the surveys, in order to ensure a balanced
perspective across all participants.

In designing future evaluations of projects such as Telemation, employ methods
that can shed more light on the links between training and teacher behavior, and
between changed teacher behavior and student outcomes.

10. Preliminary results of the State and Local Telementors' project-based
teaching approach affected improvemait in student outcomes. The Telementors were
asked to rate the change in their students' performance on a variety of indicators including report
card grades. telecommunications use, interest in school, problem solving skills, class participation,
and others. Because most of the Telementors were in the beginning stages of their projects, the
findings are tentative. However, observations and anecdotal evidence were suggestive of strong,
positive student outcomes.

Recommendation(s):

Follow-up with the collection of student-outcome data as Telementors complete
their projects to determine the level of student impact.

Future evaluations of Telemation should include more comprehensive student
outcome measurements.

Telementors' curriculum projects should be expanded to include student
assessment indicators.

1 1
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11. E-mail appeared to be useful and effective communications vehicle among the
Telementors. Almost all of the Telementors used the e-mail on a regular basis among
themselves, as well as with project leadership. Usage fluctuated during the course of the school
year, with heaviest usage corresponding to heaviest periods of curriculum project implementation.

Recommendation(s):

Continue to track use of the e-mail system to determine usage, costs, and
benefits.

Explore the possibility of Telementor Institute participant follow-up support via e-
mail.

D. KEY FEATURES OF THE APPROACH AND IMPLICATIONS FOR
FUTURE PLANNING

Telernation offers a model approach for building the local capacity of teachers to effectively utilize
telecommunications and integrate information resources and communications opportunities into
teaching and learning. Following is a brief discussion of each of these features followed by a
recommendation to consider in developing a system to provide needed staff development and technical
assistance for the educational application of telecommunications.

Multi-tiered mentoring. The Telemation Project capitalizes on th.c.: benefits of using practicing
teachers to provide the training and technical assistance to support classroom integration of
telecommunications. The selection of regional or State Telementors who are organized to train Local
Telementors who in wrn train local teachers is an effective model to consider when designing a !arge-

scale staff developn nt program.

Recommendation:

Establish a process for the selection, training, and support of teachers to serve as
mentors at the regional, school, and classroom level to train and support the local
integration of telecommunications into teaching and learning.

Regional organizational structure. It is clear that regional agencies such as county offices of
education, the California Technology Assistance Project (CTAP), and other regional entities must play
an active role in helping to select, train, and develop the curriculum-based training for the Telementors.
The regional structures are critical to providing ongoing management and monitoring, as well as
technical support to help ensure that teachers are connected to the network and have access to support
resources.

Recommendation:

I Utilize the resources qf the existing organizational structures in the state including
the Department of Education, the County Offices of Education, and other existing
agencies to actively support the coordinated design and implementation of the staff
development program .

7



Executive Summary

Business and organizational partnerships. Telemation was initiated with the concept of
leveraging resources from as many partners as possible. Partners consisted of thz stakeholders and
armies that offered support for project implementation.

Recommendation:

Actively involve a wide variety of business and organizational partners to plan,

11

support, expand and advocate for the Telementor program.

Project-based teaching approach. The use of the "Curriculum Projects" developed by each
of the participating State and Local Telementors was a critical program factor. The decision to apply
this model was based on previous research conducted on the California Model Technology Schools,
and the projects provided teachers with a reason to use the technology.

Recommendation:

Ensure that teachers (and/or teacher teams) develop specific and instructionally
meaningful use for the telecommunication tools, resources, and related technologies
through their own development of "Curriculum Projects."

Tying Telecommunications Use to curriculum. Often telecommunications is er-oloyed
without attention to the specific integration of the technology to support both current and emerging
curriculum reforms and initiatives. In these cases research shows that technology use is either not
sustained, or fails to produce valuable contribution to teaching and learning.

Recommendation:

The planning and implementation of telecommunications tools and resources should
be closely tied to state and local curriculum priorities and to students' instructional
needs.

Linking lessons learned to future planning. The evaluation of Telemation concluded that
the program and approach was well worth the funding expended for the program. However, there are
many lessons learned in the efforts to develop and implement a large scale program to provide needed

staff development and support for effective telecommunications use. The suggestions that emerged
from this study should be used to inform and guide future efforts to implement and/ or scale up this
program or similar programs.

Recommendation:

Utilize the results of this study to inform future planning and adaptation of the
major elements of Telemation.

8



Section I. Project Overview and Evaluation Plan

TELEMATION PROJECT EVALUATION

This report presents the evaluation procedures and data pertaining to the California Telemation
Project. It consists of three parts: I. Project Overview and Evaluation Plan, II. Evaluation
Findings and Analysis, and III. Implications for Future Planning.

I. PROJECT OVERVIEW AND EVALUATION PLAN

A. Background
Far West Laboratory for Educational Research and Development was contracted by the California
Department of Education to conduct a two-pronged study of telecommunications usage in
education settings. One component consists of a national overview of current applications of
telecommunications in K-12 education and teacher training programs, and is contained in a separate
report.

The second component (and the basis of this report) consists of a comprehensive evaluation of the
project known as "Telemation," a statewide effort begun in 1993 to equip educators and
administrators with the skills and knowledge necessary to successfully use telecommunications
technology to support teaching and learning.

B. Telemation Project Overview
The California Telemation Project is a collaborative program to provide educators with professional
development in the use of telecommunications to enhance teaching and learning. The primary
emphasis was on integrating telecommunications-based resources into site level planning,
curriculum, learning strategies, and student-centered activities to benefit both teachers and
students. The general approach was to utilize a three tiered 'training of trainers' model that builds
the capacity of regional "Telementors" to provide local training to school-site based "Local
Telementors" who, in turn, train and support local teachers to use telecommunications resources in

support of teaching and learning.

State Telementors: Twenty State Telementors (see Appendix D), were selected to provide regional
support and training in the use of on-line information as learning resources. The State
Telementors:

were trained in curriculum development, group facilitation skills, and telecommunications
usage during the winter and early spring of 1993-94.

developed telecommunications Curriculum Projects that integrated telecommunication-
based resources into California framework-based curricular content, emphasizing the
instructional strategies featured in California's reform documents.

provided a five-day Telemation Institute for approximately 24 "Local Telementor"
participants from their region in the summer of 1994.

Local Telementors: Approximately 400 Local Telementors were selected early in 1994 and
subsequently trained by the State Telementors. Local Telementors are currently developing their



Section 1. Project Overview and Evaluation Plan

own telecommunications Curriculum Projects using the State Telementors projects as models,
support resources found on the Internet, and resources from the Telemation Partners. A number of
principals also attended Telemation Training Institutes that had an administrative focus. These
were sponsored by Association of California School Administrators and coordinated through the
Telemation Project.

General objectives for Local Telementors were:

to increase communication and resource sharing with other educators via a variety of
electronic networks

to increase competency in information literacy -- the ability to access, evaluate, and use
information from a variety of resources

to develop, implement, and evaluate telecommunications curriculum plans that emphasized
student objectives including: 1) expansion of global awareness, 2) development of
information literacy skills, 3) enhanced critical thinking and problem solving skills, and
4) increased access to and use of educationally relevant, up-to-date information .

to create meaningful learning opportunities for students

TeleLearning Mobile Unit (TMU): A TeleLearning Mobile Unit (TMU) was designed to serve as a
mobile classroom learning center for use by Telementors to conduct training. Twenty four
workstations offering choices of either Windows or Macintosh platforms, were networked, and
each workstation had an independent telephone connection via satellite so that participants could
select and access on-line resources. Other technologies were available in the TMU, including laser
disk players, CD-ROM drives, a satellite downlink and a library of print and non-print resources.
The TMU ensured a completely equipped training facility regardless of location.

Telemation Partners: The partners served as resources to the Telementors and provided the project
with additional resources on an in-kind basis. The partners included 13 county offices of
educatio:. a rural unified school district, a public television station, the California Association of
School Administrators, and Computer-Using Educators.

Funding: Funding for the Telemation Project was made possible by a grant from the California
Department of Education under the provisions of The California Master Plan for Educational
Technology and SB 1510.

Evaluation: Evaluation provided by the Far West Laboratory served to provide ongoing feedback
from observations, interviews, and surveys to help identify needed project modifications.
Evaluation activities also focused on determining promising practices and products for potential
dissemination.

The following graphic illustrates the major components of the Telemation project and shows the
relationship of evaluation to these components.

2
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Critical Telemation Project Components
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C. Evaluation Plan
The evaluation provided project-wide, institute specific, and classroom-specific data intended to
yield recommendations for program improvement while identifying promising practices for other
schools to adopt or adapt. Specific evaluation questions were determined jointly by the Telemation
staff, the California Department of Education, and the FWL evaluation team. A variety of
assessment procedures ranging from quantitative to qualitative methods were developed to address
the questions.

Included in this section are: I ) a list of the evaluation questions, 2) a summary of the data sources
that were used, and 3) a table depicting which data sources were used to address specific
evaluation questions.
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Section I. Project Overview and Evaluation Plan

Evaluation Questions: The 18 questions guiding the evaluation of the Telemation Project fell
into five broad categories:

A. Organizational Structures, Participants, and Partners
A I. What structures, roles, and processes were created to coordinate the Telemation

Project as a whole?
Al. What constituent groups were represented in the design and conduct of the

Telemation Project?
A3. Who were the project participants and how were they selected?

B. Implementation and Follow-up Issues
B 1. What kind of training and follow-up support was provided to State and Local

Telementors and administrators via the Telemation Project?
B2. What kind of resources or supports were provided to State and Local Telementors

from their own district sites or regional partners?
B3. Who attended the training sessions and participated in follow-up activities?
B4. To what extent and about what did project participants communicate "horizontally"

(i.e., with each other) and "vertically" (i.e., with project leadership)?
B5. How many and what types of technology-based curriculum plans did participants

develop?
B6. To what extent are participants implementing their curriculum plans within their own

classrooms?
B7. What challenges or barriers emerged over the course of Telemation project

implementation?
B8. What facilitative factors emerged as important over the course of implementation?

C. Participant Satisfaction with Training and Support
CI. How satisfied were State and Local Telementors and administrators with the

Project's training activities?
C2. How satisfied were State and Local Telementors with the nature and degree of

follow-up support provided by the project?

D. Impact on Teachers, Students, and the School
DI. To what extent has the Telemation Project had an impact on participating

teachers/school staft?
D2. To what extent has the Telemation Project had an impact on students (e.g., on

student learning, attendance, etc.)?
D3. To what extent has the Telemation Project had an impact on the larger school

community and/or the community at large?

E. Overall reactions to the Telemation Program

E I . To what extent do key players and participants view the overall Telemation model as
effective?

E2. To what extent do key players and participants view the results obtained via the
overall Telemation Project as worth the cost and effort involved?

4



Section I. Project Overview and Evaluation Plan

Data Sources Used to Evaluate the Telemation Project: A wide variety of data sources
were developed for the project. Evaluation procedures were designed both to help inform changes
in the project as it was being implemented, as well as to provide summative information needed for
the overall evaluation of the project (See Appendix A for copies of the assessment instruments).

1. Local Telementor Survey: In January 1995, approximately six months following the
Local Telementors' participation in the Training Institutes conducted within their regions, a
7-page survey was mailed to them. Of the 380 Local Telementors, 200 completed and
returned the survey which asked about the current status and perceived impact of their
involvement in Telemation activities, as well as about the availability and use of
telecommunications resources at their local sites. This survey provided the lion's share of
data pertaining to the effectiveness and impact of the Telemation Project as a whole, and
therefore a discussion of its results forms the basis of much of this final report .

2. State Telementor Survey: In April 1995, approximately one year following their
training, a 7-page survey was mailed to the 20 State Telementors to determine the current
status and perceived impact of their involvement in Telemation Project activities. All 20 of
the State Telementors completed and returned their surveys.

3. State Telementors' Reactions to Training: At the close of each of the two State
Telementor training sessions, written questionnaires were administered to solicit
participants' feedback regarding the quality and usefulness of the training itself.

4. State Telementors' Administrators' Reactions to Training: At the close of the
day-long training session provided to State Telementors' administrators, written
questionnaires were administered to solicit the administrators' feedback regarding the
quality and usefulness of the session.

5. Observations of Local Telementor Trainings: Two consultants were employed by
Far West Laboratory to attend part of each of the 18 Training Institutes held in the local
regions. Each consultant visited 9 of these trainings for one of the five total training days
in order to gain a general sense of what was being covered and to identify particular issues
that emerged in each session.

6. State Telementors' + Partners' "Institute Reflections": Following each local
training Institute conducted by the Telementors in the 18 regions, both the State
Telementor and his/her Partner completed a brief questionnaire asking them to provide
open-ended comments regarding their involvement in the Telemation project as a whole
and about the 5-day training they had just conducted for the Local Telementors.

7. Tracking and Coding of State Telementor E-Mail Communications: To assist
in identifying the extent to which the State Telementors used telecommunications strategies
following their training sessions, an E-mail group called telementors@eis.calstate.edu was
established and monitored. This group consisted of the 20 State Telementors, Telemation
Partners, the California Technology project director, and the person responsible for
providing ongoing follow-up coaching to the State Telementors. A total of 708 E-mail
messages sent to this group between 12/6/93 and 12/31/94 were collected and coded.

8. Summary of State and Telementors' Individual Curriculum Projects: As a
required task for their training, each of the State Telementors developed and implemented a
lesson plan that incorporated California's curriculum and reform concepts and used
telecommunications to support teaching and learning. These plans were prepared
according to a common format, with the aSsistance of the Classroom Telecommunications
Intervention Plan (C-TIP) (see Appendix B ), developed by Far West Laboratory.

5
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9. Summary of Local Telementors' Individual Curriculum Projects: As required
of the State Telementors, the Local Telementors were also asked to develop and implement
a lesson plan that incorporated the use of telecommunications to support the curriculum.
As of 4/25/95, r.pproximately 15 of the 380 Local Telementors had completed their
projects. The ccrsultant employed by Telemation Project to provide ongoing coaching
and follow-up for the State Telementors is currently in the process of collectine and
summarizing these locally-gene -!d lessons for dissemination via World Wide Web and
CD ROM in the Fall of 1995.

10. Interviews with Project Leaders: To supplement the written da: : collected over the
course of the project, one-hour interviews were conducted with several members of the
project leadership team and key project staff.

I 1. Classroom Implementatim Forms: In all, 380 Local Telementors received training
from the State Telementors during the summer of 1994. These Local Telementors, at the
close of their training stsbions, were given a survey to take back with them for completion
at a later date. The survey assessed the extent to which the Local Telementors were using
the skills learned in their training back in their own classrooms. As of 4/26/95,
approx.inately 25 of these forms had been completed and returned.

12. Document Review: Written materials generated over the course . the project (e.g.,
meeting minutes, organizational charts, brochures, workplans) were reviewed as they
pertained to particular evaluation questions.

Following is a table indicating which of the data sources were used to answer the specific
evaluation questions.
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Section II. Evaluation Findings and Analysis

II. Evaluation Findings and Analysis
In the following section, each evaluation question is listed along with explanatory and evaluative
information derived from the project records, interviews, and the evaluation instruments previously
discussed. Included are the data collected from survey questions and other data sources that relate
to the stated evaluation question. Overall conclusions are drawn as appropriate, given the
particular data available with respect to each question.

A. Organizational Structures, Participants, and Partners

Question Al: What structures, roles, and processes were created to
coordinate the Telemation Project as a whole?

Launched in mid-1993 as part of the larger California Technology Project (CTP), the Telemation
Project has involved roughly 950 teachers and administrators throughout the state. The project
was designed as a collaborative effort to provide educators with professional development in the
use of telecommunications networks and learning resources available on-line to enhance teaching
and learning. Professional development activities emphasized the incorporation of
telecommunications resources within site-level planning, curriculum, and teaching and learning
strategies for the purpose of benefiting both teachers and students. The facilitation of supportive,
collegial communication among participating teachers was built into the overall design of the
project.

The Telemation Project involved multiple players and partners at various levels of the state
educational system. The key structures, roles and processes that it comprised include:

Telemation Project Leadership. The California Technology Project was responsible for day-
to-day project management, with the Fresno County Office of Education acting as the lead Local
Educational Agency and fiscal agent. The California Department of Education's Educational
Technology Division provided project monitoring, and Far West Laboratory for Educational
Research and Development conducted project evaluation and research activities.

Telemation Project Partners. Multi-agency collaboration was seen as a key element of the
Telemation Project. Thus, at the project's inception, organizational partnerships were established
with 18 different educational organizations across the state (see map on following page). Partners
met quarterly to plan and coordinate project activities. Roles varied somewhat across regions, but
essentially, partner agencies were responsible for:

IA\signing and implementing a process for selecting the State Telementors

Selecting Local Telementors for participation in the local training institutes

Assisting State Telementors to plan and conduct regional training institutes and follow-up
support activities
Providing fiscal resources for Local Telementors
Assisting the Telemation Curriculum Developer and the State Telementors to finalize Local
Telementors' curriculum projects

11
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Section II. Evaluation Findings and Analysis

Managing and Resource Partners included (See Appendix D for detailed list):

1. Alameda County Office of Education
2. Association of California School Administrators (ACSA)
3. Butte County Office of Education
4. California Arts Project
5. Fresno County Office of Education
6. Imperial County Office of Education
7. Kern County Office of Education
8. KQED/Learning Link
9.. Los Angeles Educational Partnership
10. Mendocino Unified School District
11. Sacramento County Office of Education
12. San Bernardino County Office of Education
13. San Diego County Office of Education
14. San Luis Obispo County Office of Education
15. Santa Clara County Office of Education
16. Sonoma County Office of Education
17. Stanislaus County Office of Education
18. Ventura County Office of Education
19. Computer Using Educators (CUE)
20. California Media and Library Educators Association (CMLEA)
21. Far West Laboratory (FWL)

State Telementors. Twenty State Telementors were selected to serve as peer coaches to school
staff in their regions. As such they were expected to participate in training activities, develop
curriculum projects using on-line information resources, and to conduct local training institutes for
Local Telementors selected within their own regions. Specifically, each State Telementor was
responsible for:

Participating in two training sessions (2.5 days each) held in December 1993 and March
1994 that focused on curriculum development, group facilitation skills, and
telecommunications usage.

Developing and implementing a curriculum project in individual classrooms that
integrated telecommunications-based resources and activities into California framework-
based curricular content, emphasizing the instructional strategies featured in California's
reform documents. These projects will be made available on-line to other teachers in the
Fall of 1995, and are included in Appendix B.

Offering a five-day Local Telemation Institute and follow-up support for 24 participants
from their region during the late spring and summer of 1994. During the winter and
spring training sessions, State Telementors received assistance and guidelines to assist
them in designing their local Institutes. It was expected that each State Telementor, with
the assistance of Regional Partners, would tailor the materials to the needs of their
particular region.

Half-Time Curriculum Developer. The Telemation Project hired a half-time Curriculum
Developer to assist with the training and to serve as a resource to State Telementors as they
developed and implemented their curriculum projects. In addition to developing the initial
curriculum project planning guide, the Curriculum Developer fielded questions from State
Telementors, solved problems with them as they designed lessons, worked with them to enhance
the link between planned learner activities and desired learner outcomes, and prompted them to tie
their activities to California's reform and curriculum documents.
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Section II. Evaluation Findings and Analysis

Local Telementors. Selected in the spring of 1994 by the project partners, each of the 380
Local Telementors participated in a 5-day local training institute conducted by the region's State
Telementor. Approximately 24 Local Telmentors participated in each region. At these institutes,
Local Telementors initiated plans for developing telez:ommunications curriculum projects (modeled
after those developed earlier by the State Telementors). In addition, these Local Telementors'
school principals were encouraged to attend training conducted jointly by the Association of
California School Administrators (ACSA) and Telemation Project Staff.

Tele Learning Mobile Unit (TMU). Serving as the vehicle for conducting the local training
institutes, the TMU is a 48-foot semi-trailor housing 24 computer workstations. Specially
designed to allow all 24 participants to be on-line simultaneously, it was intended to ensure that at
least 50% of the training session would consist of hands-on Internet exploration.

The TMU housed 12 Macintosh Quadras and 12 Windows-based workstations alternating along
both sides of the trailer's interior, with an additional one of each platform at the trainer's station
located at the front of the truck. The 12 Windows machines also had video cards installed to allow
participants to view videos during training sessions. On-line connections were established via
satellite transmission to a land-based Internet connection. The trailer is self-contained with an on-
board electrical generator.

CORETTelis On-Line Service. One of the project's goals was to establish a statewide
community of learners who would use e-mail to communicate easily and freely with each other.
All project participants were initially connected to CORE via CSUNet using the newly developed
GINA telecommunications software. Due to high levels of statewide use, CSUNet was not
accessible on a regular basis. To address this problem, the CTP Management Team established a
new on-line service called Telis (Tele Learning Info Source), an on-line service for the exclusive use
of Telemation Project participants (i.e., State and Local Telementors and CTP support personnel).
All participants began use of this new service in February 1995, and were encouraged to share
resources and professional concerns as part of their ongoing involvement in the Telemation
Project.

Telis provides Internet services including e-mail, ftp, telnet, gopher, WWW, and is compatible
with Netscape, Mosaic, vt100 and GINA. It is accessible via 14.4, 800#, dial-up SLIP
connections.

Business Support. The Telemation Project received additional financial and in-kind support
from a variety of business partners. These business partners and their contributions are listed
below.

Adobe Systems, Inc. donated a license for Acrobat reader software that was loaded
onto each of the TMU's computers.
Compaq donated $100,000 worth of PCs with CD-ROM drives for the TMU, as well as a
Proliant Server for Telis.
Farallon Computing, Inc. provided networking products and technical expertise in

getting Macs and PCs to operate on the same network.
GTE provided technical assistance, extensive financial support of the TMU, and graphic
and printing support.
Information Access, Inc. provided CD ROMs for each computer.
Microsoft Corp. equipped each TMU computer with software including MS Word,
Excel and Power Point.
Satellite Technology Management, Inc. provided technical expertise and guidance
regarding the TMU's satellite and land-based connections.
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Section II. Evaluation Findings and Analysis

Question A2: What constituent groups were represented in the design and
implementation of the Telemation Project?

Project Design. The 1992 passage of California's SB 1510, the Morgan-Farr-Quackenhuslz
Educational Technology A-t, provided for the reauthorization and restructuring of the state's
existing educational technology programs outlined in California's Educational Technology Master
Plan. The Education Council for Technology and Learning (ECTL), an advisory committee to the
State Board of Education, suggested the issuance of a competitive request for proposals to solicit
bids for developing a comprehensive statewide system of providing professional development to
educators and administrators in instructional uses of telecommunications technology. The current
Telemation Project was proposed and funded in response to this RFP.

The Telemation Management Team that developed that proposal consisted of leaders from the
Fresno County Office of Education, the California Technology Project, and Far West Laboratory
for Educational Research and Development. This team, in response to the RFP and in a short
period of time, assembled a diverse an..ay of project partners who designed the Telemation staff
development model. In arriving at this design, input from a variety of educators and administrators
throughout the state was sought in order to ensure the relevance of the model to practitioners from
diverse localities.

Project Implementation. The Telemation Project was designed to provide training and
ongoing support to educators and administrators throughout the State of California. Due to the
state's large size and vast diversity, services were provided in each of the 10 CTP regions.
Offering services regionally in this fashion was designed to ensure adequate access and
opportunities among constituents from urban, rural, and suburban locales, as well as among
constituents representing the state's array of ethnic and linguistic backgrounds. In all, 18 different
areas of the state were directly served by the project.

r(j-uestion A3: Who were the project participants and how were they selected?

Telemation Project Partners

A listing of the Telemation Managing and Resource Partners is provided in Section II, A.
Telemation Project Partners were selected from among the 60+ agencies that actively participate as
regional affiliates in the CTP's resource services. Partners were included on the basis of voluntary
regional commitments to provide ongoing support to Local Telementors.

State Telementors

Project Leadership worked with the Project Partners to develop and implement a process for
recruiting and selecting the State Telementors. The group began by identifying and agreeing upon
the selection criteria (which they later felt were extremely effective in producing high-quality
participants).

Eligibility Criteria. All State Telementors were required to be currently working_directiv with
K-12 students on a regular basis. In addition, they were required to provide assurances that they
would have access to telecommunications equipment and resources at their school site prior to their
involvement in the project. (All State Telementor applications were originally supposed to be
submitted electronically. However, this did not occur; State Telementors submitted hard copy
applications instead).
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Section II. Evaluation Findings and Analysis

Selection Criteria. Beyond those basic eligibility requirements, there were three broad criteria
used in selecting from the pool of potential State Telementors:

Solid teaching background in K-12 settings.

Strong group facilitation experience (e.g., the person had previously conducted staff
development activities or been active on their school site councils).

Knowledge and use of telecommunications. (Of the three criteria, this one was actually
emphasized the least, because the partners felt that these skills could and would be taught
directly within the training session, whereas skills in the other two areas were essential).

Once the Leadership Team and Partners had agreed on selection criteria and developed the boilerplate
application, each Partner agency customized the application and began the recruitment process for
their region. (Sample application and recruitment materials are included in Appendix C). Each
Partner selected three top candidates and sent that information back to a Telemation selection
committee, which made the final decisions.

Local Telementors

Selection by Telemation Partners. Using recruitment and selection procedures similar to
those developed for selecting the State Telementors, the Telemation Partners were individually
responsible for selecting the 24 Local Telementors in their region. While certain aspects of the
recruitment and selection process were substantially similar across regions (e.g., the application
forms), each Partner employed a somewhat different process.

Varying Role of State Telementors in Selection Process. The role played by State
Telementors in selecting the Local Telementors varied widely across regions according to Regional
Partners' preferences.

In some regions, State Telementors were very involved in the process (e.g., participated in the
conduct of interviews), but in others they had no role whatsoever.

Many aspects of the partnership between Telemation Partners and State Telementors were
interpreted differently across regions, and were not centrally prescribed by project leadership. This
was unfortunate, since an important role of the State Telementor was to serve as a group leader and
mentor from the beginning of the project.

Administrators

One of the State Telementors from the Association of California School Administrators (ACSA)
conducted a two-part Telemation training institute for 22 of the State Telementors' local
administrators. These administrators were identified and approached directly by the State
Telernentors for participation in the training sessions.
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B. Implementation and Follow-up Resource Assessment

Question B I: What kind of training and follow-up support services were
provided to State and Local Telementors and administrators
via the Telemation Project?

State Telementors

Two Training Sessions. State Telementors attended two 2.5-day training sessions held in
December 1993 and March 1994 that focused on the following content areas:

Telemation Project Overview
Information Literacy Defined
California's Curriculum Frameworks & Reforms
Telecommunications Resources and Search Strategies
Designing a Telemation Curriculum Project
Training & Group Facilitation Skills
Ethical Issues in Telecommunications Usage
The Change Process: Becoming Change Agents
Meeting the Needs of Learners with Limited English Proficiency
Local Telemation Institute Planning and Development
Orientation to the Tele Learning Mobile Unit (TMU)

Training sessions were designed to be participative and interactive in nature, and emphasized
hands-on telecommunications exploration via Internet searches and guided demonstrations. The
guiding focus was on identifying ways in which telecommunications resources could be used as a
tool to support teaching and learning. As part of their preparation, State Telementors were required
to develop a plan for an individualized telecommunications-based curriculum project.

On-Line Communications and Team Support. State Telementors were encouraged to
utilize their access to telecommunications to communicate regularly with each other as a dynamic
team. An email group was created on CORE (CSUNet) to facilitate communication among and
between the state Telementors, the Telemation Partners, and California Technology Project
Personnel. (Details of this communication are described under Question B4 of this report). State
Telementors were encouraged to keep in touch via email for purposes of assisting each other with
curriculum project development and with planning of their local institutes. In addition, they were
encouraged to contact the project's Curriculum Developer for consultation and technical assistance.

These types of "horizontal" communications were viewed as a critical component of the project,
and were intended to be an ongoing source for information and assistance among State
Telementors and among each group of Local Telementors.

Local Telementors

Five-day Local Training Institute. During the summer of 1994, each of the State
Telementors and Regional Partners planned and conducted a 5-day Local Telemation Instiwte for
24 Local Telementors selected in each region. Guidance and support materials developed by
Telemation project staff were provided to State Telementors to assist in designing the Training
Institutes, but each State Telementor was responsible for tailoring those materials to meet the
unique needs of their particular region. Thus, while certain elements were common to all of the
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Local Institutes (e.g., extensive amounts of hands-on computer time). there was also considerable
variation across the training sessions.

On-Line Service and Support. In February, 1995 a new online service called "Telis"
(TeleLearning InfoSource) was initiated for the exclusive use of State and Local Telementors and
support personnel for one year. Telis provides all participants with Internet access and services
including email, ftp, telnet, gopher. and World Wide Web. Local Telemeniors were encouraged
to communicate with one another and with their State Telementor(s) via email in order to request
and receive assistance or ideas regarding effective instructional uses of telecommunications
resources.

Administrators

Three-day Administrator Training. In support of the 1994 summer training of Local
Telementors, the Association of California School Administrators (ACSA) and the Telemation
project co-sponsored a three-day administrators' training institute for 21 of the State Telementors'
administrators (March 22-23, May 4). The training was designed to prepare the 20 administrators
to provide six hours of telecommunications training for the administrators of the Local
Telementors, to occur in conjunction with the Local Telemation Institutes.

The first two days of administrator training (March 22-23) focused on:

Telemation project overview (ACSA's role, Telementor's role)
Information presentations by PacBell and Smart Valley
Connecting to CORE via the interface GINA
Sharing of participants' expertise
Description of teacher projects
Developing a training outline
Sharing training designs
Supporting teacher Telementors
Developing an awareness of on-line resources
Providing hands-on telecommunications skill development
Outlining a support plan with teacher Telementors to implement projects at local sites

The third day of training (May 4) focused on:

Refining the training outline
Conducting practice runs with administrators in the TMU

Telemation Administrators' Role. Participating administrators were expected to come to an
agreement about what administrators should and be able to do in support of the Telemation
project, and to create a Training Institute that would accomplish those objectives.

Telemation Administrators' Commitment. Each of the 21 participating administrators was
responsible for:

Attending the ACSAffelemation Institute sessions
Developing and delivering 2 afternoon training sessions for local ldministrat
Arranging opportunities for one day of on-line work
Obtaining a phone line and modem at work site
Being on-line at least once a week
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Question B2: What kind of resources or supports were provided to State
and Local Telementors from their own district sites and
regional partners?

State Telementors

Access to Necessary Equipment. All of the State Telementors reported having access to the
equipment necessary to implement their curriculum projects.

Support from Local Administrators during & after the Training Institute. Just over
half (58%) of the State Telementors reported that their principal or assistant principal had shown
support by attending the Telemation Training Institute.

Nearly all of them (94%) reported moderate to high levels of support for using telecommunications
in the classroom from these individuals following the training. The specific breakdown was:

High 47%
Moderate 47%
Little 6%
None 0%

Support from Telemation Partners. The specific kinds of support provided by the
Telemation Partners is described under Question Al. Most (70%) of the State Telementors
reported that support from their Telemation Partner was often available, with the other 30% rating
the support as being available sometimes.

When Partner support was accessed, it was seen by 75% of the State Telementors as being often
useful. A small number (5%) indicated that the support they received from their Telemation
Partner was never useful to them.

Support from the District. Just over half (58%) of the State Telementors reported having
ongoing access to a local district technical support person, and 90% of these individuals found that
support to be adequate.

Asked about their degree of use of staff development opportunities provided by the district, 65%
of the State Telementors made moderate to high use of such opportunities.

As for the usefulness of these activities, 75% of the State Telementors found them to be useful at
least sometimes. The specific breakdown was as follows:

Often useful 30%
Sometimes useful 45%
Not at all useful 20%

Teacher Involvement in District Technology Plans. The majority (80%) of respondents
reported that their districts are currently implementing an educational technoloav plan, while 15%
said there was no such plan, and 5% weren't sure.

Of those respondents who reported that such a plan was in place, nearly all (94%) reported that
they themselves or other teachers were involved in the development of the district's educational
technology plan.
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School Funding for Telecommunications. Less than half (42%) of respondents reported
that their school had funding specifically earmarked for telecommunications, while 52% reported
no such available funding, and 5% weren't sure.

Following are the percentages of respondents who indicated the availability of particular funding
sources to support telecommunications at their school sites:

General Fund 55%
School Improvement Program (SIP) 55%
SB 1510 Grants 55%
Chapter 1 50%
Business contributions 50%
Additional funding sources not listed 3%

Resources Available in the Classroom. State Telementors were asked to indicate the
number and type of telecommunications resources available in their own classrooms:

Phone Line: 89% reported having access to a phone line in their classroom, while 11%
had no phone access .

Computer(s): All of the State Telementors had access to at least one computer in their
own classrooms. 53% reported having between 1-5 computers in their classrooms, 47%
reported having six or more computers, and 32% had more than 11 computers.

Modem(s): 89% of respondents reported having a modem in their classroom, compared
to 11% who had no classroom modem.

Networks (LAN/WAN): The majority (74%) of participants reported being connected
to a local or wide area network, while one-fourth (26%) had no such access.

Local Telementors

Access to Necessary Equipment: The majority (83%) of the responding Local Telementors
reported having access to the equipment necessary for implementing their curriculum projects.
However, 17% reported that they did not have such access. This figure is high given
that all of the Local Telementors were required to provide assurances from their administrator of
adequate levels of administrative and material support prior to being selected for participation in the
project.

Support from Local Administrators during & after Training Institute. Roughly half
(49%) of the respondents reported that their school principal or an assistant principal had attended a
Telemation Training Institute.

When asked about the level of support provided to participants by their principal/assistant
following the Telemation Institute, 78% of the respondents reported receiving moderate to high
levels of support from them. The specific breakdown was:

High 51%
Moderate 47%
Little 14%
None 8%
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Support from.District. Local Telementors were asked whether or not they had ongoing access
to a local technical support person, to which 67% replied 'yes' and 33% replied 'no.'

Asked about the adequacy of the support piovided, 72% reported it as being adequate, while 28%
reported it as inadequate.

Asked about their degree of use of staff development ouortunities provided by the district, 58%
reported making moderate to high use of such opportunities, while 42% indicated low use.

When asked to rate the usefulness of these activities, a fairly high proportion did not answer
favorably. The specific breakdown was as follows:

Often useful 19%
Sometimes useful 56%
Not at all useful 25%

Teacher Involvement in District Technology Plans. The majority (78%) of respondents
reported that their districts are currently implementing an educational technology plan, while 13%
said there was no such plan, and 9% weren't sure.

The same number (78%) also reported that they themselves or other teachers were involved in the
development of the district's educational technology plan, while 13% reported no teacher
involvement, and 8% weren't sure.

School Funding for Telecommunications. Less than half (48%) of respondents reported
that their school had funding that was specifically earmarked for telecommunications, while 38%
reported no such available funding, and 14% weren't sure.

Following are the percentages of respondents who indicated the availability of particular funding
sources to support telecommunications at their school site:

General Fund 40%
School Improvement Program (SIP) 40%
SB 1510 Grants 32%
Chapter 1 32%
Business 32%
Additional funding sources not listed 35%

Resources Available in the Classroom. Local Telementors were asked to indicate the
number and type of telecommunications resources available in their classrooms:

Phone Line: 86% reported having access to a phone line in their classroom, while 14%
had no phone access .
Computer(s): 38% reported having six or more computers in their own classrooms
(25% had more than 11 computers), and 56% reported having between 1-5 computers in
their classrooms. 6% had no computers in their classrooms at all.

Modem(s): 83% of respondents reported having a modem in their classroom, compared
to 14% who had no classroom modem, and 3% reported having more than 6 modems.

Networks (LAN/WAN): 46% of participants reported being connected to a local or
wide area network, while 54% had no such access.
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Question B3: Who attended the training sessions and participated in
follow-up activities?

State Telementors

Number of Participants: 20 State Telementors from 18 regions throughout California
participated in the trainings and follow-up sessions.

Job Title: Breakdown by job title (spanning all grade levels) was as follows:

Full-time teacher 70%
Library/Media Specialist 10%
Administrator 15%
Resource Teacher 5%

Grade level(s) served: Following are the grade level(s) served by the State Telementors (some
serve more than one category):

Elementary (K-5) 25%
Middle (6-8) 38%
Secondary (9-12) 38%

Students with Special Needs: The majority of State Telementors reported serving students
with special needs in their classrooms. The average percentage of students from their classes who
fell into the following categories was:

Chapter 1 students 43%
Bilingual students 29%
Special Ed. students 19%
Gifted students 20%

Local Telementors

Number of Participants: 380 Local Telementors from the 18 regions were trained by the State
Telementors.

Job Title: Of the total sample who completed the Local Telementor mail survey (n=200), the job
title breakdown was as follows:

Full-time teacher 82%
Library/media specialists 10%
Administrators 3%
County Office staff 2%
Part-time teachers 2%

Grade level(s) served: Following are the grade level(s) served by responding Local
Telementors:

Elementary (K-5) 34%
Middle (6-8) 38%
Secondary (9-12) 34%
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Students with Special Needs: Aiszain, the majority of Local Telementors reported serving
students with special needs in their classrooms. The average percentae of students from their
classes who fell into the followini2 categoric: was:

Chapter 1 students 19c-,

Bilinaial students 15cic

Special Ed. students 3 c7c

Gifted students

Administrator.,

Twenty-one of the State Telementors' administrators attended the administrators training session
co-sponsored by the Association for Californa School Administrators ( ACSA) and the Telemation
project.

_
Question B4: To what extent and about what did project participants

communicate "horizontally" (i.e., with each other) and
"vertically" (i.e., with project leadership)?

Overall Frequency of Communication among Project Participants: State and Local
Telementors were asked via the mail surveys how frequently they were communicating with
various other groups, project participants, and with their local colleagues. Their mean responses
are as follows:

Frequency of State Telementors' Local Telernentors'
Communication with: Mean Response: Mean Response:

(1=never, 3=somewhat frequently, 5=very frequently)

State Telementor(s) 3.3 3.0

Local Colleagues 3.4 3. 1

Project Leadership 2.9 2.6

As can be seen, State Telementors have kept in fairly frequent contact both with each other and
with their local colleagues, and somewhat less frequent contact with project leadership. The same
general pattern is evident for Local Telementors.

Frequency of E-Mail Communication among Project Participants: In the early phase
of the Telemation project, an email group called "telementorsgeis.calstate.edu" was created in
order to facilitate communication among and between the State Telementors, the Telemation
Partners, and California Technology Project personnel.
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During the one-year project period from 12/6/93-12/31/94, a total of 708 e-mail messag.eN were
collected and categ.orized. Below are the frequency counts and percentages for each participant
cateiloR :

Project Group:

State Thlementors

Telemation Partners

CTP Staff

Number of Messages Sent ; Percent of lotal Message
and Received: I Volume:

571 817c

33 5%

104 15%

Rate and Type of E-Mail Communication among State Telementors: State
Telementors were by far the heaviest users of the email group, accounting for 81% of its activity.
All but one Telementor used the email group to exchange messages throughout the year, and most
used it on a fairly regular basis.

Rate of use varied over time. As shown in the table below, usage began at a medium rate,
increased during the time that projects were being developed, tapered off during the summer and
fall when Telementors were conducting their local institutes, and increased again at the end of the
year.

Telementor E-Mail Messages by Month

12/93 1/94 2/94 3/94 0/94 5/94 3/94 794 8194 9.'94 10/94 I :94 12 94
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State Telementors used the e-mail group to communicate on a variety of topics. The follow ing table
depicts the message categories that emerged over the course of ,ear. the frequenc with A hich the
occurred (in descendinii order of the 571 total messages). and an example of each t% pe of
communication.

_ .

E-Mail Message Category:

Forwarding of sources of on-line
information
Requests for telecommunications-
related info or ideas
Response to an info request about
hardware or software

Response to a Teleniation Project-
related request

- --A
I Frequency: Sample Message:

(n; %)
91; 16% "Here's detailed info re: comet/Jupiter

collision in July, 1994. FYI..."
_

58; 10% "If one of you saved xx's msg. about the
History Telnet. could you forward it to me?"

58; 10%

Information sharing re: the Telemation
project

Forwarding of telecommunications-
related information

Forwarding of non-telecommunications
-related information

Request for information re:
hardware or software
Response to a general request

"Binhex & I don't have a relationship either.
I too have seen some funny scripts...This isn't
very user-friendly software..."

54; 9% "I too hope there is more trainin.2 time put ort
GINA at the April institute..."

50; 9% "If you have been frustrated trying to read
attached files for your project, one can append
a text file from mail pull-down menu in
GINA."

49; 9% 1 "This is a cheat-sheet on installhig & using .

GINA" [developed by a local Telementor &
forwarded by his state Telementor to the email;
group].

45; 8% 2i found this both interesting & infornative
[forwarded material on educational reform &
multicultural education].

42; 7%

38; 7%

"Do any of you have pointers to an Internet
site with Mosaic info?"
"Count me in on the task force. I'll try to
make the 7:30 meeting."

Personal exchanges or greetings 37; 6% "Hope everyone has a great vtration & is
taking some time off"

Telemation Project-related request tor 14;1%
information

Response to hardware/software-related
requests

Response to request for presentation
material

Request tor into to help with doing
presentations

"Can anybody help xx w/ this question, since
I am not really bi-platform yet." [request by
state T on behalf of local T re: Mac or Dos
platforms].

11, 1% "One big problem which can occur with a
9600/I4.4K modem has to do with the Mac to
modem cable. It must be a 'hardware
handshaking cable' or hi-speed cable

9; 2% "I can do that if you mean July 7. [response
to request to demonstrate Peacenet at local
institutel.

.

7; 1% "Please forward to me any into that you think
would be appropriate for a District mgmt team
presentation.

_

"XX would like to hear from you if ou use
the NASA \ideo & if it was helpful...-

General request 6; 1%
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Question B5: Ho$A many and %%hat types of technology-based curriculum plans
did participants deNelop?

_ _

State Telementors

umber of Plans Developed: The 20 State Telementors produced 19 technologv-ba,ed
curriculum projects. (The 20th State Telementor designed and conducted a Training Institute for
administrators instead of completing a curriculum project). Key features of the curriculum project,
are depicted in a table according to subject area addressed, intended grade level(s), project length
and types of technology employed. This chart is in Appendix B, along with the curriculum
projects are included in full.

Types of Plans Developed: Projects employed a variety of instructional strategies and
telecomrrinications resources and were required to incorporate the concepts found in California's
curriculum frameworks and reform documents.

Local Telementors

Number of Plans Developed: Most of the 380 Local Teleinentor curriculum plans are still in
progress. As of the end of April, 1995, approximately 15 had been completed and returned to
the Telemation Curriculum Specialist, who will continue to collect and sort these lessons as they
are received. The Telemation Project will make all of the curriculum projects available on-line in
the Fall of 1995.

Types of Plans Developed: As part of the mail survey, the Local Telementors were asked to
list the subject area(s) and grade level(s) addressed by their curriculum projects. The percentage of
plans addressing the following subject area(s) is listed below:

Language Arts 55%
History/Social Science 48%
Science 43%
Mathematics 24%
Vistial/Performing Arts 8%

The grade level(s) targeted by the Local Telementor curriculum projects are:

Elementary (K-5) 41%
Middle (6-8) 34%
Secondary (9-12) 33%

Question B6: To what extent are participants implementing their curriculum
plans within their own classrooms?

Curriculum Plans or Projects. Curriculum projects were developed by each of the participating
State and Local Telementors and were intended to comprise the teaching activities that would
incorporate the use of telecommunications tools and resources facilitated by the Telemation project.
The decision to apply this model was based on previous research conducted on the California Mode!
Technology Schools, which have provided teachers with a reason to use the technology. Additional
research on the Monterey Model Technology Schools (Cradler 1992), Cupertino Model TechnoloL.*
Schools (Barnett 1992), and more recently with the Department of Defense Dependent Schools
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Cradler 1995), clearly indicates that technology implementation cannot be educationally relevant
succeed unless teachers are directly involved in constructing projects for which they can appk
technology to address specific needs of the particular project.

Use of the Curriculum Project would also provide for documentation of how each of the Telementors
apply technology, a basis for evaluating the classroom impact of technology, a vehicle to communicate
and share telecommunications applications on-line. Additionally, these plans were intended to help to
define 'exemplary' applications of telecommunication for potential expansion and adaptation.
Responses by Telementors on the use of Curriculum Projects include:

State Telementors

Access to Necessary Equipment: All of the State Telementors reporteci having access to the
equipment necessary to implement their curriculum projects.

Classroom Implementation: All of the State Telernentors reported having developed and
implemented their curriculum projects within their own classroom settings.

Plans for Continuation or Expansion: Most (78%) of the State Telementors reported that
they plan on continuing or expanding these projects in the future, and all of them expressed an
interest in assisting other teachers to adopt or adapt their projects.

Local Telementors

Access to Necessary Equipment: The majority (83%) of the responding Local Telementors
reported having access to the equipment necessary for implementing their curriculum projects.
However, 17% reported not having such access, despite having provided an assurance of
adequate levels of administrative and material support prior to project participation.

Classroom Implementation: As of February, 1995, the majority (86%) of the responding
Local Telementors had already begun implementing the Telemation Curriculum Project within their
own classroom settings. An additional 2% indicated that they were still in the process of planning
their project and had not yet had an opportunity to begin implementing it. Twelve percent
indicated that they did not intend to implement a curriculum project. This figure was
somewhat high in light of the fact that project implementation was a requirement of involvement as
a Local Telementor.

Plans for Continuation or Expansion: Regar Hess of the progress of project completion,
nearly all (96%) of the Local Telementors planned to continue or expand on their curriculum
projects in the future, and 93% expressed an interest in assisting other teachers to adopt or adapt
them for use with other students.

Question B7: What challenges or barriers emerged over the course of
Telemation project implementation?

Based on interviews of key staff members and a review of written project materials such as partner
meeting minutes, the following implementation barriers were identified:

Inconsistent Expectations and Buy-In among Regional Partners. Prior to their
involvement in the Telemation project, most if not all of the Regional Partners had already been
identified as Partners and involved in the larger California Technology Project. The Telemation
Project coordinator, who had been hired after these original partnerships had been formed. was
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then responsible for brirnlin2 the 2roup to2ether as a state council to discuss, agree upon. and c.trr
out the Regional Partner role for this project.

There were considerable differences among the partners in k hat this role should look like, as well
as about which decisions NA ould he made individually by partners or collectively by the state
council. There was gener,i' a2reement that there needed to be more up-front clarification of
partners and Telemation saff members' expectations in order for the project to proceed more
smoothly.

Lack of Local Site Follow-Through on Commitment to Provide Telementors with
Necessary Telecommunications Equipment and Resources. As a prerequisite to
participating in the Telemation project, all State and Local Telementors had to provide assurances
of their local sites' commitment to providing them with the equipment and resources needed to
implement the telecommunications curriculum projects within their own classrooms.

Despite the fact that all of the local sites made this commitment, nearly 20% of the Local
Telementors did not yet have access to the necessary equ:pment or facilities to carry out their
projects at the time of the mail survey (Spring, 1995).

Telemation staff members attempted to remedy this situation by following up with individual sites
to offer support or problem-solving assistance, but these efforts came to little avail. Project
leadership were uncertain about how to prevent this problem in the future. They believed that
either more stringent eligibility requirements would need to be in place up front, or that the project
would need somehow to provide for participants' access to necessary telecommunications
resources upon selection for participation.

Technical Difficulties with the TeleLearning Mobile Unit (TMU). The TMU, a 48'
semi- trailer that housed 24 individual computer workstations, was one of the Telemation project's
key innovations to support the delivery of telecommunications training to individuals throughout
the state. As noted in another section of this report (Question C6), the TMU received mixed
reviews even when it was functioning properly. However, there were many instances in which the
TMU was either completely or partially inoperative during the scheduled Local Telemation
Institutes.

These technical difficulties were the source of much frustration for Telementors and project
leadership alike. Moreover, though all State Telementors and Regional Partners were urged to
develop a back-up plan for their Institutes in the event of a problem, not all regions were equally
able to adapt to the difficulties effectively. Specific problems and recommendations regarding the
TMU are discussed more fully under Question C6.

Question B8: What facilitative factors emerged as important over the course
of implementation?

Key project personnel were interviewed and documents reviewed to deteernine what, if any, factors
emerged as particularly important in contributing to the effective implementation of the Telernation
project. The followin2 facilitative factors were identified:

Development and Implementation of an Extremely Effective Process for Selecting
Telementors. Over and over again, the high caliber of the individuals selected to participate as
Telementors was mentioned both by leadership staff and by project participants themselves.
Despite some of the difficulties that occurred among the Regional Partners in arriving at consensus
on certain issues, it was generally agreed that the Telementor selection process and criteria were
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extremely effective, and that it would not be changed in the future. The emphasis on recruiting
individuals with strong teaching and staff development backgrounds (with or without strong
telecommunications skills) was seen as key. It was felt that the latter could be taught, whereas ths.
teaching and group facilitation skills were essential prerequkites because they were not teachable in
a short time frame.

The Development and Use of "Back-Up" Plans for Adapting to Technical
Difficulties posed by the TMU. Though not universally adhered to among all 18 regions, ,1
strong suggestion was made to State Telementors and Partners to be prepared for the possibility
that the TMU might malfunction for at least part of their Local Telemation Institutes. In those
instances in which the participants had thought through some alternative possibilities and were able
to think quickly on their feet, it was found that the negative impact of those technical difficulties,
while not eliminated, was greatly reduced.
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C. Participant Satisfaction with Training and Support

Question CI: How satisfied were State and Local Telementors and
administrators with the training activ ities associated with the
project?

Training for State Telementors was developed and provided by the Telemation Project staff and the
Telemation partners. The purpose of this training was to prepare the State Telementors to be
trainers of the Local Telementors. Training included telecommunications planning, developing. a
"Curriculum Project"..Curriculum reform, network resources, and a great deal of hands-on
experience using the telecommunication resources, and the use of the TMU as a training vehicle.

State Telernentors

Overall Level of Satisfaction with Training: There was considerable variability among the
20 State Telementors' perceptions of the training they received, though the majority indicated a
high degree of satisfaction with it.

Specifically, they rated the extent to which the training prepared them to teach others how
to incorporate the use of telecommunications within instruction. Below are their responses:

5 = Significant 31%
4 17%
3 = Moderate 11%
2 11%
1 = None 17%

The fact that 79% of the State Telementors felt that they had been moderately to
significantly well-prepared to carry out their instructional role wi..1 others is promising.
Unfortunately, however, roughly one fifth (28%) of the State Telementors rated their
degree of preparation as low (1 and 2 on the 5-point scale), raising questions as to what
might have been done differently to accommodate the needs of this portion of the group.

Training Strengths: Positive features of the training that were mentioned repeatedly by the
Telementors included:

Training materials and guidelines were well-organized and thorough.

The on-line time provided during the training (roughly 15 hours) was very useful.

The Telemation staff were perceived as competent and accessible for valuable
coaching and assistance. Participants noted that the sessions and materials were well
organized, and they appreciated staff's efforts to remedy technical problems, even when
they were unable to solve them.

Of particular significance was the quality of the rapport and mutual regard that
developed among the State Telementors. The quality of interactions that occurred
within the group was extremely positive and supportive. Participants bonded very
strongly, and even created a name (The "Quackers") and accompanying t-shirts for
themselves. [The name arose in connection with the fact that during the training, ,ome
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mdix iduals would at various times attempt to use the computers surreptitiously, onl> to be
disco\ ered by the others because of the telltale "quacking- noise made by the maehmesi

Comments made by the State Telementors about their group included:

The Telementors are some of the best people I have worked with in the education

"Amazing energy and supportiveness. The most powerfid group of teachers I have
ever worked with."

"People problems were non-existent".

am still totally excited by the people involved!".

"I've Ibund the people and technology to be incredible."

"Wow!! What energy & what a great group of people!''

Training Areas for Improvement and Participants' Suggestions: While for the most
part satisfied with the quality of the training they received, State Telementors mentioned several
areas for improvement and some suggestions for strengthening the training. These included:

Provide even more on-line time for participants to practice their searching and related
telecommunications skills. Even with the relatively large amount of on-line time provided,
participants still commented frequently on their desire and need to have more time to
practice telecommunications skills.

Many participants suggested focusing the training on Netscape as opposed to
starting with CORE, GINA and gopher searching, because it was felt that the advent of
Netscape made it no longer necessary to cover so many different tools. Recognizing that
telecommunications technology is in a constant state of change, perhaps the message
underlying this specific suggestion is that there needs to be an emphasis on current,
state-of-the-art programs and search tools. However, Telemation/CTP staff are
aware that many schools do not have the capacity to obtain and use these state-of-the-art
technologies, and thus recognize the importance of training with a variety of programs and
tools.

Provide more time on the workings of the TMU and how to troubleshoot the
inevitable technical (including hardware) problems that arise. State Telementors received
only a 30-minute walk through of the unit, and many felt this was insufficient.

Develop and distribute the local institute training guide earlier in the process.
Some participants' local training schedule made it necessary for them to develop their
training plan in the absence of such support materials and felt hindered by not having the

Provide more opportunities for State Telementors to share each other's local
institute plans. Synthesize these and in the words of one participant. "pull the plans
together to give them a common 'look and feel.

More clearly differentiate between activities designed to help in the development of
local institute training plans and those de.i2ned to promote successful design and
implementation of curriculum projects.
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Need to strengthen the training component that focused on the needs of
bilingual students. The sample activities described in this component were seen as
overly simplistic and not well tied to telecommunications.

Local Telementors

Overall Level of Satisfaction with Training: Immediately following each local trainino
institute, Local Telementors were administered a questionnaire soliciting their reactions to the
session. When considering the extent to which Local Telementors were satisfied with the quality
of the training they received, it is important to remember that, in most cases, each State Telementor
conducted hisTher own Telemation Institute with the assistance of the Regional Partner. These
sessions were deliberately not standardized. Thus, although there were a common set of
atidelines and proposed activities no two institutes were exactly alike.

Not only did each State Telementor implement his/her own training institute differently, the
reliability and performance of the Telemation Mobile Unit (TMU) itself varied widely across these
18 different institutes, as did these sites' ability to adapt to the technical difficulties. Not
surprisingly, then, the participants' reactions to and the results obtained via the eighteen regional
institutes also varied.

Overall, participants' ratings were positive, with the average overall rating bein 4.2 on a 1-5
scale, where 5=excellent and 1=needs to improve. There was, however, considerable variation
(range = 3.1 to 4.8) between the average overall ratings across the regions.

Interestingly, as noted on in the chart on the next page, TMU technical difficulties alone did not
result in lower overall ratings. In fact, the majority (11) of the regions did experience problems
with the TMU. What seemed to make a difference was the presence or absence of alternative or
back-up arrangements in the face of such technical difficulties. The Telemation management team
had recommended that such back-up arrangements be made, but individual regions did not
respond uniformly to that suggestion.
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Local Telementor Satisfaction with Training

Region/Partner Re-s-po-ndeni-s Mei-InOverall Rating

Santa Clara 23 4.6
Kern Co./Bakersfield 11__ 4.5
Mendocino 13 4.4
Alameda 19 4.2
Marin T-CAP 1,_, 4.2
Butte missing data

Imperial *
LA-NASDC *
San Diego *
KQED*
Ventura **
San Luis Obispo **
Stanislaus **
San Bernadino **
Sonoma **
Sacramento **
Fresno **

18
15
15

13

missing data

4.1
3.9
3.6
3.1
4. 8
4.5
4.5
4.4
4.3
4.0

Total n: 327 Grand Mean: 4.2

* TMU was not functioning properly for part of the training, and no back-up arrangements
were made (mean rating for these was 3.7).

** TMU was not functioning properly for part of the training, but alternative arrangements
were made to minimize the disruption to participants (mean rating for these was4.4).

Note: The mean rating for all 11 institutes in which TMU difficulties occurred plus
** combined) was 4.2, the same as the grand mean for all sessions.

Extent to Which Training Provided Adequate Preparation. The mail survey sent to the
Local Telementors in February 1995, (several months after participation in their local training
institutes), asked about the extent to which Local Telementors perceived their institute as having
prepared them to integrate telecommunications into instruction. Most respondents rated this item
favorably. The majority (64%) gave a rating of 4 or higher on a 1-5 scale, with an average of 3.8.
The specific response breakdown was:

5 = Significant
4 11%
3 = Moderate 13%
1 10%

= None

Training Strengths: Despite the differences in delivery format. content, and TMU performance
across the 18 regions, there was a fair amount of consistency in the Local Telementors' perceptions
of both the strengths and weaknesses of the local traininu institutes. Following are some of the
positive features of the local training institutes that were mentioned repeatedly across regions:
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The hands-on, on-line time provided during the training roughly 15 hours) was seen
as extremely valuable.

The opportunity to network and share ideas with professional colleagues w as
very much appreciated.

The esprit de corps that developed among Local Telementor groups was mentioned
repeatedly. A similar sense of team cohesion developed among Local Telementor 2roups
as developed among the State Telementors ( who, as noted previously, had named
themselves the "Quackers" ). Local Telementor groups also created names for themselves,
including:

Netwits
Roadrunners
Virtual Voyagers
BATS (Bay Area Telemaniacs)
Bay Cruisers
Internet Invaders
DEVINE (De Valley InterNetworking Educators)
Sierra Pathfinders
Cyberstuffers

Many participants commented favorably on the high quality and knowledgeability of
the presenter(s) and the organization of the training session itself.

Training Areas for Improvement and Participants' Suggestions: Perceptions about
areas for improvement included:

Provide even more on-line time during the training.

Provide written, step-by-step "cheat sheets" to assist participants with on-line
searches.

Decrease the amount of talk time during training: less lecture presentations, and
fewer or shorter icebreaker exercises.

Some problems involved trying to provide training in both Mac and PC platforms.
Suggestions included either providing better PC instruction and support or
eliminating the PC platform altogether and focusing exclusively on the Mac
platform.

Break participants into ability groups to accommodate differing skill levels.

Format and duplicate disks ahead of time to avoid having to waste valuable in-class
time for such routine tasks.

Provide clearer, more specific goals and objectives for each training day.
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Administrators

Followin2 their training, the 21 administrators who participated in the administrators' training were
asked to rate and comment upon its quality via a brief questionnaire. Following are the
administrators' responses to the 5-point Likert-scaled items:

Questionnaire Item: Mean response on 1-5 scale:
(1=strongly disagree, 3=agree,
5=strongly agree)

Training Objectives: The objectives of the ACSA
Telernation Institute were well-formulated, clear, and
addressed the topic.
Training Content: The information presented was relevant ,
to the objectives.
Understandability: The content was appropriate to my
level of understanding and experience.

4.1

4.6

4.3

Expectations: The Institute met my expectations. 4.0

Overall Rating 4.7

Administrator Training Strengths: Positive features that were mentioned by the
administrators in their open-ended comments included:

The training was well-organized

There waS a sense of teamwork and collaboration

The training emphasized curriculum and instruction, which was seen as very important

Administrators' Suggestions for Improving the Training: The participating
administrators noted several ways in which the training might be improved, including:

Provide more opportunities for small group work in order to avoid gettin2 bogged down
with too much lecture.

Avoid scheduling the training concurrently with the ACSA conference; check out potential
dates with participants ahead of time.

Provide more materials and assistance for the "non-techies" (e.g., handouts of
terminology, how-to sheets for c./uiding someone through GINA).

Question C2: How satisfied were State and Local Telementors with the
nature and degree of Follow-up Support provided by the
project?

Telemation partners included County Offices of Education, the 10 California Technology Project
Regional Affiliates, one Instructional Television Agency, the Association of California School
Administrators, and others. In addition to planning and monitoring training sessions, partners
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were also responsible for providing follow-up support and assktance for the Telementors
Coordination of the partner activities was provided by the Telernation Project Manalement

State Telementors

Via the mail survey and the Institute Reflection forms, State Telementors were asked to rate and
comment on the nature and decuee of follow-up support proided by the Telemation Project.
Specifically, they were asked about support they received from their Telemation Partners, the
Telemation/CTP staff, and the on-line support they received from other Telementors and
Telemation staff.

State Telementors' Ratings of Support Received from Telemation Partners: The
majority of State Telementors rated the support they received from their Telemation Partner quite
hig.hly. Almost all (95%) of them rated the support they received as often or sometimes useful.
Sixty percent (60%) felt that their Partner's support was available to a great extent, 29% to a
moderate extent, and 12% to a lesser extent.

Half (50%) of the State Telementors claimed to make a high degree of use of their Partner's
support, while the other half were divided between moderate (30%) and low (20%) use of this
support.

Most Helpful Aspects of Partner Support: The nature and degree of support provided
across the 18 regional participants varied considerably. In those instances in which Partner
support was seen as most effective, the following elements were seen as key:

Partners took an active role in planning for the local training institutes.

Staff from Partner agencies were present and involved at most or all training
sessions.

Partners provided access to facilities and equipment that could be used in the event
of TMU technical difficulties.

Partners provided additional staff to assist with training in order to improve the
participant-to-trainer ratio.

Aspects of Partner Support that Could be Improved: In several cases, problems arose
in connection with the Partner role. Areas in which difficulties or suggestions for improvement
were made included:

Some Partners perceived the clerical and logistical responsibilities associated with
implementing the local institutes as burdensome.

Partner attendance at institutes that was sporadic or sparse was not seen as
helpful or supportive by State Telenientors.

Some State Telementors desired to have a more active role in the Partner's selection
of Local Telementors.

Ratings of Support they Received from Telemation Project and CTP Staff: Almost
all (90r7c) of the State Telementors rated the support received from CTP resources as available to a
great extent and useful. Following are comments regarding specific stremaths and areas for
improvement of this support.
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Most Helpful Aspects of Staff Support: Telemation Protect and CTP staff %%ere seen h% the
State Telementors as useful resources in the followintY ways:

Members of the Telemation and CTP leadership team %%ere seen as knowledLleable.
accessible, and patient.

Technical support in the face of TMI: mechanical difficulties was seen as very helpful
when it occurred.

Support from the Telemation Curriculum Specialist for developing the
curriculum projects was seen as useful.

Ways in which Staff Support Could be Improved: Comments made by the State
Telementors regarding difficulties or suggested improvements included:

Some participants had trouble setting up their on-line accounts, and desired more
and faster assistance from CTP and Telemation staff.

TMLT technical difficulties resulted in some participants desiring more technical on-site
assistance from CTP or Telemation staff during local training institutes.

Some participants desired more clearly articulated goals, objectives and
timelines for the project as a whole.

Ratings of On-Line Support: The vast majority (88%) of State Telementors reported that on-
line support was available to a moderate or great extent, and that this support was useful to them.
Forms of on-line support that were mentioned as particularly useful included:

E-mail communications between State Telementors, CTP staff, and partners
proved to be a powerful component of the Telemation project as it fostered an ongoing
interaction regarding development and implementation of.local training institutes, the
sharing of information and instructional resources, and assistance with technical issues.
E-mail communication also afforded the Telementors the opportunity to share and compare
individual experiences and provide moral support to each other.

A good example of the importance of online communications is the establishment of
support groups of IBM users and Mac users by the State Telementors. These groups
engaged in a great deal of online discussions and trouble shooting for getting the
telecommunications software to work. While only a few participated in the discussions,
many others reaped the benefits and received assistance from reading the groups'
discussions.

Online assistance from the Project's Curriculum Developer was also a significant
contribution to State Telementors in the development and implementation of curriculum
projects to serve as models for the integration of telecommunications in the classroom.
Through the continuous use of e-mail, Telementors were coached in adhering their plans to
state frameworks and trying to extend the use of telecommunications in student-problem
solving activities.
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Local Telementors

Via the mail survey, Local Telementors were asked to rate and comment on the availability. degree
of us, and quality of follow-up support provided via the Telemation Project.

Availability of Follow-Up Supports. Local Telementors rated on a 5-point scale the extent
to which various forms of Telemation project support was available to them. They responded as
follows:

Support Resource: Extent Available on 1-5 scale:
( =None, 3=Moderate, 5=Great )

State Telementor(s) 3.8

Telemation Staff 3 .7

Telemation Partners 3.5

On-Line Support 3.4

Use and Perceived Value of Support from Telemation Staff. Local Telementors rated
the extent to which they made use of supports available from the Telemation staff. They responded
as follows:

Resource: -I Low Use TModerate Use High Use

Telernation Staff 19% 43% 38%

CTP Resources 30% 46% 24%

They then rated the degree of usefulness of those supports as follows:

Resource: Never Useful Sometimes Useful Often Useful 1

Telemation Staff 5%

12%

44% 52%

CTP Resources
_L

53% 36%

Most Helpful Aspects of Follow-Up Support: The following elements were mentioned
repeatedly as being effective components of follow-up support:

Ongoing collaboration and on-line connections among participants.

Availability and accessibility of Telemation staff to answer questions and solve
problems.

Local Telementors' Suggestions for Improving Follow-Up Support: Areas in which
difficulties or suggestions for improvement were mentioned included:

A desire for more individualized follow-up with and monitoring of Local
Felementors once they returned to their work sites. One participant commented, "In some
respects I felt trained and then orphaned.-
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More frequent and sustained contact slith their group was de ired h man
participants. Specific sue2.estions included. .

monthly meetings with the State Telementor
periodic follow-up meeting.s
participant reunions

Some desired additional training to he offered throu,2hout the year.

BEST COW? ANNLI3kBLE
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D. Impact on Teachers Students and the School

Question DI: To NOW extent has the Telemation Project had an impact on
participating teachers/school staff?

State Telementors

State Telementor Activities: The 20 State Telementors were selected to proide training and
follow-up support to the Local Telementors to enable them to effectively utilize telecommunications
tools and on-line informatn resources to support teaching and learning. State Telementors played
a pivotal role in the project. They were selected through a competitive application process. The
application criteria required prior experience conducting staff development, knowledge of the State
Curriculum Frameworks, some experience using telecommunications to support teaching, local
access to the Internet, support from the site principal for conducting Telementor activities, and time
to do the work of a Telementor. The overall duties for Telernentors included: I) collaborative
development of the training curriculum for the Local Telementor Training, 2) development of a
model Curriculum Project to be emulated by Local Telementors, 3) participation in the project
evaluation activities, 4) preparation of trainina materials and strateabies, 5) attendance at planning
meetings, 6) communications and sharing wiai other Telementors,7) training of Local
Telernentors, 8) follow-up technical assistance for Local Telementors, 9) on--line support for Local
Telernentors, 10) analyze network resources for educational value, 11) review and critique Local
Telementor Curriculum Plans, and 12) provide various troubleshooting and problem solving
activities as needed.

Perceived Impact on 'reaching and Wouk Life: State Telementors were asked to rate on a
5-point scale (1= none, 3 = some, 5 = significant) the extent to which the Teletnation Project
increased or enhanced their own opportunities and experiences as teachers. Following are their
mean ratings:

Staff Outcome

Serve as a resource to help others use telecommunications

Access and use of resources beyond textbooks
.

Interacting with colleagues
_ _

Gain confidence in own telecommunications use

Integrating telecommunications into curriculum & instruction

Overcoming isolation in own classroom

Making teaching more interesting

Increasing confidence as a staff developer
_ . _ _ _

Evaluating the use & impact of telecommunications
_

Interacting with students

providing student-centered learning opportunities

Providing student problem-solving activities

Providing simulation experiences

Grand Mean

40 5 ;)

State T Rating

(on 1-5 scale)

4.7

4..5

4.5

4.4
4.3

4 . 3

4.2
4.1

3.9

3 7

3.6

3.1

2.8
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Perceived Success in Using Telecommunications Instructionall. All 20 of the State
Telementors reported that their use of telecommunications as a classroom resource had been
successful. and that they would use it again.

Anecdotal Evidence of Staff Changes: State Telementors were asked to provide specific
examples of changes that had occurred as a result of their participation in the Telemation project
The examples that were shared fall into several broad categories that are consistent with the most
highly rated outcomes listed above. Following are the categories along with some representatke
quotes from the State Telementors' open-ended responses:

State Telementors enjoyed serving as a resource to others and felt the,
were having an impact.

"I feel very good about being a key person in my district in the development of curriculum
and technology....Currently all Tech inservicing is at my site, which I develop."

"I knew I wanted to become involved in the project but I did not think I could affect my
district. But with the enthusiastic support from the leaders of the Project, the Partners and
each State Telement )r, I have gained confidence for sharing this enthusiasm with my
district. The change has been awesome!"

Involvement in the project enhanced participants' credibility in the eyes of
local colleagues.

"Having the title 'Telementor' gave me more credibility in the eyes of decision-makers
when I spoke about the benefits of classroom telecomputing."

"Telemation added validity to what I already did in the classroom with telecommunications.
It helped justify and validate my use of computers."

State Telementors increased their knowledge and use of telecommunications.

"I learned a great deal about everything from hardware to software."

"The Telemation project helped me gain resources, know-how, confidence. and a mandate
for implementing telecomputing in my classroom."

"I comfortably use all aspects of telecommunications and I knew/used nothing at all before
the project."

Connections between professional colleagues were increased or enhanced.

"The use of email has connected me with colleagues in a more efficient manner than the
phone."

"I it as able to work with staff at partner schools in North Carolina."

"I'm now in touch with others all the time.''
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Local Telementors

Percei ed Impact on Teaching and Work Life: Local Telementors were also asked to rate
on a 5-point scale ( 1= none. 3 = some. 5 = significant) the extent to which the Telemation Project
increased or enhanced their own opportunities and experiences as teachers. Following are their
mean ratings:

Staff Outcome

Access and use of resources beyond textbooks

Confidence in own telecommunications use

Making teaching more interestin2

Interacting with colleagues

Integrating telecommunications into curriculum & instruction

Providing student-centered learning opportunities

Evaluating the use & impact of telecommunications

; Local T Rating

(on 1-5 scale)

4.0

, Overcoming isolation in own classroom

Providing student problem-solving activities

Interacting with students

Providing simulation experiences

4.0
4.0
3.7

3.5

3.4

3.4

3.4

Grand Mean

3.2

3.1

2.8

3 . 5

Perceived Success in Using Telecommunications Instructionally. Nearly all (97%) of
the responding Local Telementors reported that their use of telecommunications as a classroom
resource had been successful and that they would use it again, as compared to only 3% who felt
that their efforts to use telecommunications in the classroom had been unsuccessful.

Anecdotal Evidence of Impact on Local Telementors: In responding to the mail survey,
Local Telementors were asked to elaborate on or provide examples of the outcomes they rated most
highly. Following are the broad categories that were mentioned, along with some representative
quotes:

Increased or enhanced communication with colleagues.

"More than anything, it ends isolation for teachers.

"The greatest outcomes are in the area of communication with peers, access to global info
and each other. I'm sold!"

"I thoroughly enjoyed the peer contacts and the interaction."

Increased access to and use of telecommunications resources.

"I knew nothing beforethis has opened a whole nett. world."

"I can now search the world jOr mlOrmation rather tlum just using local libranec.'

"I can access more up-to-the-minute itOrmation not available in textbooks."
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ONercoming fear of or discomfort with computers and technology.
-This project helped me overcome my fear or telecommunications.-

-Made me more comfortable with technology,"

Increased integration of telecommunications into instruction.

"Telecommunications has become an element woven into my teaching."

"The project effectively demonstrated how telecommunications could be incorporated
effectively and mean ingfullv into the curriculum."

-I'd never used telecommunications before. Now it's a regular part ofmv classroom.'

In general, the use of mentoring on a large scale can be done with relative success as indicated bythe teacher reactions. The extent of management and coordination to support this success is not
sufficiently documented in the study, but needs comment. Working with the project. the
evaluation team observed that additional coordination in future efforts would be desirable. Also,the ratio of one State to 24 Local Telementors was somewhat high. Future efforts should consider
ways to provide more support from existing partners and agencies. This could be accomplished
with additional pre-planning that involves County Office of Education staff and other partners.The results of this project effort provided a great deal of information to help in future planning for
Telementoring projects.

Another area is the incentive structure for teachers to serve as mentors. While Telernentors had agenerally positive experience, concerns were expressed about the need for additional time. This
implies that additional funding is needed to support teacher-time and resources for planning.
implementing, and sharing their Curriculum Projects, as well as to learn more about
telecommunications applications and to keep up with rapidly emerging technology-based
educational resources.

Question D2: To what extent. has the Telemation Project had an impact on
students (e.g., on student learning, attendance, etc.)?

The assessment of the impact of Telemation interventions on student performance was determined
by teacher judgments of student performance. In general, the approach was to have teachers rate
the influence of the telecommunications resources on student variables. A review of the evaluation
outcomes of the Curriculum Projects could reveal more direct changes in student performance
resulting from the program. Because most of these projects are in the initial stages of development
and implementation, it was not possible to gather reliable student assessment data. This would be
a logical follow-up for future evaluation of the Telemation program.

Following are the Telernentor-reactions regarding student impact:
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State Telementors' Students

State Telementors' Assessment of Student Outcomes. The 20 State TelementoN were
asked to rate on a 5-point scale ( 1=not at all, 3=moderately, 5=significantlyi the extent to which the

instructional activities associated with the Telemation Project increased or improved their student,,'

outcomes. The mean rating gi\en for each item is presented below:

Student Outcome State T Mean Rating

Interest in Telecommunications Use 4.7

Participation in Cooperative Learning 4.4

ProficiencLin the Use of Telecommunications 4.3

Student Initiative or Autonomy 4.3

! Frequency of Telecommunications Use 4.1

! Problem-Solving & Hiaher Order Thinking Skills 4.0

1Time Engaged in School Work 3.9

Con-ipletion of Classroom Assignments 3.8

Academic Performance 3.8

Classroom Behavior & Study Skills 3.7

Overall Interest in School 3.7

;Attendance & Punctuality 3.1

Grand Mean 4.0

Perceived Impact on State Telementors' Students' Report Card Grades: When asked

whether or not technology use had had a positive impact on their students' report card grades,

State Telementors responded as follows:

Perceived Impact on Students'
Report Card Grades?

Percentage of State Telementors
Responding as Noted

Yes 61%

Not Sure 22%

No 17%

Of the 11 State Telementors who reported ulat technology use had indeed positively affected their

students' report card grades, the average percentage of students' from their classes whose grades

improved by at least one full grade point was just over one-third (36%).

Anecdotal Evidence of Impact on State Telementors' Students: State Telernentors

were asked to provide specific examples of ways in which the students they served had been

affected by their own involvement in the Telemation Project. Many such examples were shared,

and they tended to fall into several broad categories that largely mirror the most highly rated areas

of impact listed above. Following are the categories followed by some illustrative quotes from the

State Telementors:

Previously Low-Performing Students Improved their Academic Performance.

"XXX has struggled with writing assignments all year. He hadn't turned in any of his

assignments. I vas vvorried as we approached major research papers. However he t.a.v

able to find information about his topic on the Internet not available in other places. Ile

turned out an excellent project."
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-One student vtas a low-achiever...He kept his rades up and tvorked to have free tonesurf the Net. He bought a modem and began to use Netscape. It turned him around."

-XXX's attention to written Spanish increased. When he wrote to his online expert, 10Puerto Rico, he wanted always to make sure everything was correct. And us his final cxd,nproved, his writing and vocabulary did, in fact improve. He had barely received a C inSpanish II. In Spanish III his 'A was solid."

Students who had previously lacked motivation became more interested inlearning. In some instances, attendance notably improved.

"XXX used to be a student bored with school. With an IQ of 155, he felt he had all theanswers with not much to learn....XXX became extremely interested in the technical side
of my project, wanting to create an electronic book by himself"

"My project was focused on earthquakes....XXX could care less. When he was
responsible for downloading the daily earthquake reports, though, he got very interested inthe subject. His enthusiasm led to an excellent personal project on earthquakes that
demonstrated his understanding of plate tectonics."

"Telecommunications was an avenue for XXX to excel and heighten his learning
potential....His attendance improved because he wanted to be there to receive his e-mailmessages from his pen-pal."

Students who had been uninvolved with or ostracized by other studentsbecame a more interactive with and valued by their peers.

"I have taught XXX for 3 years. In those 3 years, he has been very quiet [and his
participation! has usually been prompted by a particular activity or by myself During the
project, XXX found his voice in my classroom. He thoroughly enjoyed writing to hisadopted partner. But more than anything, computer creativity was new to XXX and he
found an outlet and a reason to share with his classmates. [He began tol teach his
classmates about how he achieved his imaginative graphics and cards in Hyperstudio.

Referring to the student mentioned above with the IQ of 155 who felt he had all the
answers:

"He also had few friends, as he shared his view of his abilities with all. [After starting to
work on his electronic book by himself], he soon discovered that other students who vvere
working together in twos & threes were producing much more, quicker, and with high
quality. As XXX is very competitive, he decided to have another student help him with the
art on his book. He discovered that the collaborative book was a lot better. He now pulls
students with specific skills together to produce [specific projects!. People are actually
starting to like him!"

Students took on new roles in helping each other.

"Telecommunication offered this student a new role in the classroom--he was seen as an
authority and someone who knew something important and valuable. Other students
sought his counsel and assistance when embarking on their projects. This role was a nett
niche Pr a student that was On the fringe prior to the introduction of telecommunication as a
class activity."
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"XXX is a low-achieving student in my 6th grade class. YYY is a gifted snulent who was
having problems using a search engine on Netscape to find MIOrmation fOr her count
report. XXX solved the problem by_fincling a home page displaying the continent 1

mutual respect va.v achieved that day."

Students gained confidence in their abilities and options for the future.

"One of the students said that she had gained so much confidence in searching for
infOrmation using telecommunications that her group fwho had been involved in a
simulation as international trade brokers/ felt they might be able to run their own business

as opposed to working for someone else.''

Local Telementors' Students

Local Telementors' Assessment of Student Outcomes. Local Telementors were also

asked via the mail survey to rate on a 5-point Likert scale (l=not at all, 3=rnoderately,

5=significantly) the extent to which the instructional activities associated with the Telemation
Project increased or improved their students' outcomes. Their mean ratings (followed by State

Telementors' mean ratings for purposes of comparison) are presented below:

Student Outcome Local T Rating (State T Rating)

Interest in Telecommunications Use 4.3
----(47)3.8Frequency of Telecommunications Use (4:2)

Proficiency in .the Use of Telecommunications (4.3)-

_Participation in Cooperative Learning_ 3.6
-----------

(4.4)

Self-Esteem 3 5 missina item

Student Initiative or Autonomy 3.5 (4.3)

Problem-Solving & Higher Order Thinking Skills 3:4_ (4.0)

Subject Area Knowledge & Skills 3.4 misSing, item

Overall Interest in School 3.4_ (3.7)

Completion of Classroom Assignments 3:0 _-_ ...(3 .8)

Time Engaged in School Work 3.0_ .._ ... _.
(3.9)

Academic Performance 2.9 :___ ...(3 8)

Classroom Behavior & Study Skills 2.8 (3.7)

Attendance & Punctuality
1.3 (3. 1)

_

_ . . ...
Grand Mean 3.5 (4.0)

As can he seen, participants reported the project as haying a moderately hi(Th degree of impact on

most areas (grand mean = 3.5 and 4.0 for Local and State Telementors, respectively), with the

highest perceived impacts for both groups' students being in students' interest in and frequency of

telecommunications use.
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Perceived Impact on Local Telementors' Students' Report Card Grades. Local
Telementors were also asked via the mail survey whether or not technology use had had a positive
impact on their students' report card grades. Their response breakdown, (along with that of the
State Telementors for comparison purposes), is show n below.

Perceived Impact on Students' Report Card
Grades?

Percentage of Local Telernentors Responding as
Noted (State T Response)

Yes 10% (61%)
Not Sure 50% (22%)

No 30% (17%)

Of the 34 Local Telementors who reported that technology use had indeed positively affected their
students' report card grades, the average percentage of students' from their classes whose grades
improved by at least one full grade point was just under one-third (29%).

Anecdotal Evidence of Impact on Local Telementors' Students: Local Telementors
were also asked via the mail survey to identify specific ways in which their students had been
affected as a result of their own participation in the Telemation Project. Dozens of such examples
were given. Following are the broad categories into which they tended to cluster (which are quite
similar to those of the State Telementors), along with examples of each.

Previously low-achieving students increased their academic performance.

"A student with low productivity is now doing extensive research and is excited."

" A student who previously got an 'F' in writing now is getting 'A's."

"A student has really blossomed this year--even goes to other classrooms to help teachers
with their new computers. He studies more now and his grades have improved."

"Because of keypals, an ESL student has much improved writing skills."

Students who lacked motivation became more interested and involved in
learning.

"One student was a terrible writer and not motivated now has written short stories and
poems and is involved in sci-fi club."

"A student from Bangladesh who originally had problems with attendance and completing
assignments is now involved, spending a lot of time, and excited."

"One student has gone from being hyperactive and disruptive to other students, then being
bored and uninvolved in school, to now being excited, motivated and involved in
telecommunicating."

"A lazy, gtfted student who was bored with classroom work has renewed interest and
challenge."

"A Special Ed student who has a difficult time getting involved in projects is now-very
interested in computers and is passionate about it."

"A Miwok student who did not like writing with paper and pencil 1:)ok an interest in wohni:
due to email."
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Students who had been uninvolved with or ostracized by other students
became a more interactive with and valued by their peers.

"GATE students tend to want to work alone -- one such student would not work with pcen
in any collaboration, but now t.orks in a group.''

"A Pakistani student has 'opened up' and communication in general has improved."

"A shy and introverted student is now tutoring other students.''

"An outcast has become a helper for other students cold is learning to relate to others."

"A student reluctant to get involved in anything is now managing the keypals project."

Students took on new roles with their peers and with school staff.

"A previously suicidal student with academic/personal problems is now training and
helping here and at other schools."

"One student is now advertising his services as a consultant to teachers."

"A student has become a mentor to other students and gotten a huge self:confidence boost."

Telecommunications served to 'level the playing field' for students with
differing abilities.

"A hearing disabled student now has an area where the disability is non-existent."

"A wheelchair-bound student did research using telecommunications."

Students gained confidence in their abilities and options for the future.

"A special ed. student is now in demand as a partner for projects. This had greatly
enhanced her self-esteem and given her future options of college instead of only marriage."

"A student with 'no future' now wants to explore possible careers using computers."

"XXX now 'knows' what he wants to do in life -- this has sparked his interest in the
future."

Question D3: To what extent has the Telemation Project had an impact on the
larger school community and/or the community at large?

State and Local Telementors were asked via the mail surveys and institute reflections to rate and/or
comment on any impact(s) they had seen occurring within their school or larger community as a
result of the Telemation project. Members of the management team were interviewed regardinta
these issues as well. Several areas of impact were noted; these are summarized with supporting
evidence below.

Expanded Use of Telecommunications among Teachers and Students within the
School and/or District. As noted also undcr Question 0 with respect to staff outcomes.
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State Telementors were very pleased with their expanded ability to serve as a resource to help
others use telecommunications. They also indicated via the survey that many more teachers in
their settimls were now usiniz telecommunications as a result of their involvement in the
project. Their mean responses to these survey items were:

Outcome:

State Telementor able to serve as a resource
to help others use telecommunications

Mean Rating of Extent to which the-
Telemation Project increased it on 5-point
scale (I=none, 5=sianificantly)

Expanded the use of telecommunications to
other teachers at your school

Expanded the use of telecommunications to
other teachers in your district.

4.7

4.1

4.1

Positive Impact on Larger School Community. The comments below also indicate
that, as a result of the project, the State Telementors were being called upon re2ularly as
telecommunications resource persons within their local settings, and that they could see that
they were having animpact on the larger school community:

"In addition to being a Telementor to others, I have been a resource for district fiwilities
planning."

"I'm responding to 100 e-mails a week for assistance [from the Local Telementors], and
I've also brought three new teachers on line."

"jiffy enthusiasm has 'hooked' some teachers."

"Use of the library jumped. Before- and after-school use went up 100%. Ten computers
in the library are now in constant use from 6:30 to 5:00."

Positive Impact on Students' Parents. Though not an outcome directly targeted by
the Telemation project, several State and Local Telementors commented that the project had
resulted in students teaching their parents how to use telecommunications, and in improved
home-school relations.

"Some students are using telecommunications at home now, and are even teaching their
parents how to use it."

"Parents' outlook at our sclzool is improved because the Internet that they had read about in
the mass media & that they possibly use is being implemented in the classroom. Students
and parents are realizing the true power of the Internet: collaboration and cooperation."

Expanded use of Telecommunications by Administrators. Although relatively
few administrators participated directly in the Telemation project as compared with the
number of teachers, several Telementors noted an impact on this group as well:

"Many administrators are now starting to use telecommuMcations due to au' tatinint;. It

really jump-started our county."
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-I was an Administrator-Telementor. First. I !earned a ;rear deal and use it daily in in:.
work as a principal. Fe)r exwnple, 1 reccntl.s learned that a student at my school has Pr ale..
Willi Syndrome. 1 hatv used telecommunications to learn what this is. how it can atr.c,
sclwol pedOrmance. and to contact further resmirces. Seetmd, I have wen .?"

/17 /fly workshops become eager to pursue telecommunications. They ha,..c ne 'i(t and
wcured the resources they needed to get on-line themselves.-

Expanded or Enhanced Telecommunications Training Opportunities. Over
and above the training directly provided as part of the Telernation project itself, there were
several instances in which the project led indirectly to expanded training and staff
development opportunities:

"The Telemation project is being used as a model for our district's staff developmenr.'

"When the TMU /camel back in January, along with Telemation j011ow-up, it [was! used
to train regional support people such as the Subject Matter Project Directors, as well as the
12 74 Restructuring Schools."
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E. Overall Reactions to the Telemation Program

Question El: To w hat extent do key players and participants view the oN erall
Telemation model as effective?

State and Local Telernentors were asked via the mail survey to comment on what they found to he
both the most and the least beneficial aspects of the Telemation project as a whole. In addition.
since one of the hallmarks of this project was the development and use of the TeleLearning Mobile
Unit (TM111 as the vehicle for providing statewide training, participants were asked to rate and
comment on this aspect of the project specifically.

Perceived Strengths of the Telemation Project as a Whole. State and Local
Telementors were asked to comment on What they saw as the most and least valuable aspects of the
Telemation project as a whole. Benefits that were noted included:

The project's emphasis on the use of technology in support of the
curriculum as practiced via the development of curriculum projects.
Telementors enjoyed and appreciated the opportunity to put telecommunications to work
instructionally via the curriculum projects, and they found the exercise of doing so
extremely valuable. The curriculum projects provided a specific vehicle for teachers to
apply the technology to address particular curricular and instructional purposes. In addition
to the staff development, these projects helped promote tile use of telecommunication tools
and resources to support and enhance implementation of the California Curriculum
Frameworks while addressing local student and curricular needs. These projects also made
it possible for teachers to share how they applied telecommunications in their classrooms.
This project-based teaching approach proved to be one of the features essential to the
success of the Telernation.

Networking opportunities that occurred between teaching colleagues. A very
large number of participants commented on how valuable it was to them to have the
opportunity to problem-solve and share ideas both in-person and on-line with their
professional peers. The premise of "teachers teaching teachers" was seen as highly
effective. Networking offered opportunities for teachers to share and comment on each
others curriculum projects. This networked sharing provides expanded opportunity for
staff development and ongoing technical assistance.

Increased opportunities and visions for the future. Many individuals commented
on the expanded oPportunities that increased knowledge of telecommunications provided
for them, both in terms of their own teaching practices and career opportunities, but also
and especially in terms of what they saw as possible for their students.

Perceived Drawbacks of the Telemation Project as a Whole, and Participants
Suggestions for Improvement. In addition to the difficulties and suggestions mentioned
specifically in connection with the TMli, the following drawbacks and su2gestions were
mentioned:

Training sessions tended to contain too much lecture, and too much
emphasis on curriculum and reform documents as opposed to specific
telecommunications how-to's. While Telementors appreciated the empha,,is on
curriculum and agreed with the view of technology as a tool to support teaching and
learning, many felt that too much actual training time was devoted to curriculum
development and assessment issues. Their objection stemmed from the fact that these
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Telementors were selected lar2ely because of their instructional competence, so most if not
all of them were already familiar with and using much of the instruction-related trainin2
material that was presented. They felt they needed less training time devoted to these
familiar issues and more devoted to telecommunications specifics.

There was a strongly felt need for additional, formalized follow-up support
beyond the training institutes themselves. Though informal on-line support was
available and used by many of the Telementors, a lar2e number expressed a desire for
additional training opportunities and follow-up support. Some participants suggested that
project leadership continue to send supplementary training materials and resource
information to participants via e-mail. This is one of the most important issues to consider
in the planning for future Telementor programs. Sufficient funding was lacking to provide
the level of follow-up needed. This implies that schools should integrate into their local
School Improvement and School Development and other programs the resources needed to
support ongoing teacher-use of telecommunications.

The support of administrators was seen as crucial and too often lacking;
many desired more training for administrators. Administrators for the most part
control the budgets from which telecommunications resources are funded. Therefore,
many Telementors voiced the view that unless and until administrators are informed of and
invested in the benefits that can come from the instructional use of telecommunications.
their own efforts as Telementors can be limited at best.

Reactions to the TeleLearning Mobile Unit (TMU) in Particular: State Telementors
were asked on the mail survey whether, based on their assessment of the TMU's strengths and
weaknesses, they would recommend terminating, continuing or expanding its use in the future.
Below are their responses:

Recommendation regarding
Future Use of TMU

% of State Telementors
Responding as Noted

Terminate use of the TMU 17%
Continue use of the TMU 50%
Expand use of the TMU 33%

In addition to providing their recommenriations re2arding appropriate future use of the TML. State
Telementors were asked to comment on what they saw as both the benefits and problems
associated with the use of the TMU as a training facility. Local Telementors volunteered open-
ended comments regarding the TMU as well.

Benefits of the TMU as a Training Facility: State and Local Telementors' comments
re2arding the benefits of the TMU centered around several themes:

The TMU equalizes on-line access opportunities across locations. Since the
TMU operates as a self-contained unit with Internet access, it is not dependent on local
resources to ensure Internet connections and thus equalizes opportunities for people in
various locations that would not ordinarily have access to a lab. However, it was
mentioned that as more and more sites gain access to lab set-ups, the need for a mobile
training site will greatly diminish.

The TMU is compact and mobile. Participants liked the fact that 24 trainees could be
on-line at once and that the TN112 could he transported anywhere conveniently.
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The TMU training setting offered participants a vision of a networked
classroom. The Telemation training that occurred in the TNII: consisted largely of on-hr.c
exploration, and served to model for participants many of the elements of a classroom
situation in which all students are connected on-line

Drawbacks of the TMU as a Training Facility and Telementors' Suggestions. Scat,:
and Local Telementors' comments regarding the dow nsides or drawbacks associated with :he
TMU indicated that:

Technical difficulties that impair the TMU's reliability overshadow any
benefits. Many participants commented that they liked the concept of the TMU and
thought it worked fairly well as a training facility as long as it was not malfunctioning in
some way. The extent of the technical difficulties experienced was a source of frustration
to a great many participants and project leaders, and would need to be directly addressed in
the future.

Given the high likelihood of technical problems, a technical person who
would travel with the truck was seen as necessary. A great many Telementors
voiced the view that if it is not possible to ensure consistent, reliable performance of the
TMU, then the next best thing would be for a technically knowledgeable person to
accompany the truck at all times.

The use of two training platforms was problematic. The TMU was equipped
with 24 workstations (12 Macs and 12 PCs). Several problems arose in connection with
this arrangement: there were hardware and software problems for PC users in many cases,
trainers were ill-equipped to address the two with equal comfort, and trainees were often
forced to learn on a platform other than their platform of choice simply because of space
limitations. Suggestions consisted of:

equipping the TMU with workstations of a single platform instead of two

having two trainers per TMU (each more skilled in one platform) if two
platforms are used

Interior space was too cramped and, in some cases, too hot. What was viewed
as "compact- to some was clearly seen as over-crowded by others. Moreover, there were
instances in which the air conditioning system broke down and participants 1 re becoming
overheated as well as overcrowded.

Problems with connectivity and slow speed. Many Telementors mentioned the
difficulties they experienced in logging on. Even when logged on, the on-line operating
speed was seen by many as much too slow.

se of the TeleLearning Mobile Unit is a unique new method for facilitating the training of teachers
in the use of telecommunications in the classroom. This new experience with the TMU
encountered many technical problems that were further complicated by a training site's inability to
provide back-up Internet connections (this is especially problematic in rural areas of the state). It is
expected that in time these problems can be resolved. Therefore, it is important to gather more
information and cost analyses to address these issues.
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Question E2: To what extent do project participants view the results
obtained v ia the overall Telernation Project as worth the cost
and effort involved?

State and Local Telementors responses

Assessment of Overall Benefits in Light of Costs. Via the mail survey, State and Local
Telementors were asked to assess the Telemation Project's overall benefits to teaching and learning
in light of the costs involved (e.g., financial costs and level of effort required for participation).
The majority of respondents felt that the benefits clearly outweighed the costs, and that the effort
was well worth it. The specific response breakdown for both State and Local Telementors was as
follows:

Response Cai.egory State T
Telementors

I
Telementors

Local

Important student benefits were attained and the effort
was clearly worth it 78% 59%

Moderate student benefits were attained that probably
couldn't have been attained without the project 11% 30%

Some student benefits were attained, but these could
have been accomplished more cost-effectively 11% 7%

Benefits clearly were not worth the effort 0%
f

4%

The higher percentage of State Telementors indicating that "important student benefits were attained..."
was probably due the fact that the State Telementors had all implemented curriculum projects and had
more time in the project to practice with telecommunications than did the Local Telementors.

Open-Ended Comments Generally Reflected State and Local Telementors' Belief that
Project Benefits Outweighed Costs. Most respondents indicated that despite some of the
difficulties that occurred along the way, they felt that the benefits of the project outweighed the costs.
Following are some representative written survey comments from both State and Local Telernentors.

"The Telemation Project has been one of the highlights of my teaching career. It had many
problems and rough edges (the shut-down of CORE, problems with the TMU, etc.).
Despite it all, I've come away with a vision for schools of tomorrow and classrooms
without walls. I know where we need to get to and what types of activities will work to
support the core curriculum. All of this would probably not have happened had it not been
for the Telemation Project --t he people including Telementors, partners, administrators.
I feel sad that the project is standing still and perhaps will end in December why don't
policy makers understand that these types of programs need to be sustained for systemic
change to really occur? Telemation initiated a vision that needs support."

"The project needs to be funded, expanded, replicated, and continued. Despite some of the
growing pains, there was no doubt that this project was successful and will remain
successful because the staff developnzent concept is sound....Telemation fills the
technology staff development void left by the CSU schools and left by district staff
development programs....They do not have the money nor the mandate to teach
telecomputing technology to educators. This is why Telemation is valuable, worthwhile.
and effective.".
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"The Dili had technical problems but [the pmjectl taS usefid

"I was not initially prepared to change my lifestyle. Telecommunications doe ,. change
lifestyle. My own teaching experience has been recharged. Telecommunications is an
exciting investment in the fiaure. Being a p:oneer is hard work, but an adventure vvorth

Regional Partners

Open-Ended Comments Reflected View that Project was Worthwhile. In the comments
expressed in their Institute Reflections, Telemation's Regional Partners also tended to voice the belief
that, on the whole, the project's benefits had outweighed its costs and that continued support is both
necessary and worthwhile.

"Projects of this scope should have the benefit of multi-year funding....The work started
should be continued! The one-year 'wonder projects' without sustained support and
follow-up work go against all we know about learning and change."

"The project has been and will be an important part of developing the direction of learning
in today's and tomorrow's education. I have enjoyed participating in the project and am
looking forward to helping in the further development....In addition, 'partnerships' are a
mandated privilege for us all in the restructuring process. I am so pleased to be involved
with a working partnership to give understanding of the structure, some experience in
process, and a 'learning place' where the experience of other partners will add to my
knowledge and understanding of this pivotal element in this and in other aspects of my
work. I'm very ready for next steps.
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IMPLICATIONS FOR FUTURE PLANNING

Telemation offers a model approach for building the local capacity of teachers to effectively utilize
telecommunications and integrate information resources and telecommunications opportunities into
teaching and learning. This model provides a cost-effective approach for the utilization of existing
personnel in schools and county offices of education in collaboration with business partnerships to
facilitate educational applications of telecommunications and related technologies. This evaluation
clearly identified areas where the program could be improved. The recommendations should be
considered as guidelines when adapting the approaches offered by the Telemation model. Beyond
these recommendations, this report highlights the critical and beneficial features that should be
considered for scaling up, dissemination, and adaptation to other educational settings. Following
is a brief discussion of each of these features followed by a recommendation to consider in
developing a system to provide needed staff development and technical assistance for the
educational application of telecommunications.

A. Multi-tiered mentoring. The Telemation Project capitalizes on the benefits of using
practicing teachers to provide the training and technical assistance to support classroom integration
of telecommunications. The selection of regional or State Telementors who are organized to train
Local Telementors who in turn train local teachers is an effective model with much potential. The
use of carefully developed criteria for selection of Telementors and the application process for the
Local Telementors, combined with a scope of work or job description for Telementors is another
critical feature. However, it is clear that a greater investment to fund the time needed to provide
adequate follow-up, as well as the time to continuously monitor and screen the large volume of
educational resources emerging on the Internet is critical. Also, the management, support, and
team-building of the mentors to instill the needed 'esprit de corps is a critical factor to keep the
system alive. Though much of the communications and sharing can happen 'on-line', it is clear
that the mentors must have periodic face-to-face communications with support and social
reinforcement offered by the project management.

Recommendation:

Establish a process for the selection, training, and ongoing support of teachers serving as
mentors at the regional, school, and classroom level to train for and support the local
integration of telecommunications into teaching and learning.

B. Regional organizational structure. It is clear that regional agencies such as county
offices of education, the California Technology Assistance Project (CTAP), and other regional
agencies must play a critical role in helping to select, train, and develop the curriculum-based
training for the Telementors. The regional structures are critical to provide ongoing management
and monitoring as well as technical support to help ensure that teachers can be connected to the
network. For example, existing computer coordinators and technical staff at the regional and
district levels should be available to provide follow-through technical support to ensure ongoing
teacher access to the network. The CDE plays an important role in setting the curricular direction
and ensuring that the program is coordinated with other state educational telecommunications and
technology initiatives. This coherent structure, which involves stakeholders at all levels from the
classroom teacher to the State Office of Educational Technology, is essential to the success of the
program.
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Recommendation:

Utilize the resources of the existing organizational structures in the state, including the
Department of Education, the County Offices of Education, and other existing agencies, :0
actively support the coordinated design and implementation of the staff development
program.

C. Business and Organization partnerships. Telemation was initiated with the concept of
leveraging resources from as many partners as possible. Partners consisted of the stakeholders
and agencies that offered support for project implementation. The partners provided in-kind
resource support as well.as advocacy for the program. Future partnerships in Telementor
programs should involve businesses, libraries, and professional education organizations that can
contribute additional and unique resources. The rapid infusion of telecommunications and use of
Internet resources within these agencies would seem to suggest that such agencies will be
increasingly willing and able to partner with future Telementor programs.

Recommendation:

Actively involve a wide variety of business and organizational partners to plan, support,
expand and advocate for the Telementor program.

D. Project-based teaching approach. The use of the "Curriculum Projects" developed by
each of the participating State and Local Telementors was a critical program factor. Research on
the Monterey Model Technology Schools (Cradler, 1992), Cupertino Model Technology Schools
(Barnett, 1992) and more recently with the Department of Defense Dependent Schools, (Cradler,
1995), clearly indicates that effective educational uses of technology requires teachers to be directly
involved in constructing projects to which they can apply technology to address specific needs.
The Curriculum Project provides a vehicle for documenting how each of the Telementors apply
technology within the class room, and thus provides a basis for evaluating the classroom impact of
technology, and for communicating and sharing telecommunications applications on-line.
Additionally, these plans help to define 'exemplary applications of telecommunication for potential
expansion and adaptation.

Recommendation:

Ensure that teachers (or teacher teams) develop a specific and instructionally meaningjid
use for the telecommunication tools, resources, and related technologies through their own
development of a "Curriculum Project."

E. Linking telecommunications use to curriculum. Often telecommunications is
employed without attention to the specific integration of the technology to support both current and
emerging curriculum reforms and initiatives. In these cases, research shows that technology use is
either not sustained, or fails to produce a valuable contribution to teaching and learning (Far West
Laboratory, 1992. 1995). For these reasons, the CDE required that Telemation be guided by
curriculum priorities outlined in the California State Curriculum Frameworks, and be balanced
the local curriculum and instructional needs of the school site. Curriculum integration was
accomplished by: Ii emphasizine curriculum and instruction in the training of ail Telementors, 2 )
providing links to curriculum-relevant resources on the Internet. 3) providine a curriculum
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consultant to assist with all aspects of project development and implementation, and 4i use of the
Curriculum Project as a vehicle to support classroom planniniz for the integration of
telecommunications.

Recommendation:

Tie the planning and implementation of telecommunications tools and resources to state and
local curriculum priorities and to students specific instructional needs.

F. Linking lessons learned to future planning. The evaluation of Telemation concluded
that the program and approach was well worth the funding expended for the program. Many
lessons have been learned with regard to developing and implementing a large scale effort to
provide staff development and support for effective telecommunications use. The suggestions tha
emerged from this study should be useful in informing and guiding future efforts to implement
and/ or scale up this or other similar programs. The evaluation approaches used in this project can
also be adapted and improved for use in future efforts. Doing so will create opportunities to add to
a growing pool of information that can be shared with other states and agencies as they strive to
enhance teacher capacity to effectively use telecommunications tools to support teaching and
learning.

Recommendation:

Draw upon lessons learned from the Telemation Project to inform planning and
implementation offuture endeavors.
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A. Assessment and Evaluation Instruments

1. Telementor Project Evaluation Survey

2. Training Institute Participant Project Evaluation Survey

3. Administrative Participant Project Evaluation Survey

4. Training Institute Evaluation Form

5. Classroom Telecommunication Intervention Plan (C-TIP) Form



Far We:t TELEMATION PROJECT
EVALUATION SURVEY 1 23 95

TELEMENTORS'

Workshop code

wc
School code

SC
(For office use onlvl

1. Background

1. Professional status . .Full time teacher Part time teacher . Administrator
County Office Staff Library/ Media Specialist
Other specify)

2. Grade(s) currently teaching icircle all that apply): K 1 / 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12

a . What percentage of students in our classroom do you estimate have computers with telecommunications
technology at home? r,

0 1-10% 11-25% 26-50% 51-75% 76+%

b. Estimate the percentage of students with special needs in your classroom (write in percentage):

Bilingual % Chapter 1. ",) Special Ed '''o Gifted % Other °'0

3. Estimate (Ni) time allocated during the week for you to learn and use telecommunications.

At School At Home
None
1 hour per week
3-6 hours per week
6+ hours per week

None
1 hour per week
3-6 hours per week
6+ hours per week

4. Indicate (N;) your use of telecommunications prior to participation in the Telemation Projecti,
Never Occasional Often Very often

a . At home/ out of school
b. At school/part of instruction
c. For record keeping:administrative use..

5. Indicate (v) your level of confidence in using telecommunications as an instructional resource prior to your
participation in the Telemation Project.

None
Low
Personal use
Integrate into classroom
Teach others

H. Planning and Support
1. Indicate i the number or accessIble telecommunications resources in >our classroom:

0 1-5 6-10
Computen.;
Moderm,)
Phone line's)
Neti%ors )1.AN WAN)

1-0,; Far N. t,t rat, r+. r t_dthational Research and De\ clopment
Ail Rik.t,ht Re-er. ed .t,e .1 th, s. rnuterial, require-, appr,priate credit to the publisht r
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2. Does Your pr.n,:p.ii tss.stant principal use teiecorr.munications'
er

3

t_.,

Often

Did your pi-Inc:cal an,: -.:,rtnctpal attend a Telemation Training
Institute'. . . ..... no____ not sure__

4. Since the ademation 1.:stiti.a, ..,. hat has been the level of support by your principal and. or assistant
principal for using te,co:rnti..nications Ln the classroom' i'..,

\one
Little
Moderate .

High

5. Do vou have access to a local. ongoing school or district technical support person? (N) ves .. no
If yes, is the support adequate inadequate

6. Does your district have an Educational Technclogy Plan which is currently being
implemented? (%) yes no____. not sure
If yes:

a. Does that plan include a telecommunicatictns component? yes ..no . not sure
b. Is the telecommunications component beinj, implemented

in your district' yes__ .no____. not sure
c. Were you or other teachers involved in deN, eloping the plan? yes ..no____ not sure

7. Does your school provide funding earmarked for telecommunications? yes ...no______. not sure
If yes, indicate the extent to which the following funding sources are available for telecommunications: (circle)

None Adequately Significantly
a. General Fund 1 2 3 4 5

b. SB 1510 Grants 1 2 3 4 3

c. School Improvement Program (SIP) 1 2 3 4 5

d. Chapter 1 1 2 3 4 5

e. Business . 1 2 3 4 5

f. Other 1 2 3 4 5

9. Are you a member of a computer-using educator's organize ion? (x) yes no_____
(f yes, what organizational resources are helpful? tewsletter annual conference__

regional conference member aetworking other__
10. Indicate (N) the extent to which each of the followu-tg (a-k) is accessible, used and is useful:

Accessibility

never 9pmetame 'ten

a. District administrative support
for curriculum project activities.

b. School administrator support for
curriculum project activities

c. Telemation partners ... .....

J. California Technology Proect ;CTP)
Resources

o CORE/CSU-Net
t. Other online resources ... .....

District-provided staff elopment

h Time allocated for planning and
implementing curriculum pro!ect
actiities

Cse L"seful.ness

low moderate high

BEST COPY AVAILABLE
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7...odera:e

On-iine moder:vor

rechmc -1; ,urpc.r:

Curriculum intes4r.it:yn
Appropriate onter:
online

If you never under lccessihility, explain:

er

III. Use of Telecommunications
1. How many hours per week do your students spend using telecommunications during the school day?

Hours per week (circle): 0 1 2 3 4

2. Has telecommunications become a regular part of instruction or a resource for vou? (\)

5

yes _no

If yes, cite an example.

6-,

3. What is your primary telecommunications service provider? ('i)

a CSUNet./ CORE
b. America Online (AOL)

PBS KQED Learning Link
d. Prodigy / Classroom Prodigy
e. eWorld
f. CompuServe
g. Other

4. What are the information sources you find most useful to support teaching and learning?
(circle each source and rate level of support)

None Moderate Significant Not Sure
a CORE 1

1 3 4 3 ,

b. NEA Online 1 , 3 4 5 ,
c. GINA 1 .. 2 ....... .... 3 4 . ...... 5

d. Special Net 1 2 3 4 5

e. Goldmine (CDE) 1 -) 3 4 5

f . Itiet 1 2 3 4 ........... 5 ..

g. PBS Learning Link. 1 2 1 4 ,:,'

h . ERIC 1
1 3 4

i CalTIP.. 1 ' 3 4 r; .... .'
!. Kidlink 1 .

-)-.. ...... 3 4 . ... ..... 5

k Otner 1 3 4 5
,
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What Jo you ..:se :or Fir,t r access:ble at vour then circie e:
«me or more. Accessible Usage is:

other

ot at 311

. . ..... 1 .

1

.1

3

IV. Telemation Curriculum Project

1. Please check (N) which ot the following that best describes the status of your Telemation
Curriculum Project (TCP):

a. I am planning a curriculum project but have not had an opportunity to start
b I am currently implementing my curriculum project.
c. I plan to continue my curriculum project into next year
d. I completed my project

2. Circle the gradejs) in which your Telemation Curricuium Project (TCP) is being.iwill be used.

K 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12

3. Circle the month. vear ou started implementing your TCP.

1994 1995 Jan Feb Mar Apr May June July Aug Sept Oct Nov Dec

4. Indicate (N) the content area (s) addressed in your TCP:
Nlathernatics.
Science
Language Arts
History, Social Science
Visual Performing Arts
Other

5. Do you have the equipment needed to implement your TCP? yes no

6. Describe the most unique features of your project?

7. Do You plan to continue or expand the project? yes .no
What are the main features, elements, or activities You think should be continued?

S Would You be interested in assisting others adopting
and/or adapting your project? yes__ no

V. Reactions to Telemation as a Resource
I. To what extent did the Telemator t_raining prepare None Moderate

you to teach others telecommunications into instruction:" (circle) . 1 . 4

To what extent was online support a% ailable for you
to communicate with other telementors' (circle) .... .. .1

4
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3. To what extent were :;....1 aoie to provide followup None Moderate
support to the peopie :. ou trained" (circle)._ . 1 1 4 ;

4 To what extent was te. i e.:ommunications a% ailable or
useful in assisting the i7eopie You trained?* circle i . -; 4

5. To what. extent was filiow -ui, si:j:Tort a% ailable trom'
_:-21,1,..i.7. la:7_ . \one Moder 1 te

Teiematn statf . . . .. . 1
1_ 3 4 ;

Si_hoo: As.-im.nistrators..... , .. .3 ... . 4 ;
Teiemation Partners 1

1 3 4 ;
On-1,ye si.,1.-Tort . ........ . ... 1 1 3 4
Other 1

1 3 4

6. How often are you communicating with others in the project icirclei"
Never Some Frequently Free..Jenl; %

a.
b.

Vith your other Telementor
With people you trained (TIS)

1 ..... ... 1 1 ... 4 ;

c. With your local colleagues 1 3 4 .... ..5
d. With project leadership 1 :, 3 4 . .. ..5
e. Other 1 2 3 4 ;

7. Indicate the benefits of the Telecommunications Mobile Unit (TMU) as a training facility*

8. Indicate the long-term (non-solvable) problems with the TMU*

9. Would you recommend. a) termination b) continuation , or, c) expansion of the TMU?

10. General comments about the TMU:*

VI. Change (as a result of your participation in Telemation)
For each of the following categories, rate the observed change among students participating in the instructional
activities of this project and with yourself in relation to your students (circle one for each item below; circle N. A
if item does not relate to your project):

A. Student Outcomes

1. To what extent has the project INCREASED OR IMPROVED students'
Not at all Moderately Significantly N., A

a. Attendance:punctuality 1
1 3 4 5 N / A

b. Interest in telecommunications use 1
1 3 4 ; N :A

c. Frequency of telecommunications use.. .1 1 3 4 5 \I 'A
d. Proficiency in the use of telecommunications... .1 1 3 4 "; N 'A
e. Classroom beha% tor .ind study skills 1 1 4 N A
f . Problem-sok ing and higher order thinking skills . 1 , 1 4 N A
g Overall interet-t in -,:hool 1

, 3 4 5 N A
h Academic pet tormance I ' . 3 . 4 5 N A
i Student initiatke 1 .

1 4 5 N A
j. Participation in i:ooperati% e learning I . . 2 3 4 5 A

-,-
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\or -.er \

k. Complet.,,:- ., ..--: ..:-.-, ..,.........gnments
. 1

, 1 . 4 N A
I Time engage:1, .r. -,::-... .,-,, -rk I- 3 4 N .1
m. Other ,_ 4 N .\

For each area where 4." as c.rcied ,n Question 1, elaborate on the student change mo
contributed to the cr.a:. e

Item letter from
Question 1 De.=.cribe the -tuoent change and how the project contributed to the change

3. Think of a particular student in your class that has improved his/her grade or performance as a result of
telecommunications use. Describe briefly the "story" about this student: what made the difference, what
does the student do now that wasn't done before, etc..



B. Staff Outcomes

1 To what

a .

ement has :he n CArriculum Prolec: INCREASED vnur Opportunities O.

\ one
.\,:cess and use res.ur.:, :e....r.0 te \ thool,e; and
other ,:urr.,:uli:::-. :r.a:eria:s . . . 1

1 3 4 . 5 . . N A
b.
c.

d.

Provide .-tudent p rob lern-so:ving acto. ines . .

Pro% 1de student-enered :earning opportunities
\A ka_...e teacHins.; ithrt interesting ..

1

1

1

-,

1

/

1

3

3

4

. 4 .

4 .

5

3 ..

5

N A
. N A
N A

e Interact %.. 1:h ;o:le.12-,ues 1
1 1 4 . 3 A

f. Interact with students. 1 -.) 3 4 . 5 .N A
g. Provide simulation e\periences 1

-) 3 4 5 N A
h . Gain confidence in \our own telecommunications use 1 2 3 4 . 5 . N
i.
j.

Integrate telecommunications into the curriculum
Evaluate the use and impact of educational

1 -) 3 4 R N A

telecommunications 1 2 3 4 5 N: A
k. Integrate telecommunications into curriculum and instruction 1 2 3 4 . 5 N A
I.

m.
Serve as a resource to help others use telecom*
Expand the use of telecom to other teachers at your school*.

1

1

,
2

3
3

4

4

5

5

N:A
N /A

n. Expand the use of telecom to other teachers in your district* 1 2 3 4 5 N/A
o. Increase your self-confidence as a staff developer 1 .7 3 4 5 N/A
p. Overcome isolation in your own classroom 1 1 3 4 . 5 N/A
q. Other 1 2 3 4 5 Ni A

2. For each area where 4 or 5 was circled in Question 1, elabot ate on the change and how the project contributed
to the change.

Item letter from
Question 1

Describe the change(s) and how the project contributed to them.

3. Think about your whole class (focus on one if secondary). Do you think ihat report card grades
have improved as a result of technology use: (circle) Yes____ No___ Not sure_

4. If You answered yes abo, e, estimate the percentage of students in your class that improved their grades
(by at least one or more full grade points) as a result of technology use (write in percentage)._

5. Considering the overall funding and your efforts on behalf of this project, indicate the statement below that
best represents your assessment of the project's overall benefits for teaching students (circle one):

Benefits were clearly not worth the effort
Some benefits for students were attained but could have been
accomplished in other more cost-effective ways
Moderate benefits for students were attained that probably could

ha e been attained without the project
Important benefits for students were attained and the effort was clearly worth it .

.e
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n fndicate
in our

a .

b.
c.

d
e.
f.

Vou need to insure continuing educational telecommunicath,ns a-;age
. i need t crJe

Not reeded Needed Urger; :-..eed

Technical -i.:ET,irt 1 ...
Adimm:-tran%e --i_:.-i..cr.. .... .... . 1 3 4 .. 5
Increased ::-.... ... 1 3 5

NI-re '''''..! . 1 3

Curricw-..:::: .azic:-. assistance... .. 1 3 4. .5
Other 1

1 3 4 . ;
7 List the most po:t.' L :eat.:7,-_, or benefits of Telemation for you.

S. List the elements of Telemation that were of least or no benefit to you.

9. In summary, do vou feel your use, to date, of telecommunications as a classroom resource has been:
Unsuccessful (a waste of time)
Successful (but won't use again)
Successful (and will use again)

VIII. Firtal Comments
We are looking for overall recommendations and input from you the participants in the Telemation Project about
the program and its resources. Please be specific.

Items with an asterisk are onl . inciuded in the Telementor version of this survey

8

8



Far Weq TELEMATION PROJECT
EVALUATION SURVEY,,,
TRAINING INSTITUTE PARTICIPANTS

Workshop code

VVC

School code

C

(For office use onk

I. Background
1. Professional status t%): Full time teacher Part time teacher .. Admmistrator

County Office Staff
Other (specify)

Library/Media Specialist

2. Grade(s) currently teaching (circle all that apply): K 1 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11

a . What percentage of students in your classroom do you estimate have computers with telecom.munications
technology at home' (N)

0 1-10% 11-25', 26-50% 51-75% 76+°'0

b. Estimate the percentage of students with special needs in your classroom (write in percentage):

Bilingual % Chapter 1 % Special Ed ("0 Gifted % Other %

3. Estimate 0() time allocated during the week for you to learn and use telecommunications.

At School At Home
None
1 hour per week
3-6 hours per week
6+ hours per week

None
1 hour per week
3-6 hours per week
6+ hours per week

4. Indicate (N') your use of telecommunications prior to participation in the Telemation Project.
Never Occasional Often

a . At home/out of school
b. At school/part of instruction
c. For record keeping/administrative use

Very often

5. Indicate (,i) your level of confidence in using telecommunications as an instructional resource prior to your
participation in the Telemation Project.

None
Low
Personal use
Integrate into classroom _ _

Teach others

II. Planning and Support
1. Indicate ( ) the number of accessible telecommunications resources in your classroom:

Computert;)
Modernts)
Phone linos) .

Networks (LAN / WAN)

0 1-5 6-10

Corvni;ht lqq; Far West Laboratory tor Educational Research and Do elopment
All Rights Reserved. Any use ot the,e materials requires appropriate credit to a), publisher
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Does your prmcipa: ind or assistant principal use telecommunications'
Ne er
Sometimes
Often

3. Did your principal and or assistant principal attend a Telemation Training
. ,.Institute' . . . not ure

4. SMce the Telemation Institute, what has been the level of support by your principal and, or assistant
principal for using telecommunications in the classroom? C\ )

\Mc .

Little
Moderate
High

5. Do vou have access to a local, ongoing school or district technical support person? 0) yes .. no
If yes, is the support adequate inadequate__

6. Does your district ha. e an Educational Technology Plan which is currently being
implemented' (\ ) yes no____ not sure
If yes:

a. Does that plan include a telecommunications component? yes_____..no____. not sure_
b. Is the telecommunications component being implemented

in your district? yes no_____. not sure
c. Were you or other teacl-.ers involved in developing the plan? yes ..no . not sure

7. Does your school provide funding earmarked for telecommunications? yes ...no . not sure
If yes, indicate the extent to which the following funding sources are available for telecommunications: (circle)

None Adequately Significantly
a. General Fund 1 ? 3 4 5

b. SB 1510 Grants 1 2 3 4 -;

c. School Improvement Program (SIP) 1 -.) 3 4 5

d. Chapter 1 1 -.) 3 4 5

e. Business 1 -.) 3 4 5

f. Other 1 ? 3 4 5

9. Are you a member of a computer-using educator's organization? (N) ves no
If yes, what organizational resources are helpful? newsletter annual conference

regional conference __... . member networking other____

10. Indicate (N) the extent to which each of the following (a-k) is accessible, used and is useful:

Accessibility

never sometrne often

often

a. District administrative support
for curriculum project activities....

b. School administrator support for
curriculum project activities

c. Telemation
d. California Technolow, Project !CTP)

Resou .

e. CORE... ... .

f. Other onlme resources

Time allocated for planning and
implementing curriculum project
activities

BEST COP! AvistAtiLE
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low moderate high
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Usefulness

never sometime often



-ever -orretarre Ntten

otter,

i. On-line moderator

Technical supi:crt

k. Curriculum
1. Appropriate zonteri

online ..... .

If V LI ) neer under accessibility, explain:

se
;ow moderate h:e re% er `Cr t': 7"e 7t.'

HI. Use of Telecommunications
1. How many hours per week do your students spend 1.sign telecommunications during the school day'

Hours per week (cIrcle I: 0 1 2 3 4 5 o-

2. Has telecommunications become a regular part of instruction or a resource for you? (N)

If yes, cite an example.

yes no

3. What is your primary telecommunications ser N. ice provider' (x)

a. CSUNet/CORE
b. America Online (AOL)
c. PBS KQED Learning Link
d. Prodigy; Classroom Prodigy
e. eWorld
f. CompuServe
g. Other

4. What are the information sources you find most useful to support teaching and learning?
(circle each source and rate level of support)

None Moderate Significant Not Sure
a CORE 1

-) 3 . .4 3 ,

b. NEA Online 1 . ..... 2 3 4 5 '
c. GINA 1

1
,.. 3 4 ; ,

d. Special Net 1 1 ... ....... 1 4 5 . . 7

e. Goldmine (CDE) 1 1 3 4 5 .

,

f. INet. .... . 1 1 3 4 ; '
g PBS Learning Lmk. 1 1 3 4 ; ,

h ERIC 1 .3 4. ,

i . CalTIP 1 . ... 2 .. .3 4 ;

i Kidiink .... 3 ..... . 4 5

k Other .1 4 . .5 .
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; 1,\Thiat do .. u :.:-c :, ..- --lunications for' First (% ( If accestbie at :, our site. then circle e% el of use
(one or more Accessible Usage is:

a

b

c

e-mal1
,iataba-(e -earches
:ortererce forums
otner

\ot at ail

1

1 . .

)

\lonthiv
- -,-

1- .

.1_ .
-)

1(Veek:,. 1)1::\
3 4
; 4
1 4

3 4

IV. Telemation Curriculum Project

1. Please check (N) which of the following that best describes the status of your Telemation
Curriculum Project tTCP):

a I am not planning to do a curriculum project.
b. I am planning a curriculum project but have not had an opportunity to start
c. I am currently implementing my curriculum project
d. I plan to continue my curriculum project into next year
e. I completed my project

Note: If you checked a or b, move ahead to section V and continue to
answer remaining questions.

2. Circle the gradets) in which your Telemation Curriculum Project (TCP) is being/will be used:

K 1 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12

3. Circle the month/year you started implementing your 'CCP.

1994 1995 Jan Feb Mar Apr May June July Aug Sept Oct Nov Dec

4. Indicate ('i) the content area (s) addressed in your TCP:
Ma the rn a tics
Science
Language Arts
History/Social Science
Visual; Performing Arts
Other

5. Do you have the equipment needed to implement your TCP? yes no

6. Describe the most unique features of your project?

7. Do you plan to continue or expand the project? yes ...no
What are the main features, elements, or activities You think should be continued?

S Would you be intereste..1 in assisting others adopting and,/ or adapting your project? yes__ .. no



V Reactions to Telemation as a Resource
1. To what extent d:..i the Te:ernauon insutute training prepare \ore xinkie:-.1:e

you to integrate teie,..,,n'ini..nt-.:ation-, :nto instru:tion' ,circiel , ; -- .

1
1 1 ---,

Institute usetur icir,:.e I ,
4 z

4. Tn what extent did Teiemation provide follow-up support?
Lu.iLsp,r; rrom. . None Moderate
Telernation Staff 1

, 1 4 . .

Telementors I ) 7, 4
_

Telernation Partners 1 -) 3 4

On-lule support 1 ') 3 ;
Other 1 / 3 4 ;

To %chat extent was rt arter
your training'

To what extent %NJ:- the experience of the

4

4

5. How often are vou communicating with others in the project (circle)?
Never Some Frequently Very Frequently

a With your state Telernentor 1 1 3 4 . ;_
b. With your local colleagues 1 2 3 4 . =,

c. With project leadership 1 2 3 4 5

d. Other 1 -) 3 4 r,

VI. Change (as a result of your participation in Telemation)

For each of the following categories, rate the observed change among students participating in the instructional
activities of thiF. project and with yourself in relation to your students (circle one for each item below. circle N/A
if item does not relate to your project):

A. Student Outcomes

1. To what extent has the project INCREASED OR IMPROVED students'

Not at all Moderately Significantly N.'.A.

a. Attendance/punctuality 1 2 3 4 "-; N, A
b. Interest in telecommunications use 1. .2 3 4 5 N, A
c. Frequency of telecommunications use 1 1 3 4 5 N/A
d. Proficiency in the use of telecommunications 1 7 3 4 . 5 N/A
e. Classroom behavior and study skills 1 3 4 5 Ni A
f . Problem-solving and higher order thinking skills 1 2 3 4 3 N/ A
g. Knowledge and skills for subject areas 1 2 3 .4 5 N..A
h. Overall interest in school 1 2 3 4 5 N/A
i. Academic performance 1 2 3 4 5 N ,A

i. Student initiative or autonomy 1
-) 3 4 5 N; A

k. Participation in cooperative learning 1 '-) 3 4 S N. A
1. Self-esteem 1 / 3 4 5 N/ A
m. Completion of classroom assignments 1 3 4 ; . . 'Y. .A

n. Time engaged in school work 1 3 4 ; N 'A
o. 1 2 3 4 s N 'A
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2. For each area v. r.,2rt- 4 . r ; in Quest:on :. e:aborate or, the ,tudent ,:hanize and ht-A
contributed to

ltern letter from
Que,-.non i De-..::::ce e ,t..:,:er,t chank..,,e and hos,. the proles:: ....'ntributed to the ,:nan;re

3. Think of a particular student in your class that has improved hisher grade or performance as a resuit of
telecommunications use. Describe briefly the "story" about this student: what made the difference, what
does the student do now that wasn't done before, etc :

B. Staff Outcomes

1. To what extent has the Telemation Curriculum Project INCREASED your opportunities to:

a . Access and ut..e resources beyond textbooks and
None Moderately Sigruficantly

b.
other curriculum materials
Provide student problem-solving activities

1

1

,
2

3 4

3 4

7,

5

N. A
N/A

c. Provide student-centered learning opportunities 1 1 3 4 5 N., A
d.
e.

Make teaching more interesting
Interact with colleagues

1

1

2
--)

3 4

3 4

7,

5

..N /A
N/ A

f. Interact with students 1 2 3 4 . 5 .. ..... N; A
g. Provide simulation experiences 1 1 3 . 4 .. . . 3 . . N.'A
h . Gain confidence in your own telecommunications use 1 ? 3 4 ...... 5 .. .. N i A
i.
j.

Integrate telecommunications into the curriculum
Evaluate the use and impact of educational

1
1 3 4 7, N 'A

telecommunications .. . .. .. .. ....... .... .. .... ........... .... ...... 1 1 3 4 .7, N., A

k. Integrate telec,,mmunications into curriculum and instruction.. I n4 3 4

l. Overcome 1.,,olation in your own classroom 1 1 3 4 ; X A
rn. Other . ....... .. ... . 1 1 1 .. 4 . 5 N A
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2. For each area where 4 .,r In Question 1, elaborate on the change and how the protect
tc the change.

Item letter from
Question 1

DescrCce !he ,:h3ngetsi and how the project contnbuted to them.

3. Think about your whole class tfocus on one if secondary). Do you think that report card grades
have improved as a result of technology use: (circle) Yes____ No_____ .... Not sure

4. If you answered yes above, estimate the percentage of students in your class that improved their grades
(by at least one or more full grade points) as a result of technology use (write in percentage) ____"b

5. Considering the overall funding and your efforts on behalf of this project, indicate the statement below that
best represents your assessment of the project's overall benefits for teaching students (circle one):

Benefits were clearly not worth the effort 1

Some benefits for students were attained but could have been
accomplished in other more cost-effective ways 1

Moderate benefits for students were attained that probably could
not have been attained without the project 3

Important benefits for students were attained and the effort was clearly worth it 4

6. Indicate the most important resources you need to insure continuing educational telecommunications usage
in your classroom and the level of need. (circle)

a . Technical support .

Not needed

1 Z.
-,

Needed

3

Urgent need

4 5

b. Administrative support 1 2 3 4 5

c. Increased funding 1 2 3 4 ... ..... 3

d. More time 1 2 3 4 5

e. Curriculum integration assistance 1 2 3 4 3

f. Other 1 2 3 4 :,'

7. List the most positive features or benefits of Telemation for you.

8. List the elements of Telemation that were of least or no benefit to vou.

q. In summary, do You feel Your use, to date, of telecommunications as a classroom resource has been:
Unsuccesstul (a waste of time).
Successful ibut won't use again)
Successtul (and will use again).

7
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Far West TELEMATION PROJECT
EVALUATION SURVEY.
ADMINISTRATIVE P TICIPANTS

Workshop code

WC
School code

SC
(For office use only)

I. Background

1. Professional status 1..): Full time administrator Part time administrator

Grades at your school (circle all that apply): K 1 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12

a . What percentage of students in Your school do you estimate have computers with telecommunications
technology at home' (-.)

0 1-10% 11-25% 26-50% 51-75% 76+%

b. Estimate the percentage of students with special needs in your school (write in percentage):

Bilingual % Chapter 1 % Special Ed % Gifted % Other %

3. Estimate (v) the time you allocate during the week for you to learn and use telecom_rnunications.

At Work At Home
Nlone
1 hour per week
3-6 hours per week
6+ hours per week

None
1 hour per week
3-6 hours per week
6+ hours per week

4. Indicate (N) your use of telecommunications prior to participation in the Telemation Project.
Never Occasional Often Very often

a. At home/out of school
b. For record keeping/administrative use

5. Indicate (Ni) your level of confidence in using telecommunications as an instructional resource prior to your
participation in the Telemation Project.

None.
Low
Personal use
Administrative usage
Teach others

IL Planning and Support
1. Indicate (i) the number of accessible telecommunications resources in your school:

0 1-5 6-10 . 11+

Computer(s)
Modernis)
Phone lineis)
Networks iLAN/WAN)

2. Do You now use telecommunications as a result of the Telenution project? ( \
Ne.er
Sometimes
Otten

......
.....

3. I low many hours of the administrative Telemation training did you attend' .. 4-t1

1111111111



4 Since %our reterna:: ;\nat has been le\ el of upport for your Telementor :n the:). u-e )t
telecommunicat:on,

Ntne
L :He
Nlo,lerate
Eh .4h

Do you ha\ e .1 local ongoing
If yes, is the ,upyort

6. Does your district ha% e
implemented? (N) .....
If yes:

school or district

an Educational Technology Plan

..... .
.............

technical support person? yes no
adequate inadequate

which is currently being
yes . ....... not sure

a . Does that plan include a telecommunications component? yes
b. Is the telecommunications component being implemented

in your distr:ct'

c. Were you or other administrators involved in developing
the plan?

yes

not sure

not sure

yes not sure

7. Does your school provide funding earmarked for telecommunications? yes not sure
If yes, indicate the extent to which the following funding sources are available for telecommunications: (circle)

None Adequately Significantly
a. General Fund 1 2 3 4 5
b. SB 1510 Grants 1 2 3 4 5
c. School Improvement Program (SIP) 1 2 3 4 5
d. Chapter 1 1 1 3 4 5
e. Business 1 2 3 4 5
f. Other 1 2 3 4 5

9. Are you a member of a computer-using educator's organization? (N) yes no
If yes, what organizational resources are helpful? newsletter annual conference

regional conference ... member networking other

10. Indicate (Ni) the extent to which each of the following is accessible, used and is useful:

a . District administrative support
for curriculum project activities

b. Fellow Telemation administrators

C. ACSA
d. California Technology Project (CTP)

Resources
e. CORE
1. Other online resources
g. District-provided staff development

i. On-line moderator

I. Technical support

Accessibility

never sometime often

If you (NI never under accessibility, explain:

low moderate high

Usefulness

never sornehme men



Use of Telecommunications
1. 'vVhat is \ our pr:mar% :elecommumcat:ons ser is:e provider'

a CSUNet CORE
Amer:ca Online AOL, .

c. PBS KQED Learning Link
d. Prowgy Classroom Prodigy

orid
C.;mpuServe
Other

2. What are the information sources you find most useful to support teaching and leammg'
(circle each source and rate level of support)

..................

None Moderate Signi;:icant Not :.ure
a CORE 1 -) 3 4 5

b. NEA Online 1 2 3 4 5

c.

d.
GINA
Special Net

1

1

-)

-)

3

3

4 ...........
4

5 .... .

3

,
'

e. Goldmine (CDE) 1 1 3 4 5 "

f. INet 1 1 3 4 5 '
g. PBS Learning Link 1 2 3 4 5 '
h. ERIC 1 -) 3 4 5 7

i. CalTIP 1 :" 3 4 5 ...... .. '
I. Kidlink 1 . 2 3 4 5

k. Other 1 1 3 4 5 ,

3. What do you use telecommunications for? First ( -) if accessible at N;our site, then circle level of use
(one or more) Accessible Usage is:

Not at all Monthly Weekly Daily
a. e-mail 1 .) 3 4

b. database searches 1 :, 3 4

c. conference/forums 1 -) 3 4

d. other 1 -) 3 4

.,pecify)

IV. Telemation Curriculum Project

1. Please check (NO which of the folic .ving that best describes the status of your school Telemator's
Curriculum Project (TCP):

a They are not planning to do a curriculum project
b. They are planning a curriculum project but have not had an opportunity to start.
c. They are currently implementing my curriculum project
d. They plan to continue my curriculum project into next year
e. They have completed my project

Note: If you checked a or b, move ahead to section V and continue to
answer remaining questions.

2. Circle the gradc,,, :h your Telernation Curriculum Prolect ,TCP) is being,. will be used:

K 1 2 3 4 5 n 7 8 9 10 11 12

I Circle the month eat th.. staited implementing tcir TCP

1994 l0u5 1...n Feb \tar Apr May June July Aug !_:sept oct Nov Dec



4. Indicate t',1 the r.:cnt area , s, addresced in their TCP-
Mathematics
science
Language Arts ... .

History Social Scier.ce
Visual Performing Arts
Other . .

.........
..

5. Do they have the equipment computer, modem, line access) needed to implement
their TCP? yes no

h. Describe the most unique features of their project?

7. Do they plan to continue or expand the project? yes
What are the main features, elements, or activities vou think should be continued?

8. Would you be interested in assisting others adopting and/or adapting your school's telementor's project'
yes no

V.
1.

Reactions to Telemation as a Resource
To what extent did Your administrative Telemation Institute
training prepare you to integrate telecommunications into

None Moderate Signific A nt

instruction? (circle) 1 1 3 4 ;

2. To what extent was online support available after
your training? (circle) 1 ' 3 4 5

3. To what extent was the hands-on experience of the
Institute useful? (circle) 1 2 3 4 ;

4. To what extent did Telernation provide follow-up - -,Jport?
5upport from... None Mock2rate Great extent
ACSA 1 / 3 4 . 5

Telemation Staff 1 / 3 4 3

Telementors 1 / 3 4 ;
Telemation Partners 1 2 3 4 5

On-line support 1
/ 3 4 ;

Other .1 / 1 4 5

; How often are vou communicating with others in the project i.:irclei?
Never Some Frequendy \ ery Frequenw.

a With our state administrative Telementor .. 1
,..... - .3 .4

b With your local administrative Telementor . . .. 1
, 1 . 4 ;

c With project leader,hip... . ... ........... .. . 1 / 3 ... .. 4 ;
d. other 1

1 3 4 5



VI. Change las a result of your partic ipation in Telemation)
For each of the foilow ink..; ,:ategk r:v-.. rate 't-Ie obser ed change among students at your school paruclpating in :he
instructional ac::\.1::es ,,i "-. pr,,Iek't cir,:le one for ea,-h item be:ow: circle N .A if item does not rela.k.
project,.

A. Student Outcomes

1. To what e \ ter: His : e .,:.:- .ct INCREASED OR IMPROVED students'

N:c.t at al! Moderately SigntfIcantly N .A

a Attendance 1:...:rk.:::ality . .. .. ....... .... 3 4 ; N A
b. Interest in telecommunications use 1 .

/_ 3 4 5 N A
c. Freouencv of telecommunications use 1

1 3 4 ; N. A
d. Proficiency in the use of telecommunications i 1 3 4 . 5 N A
e. Classroom behavior and study skills. 1

/ 3 4 ; N. A
f . Problem-solving and higher order thinking skills 1 .

.1 3 4 5 N A
g.
h .

Knowledge and skills for subject areas
Overall interest in school

1

1

-,

1

-A

3

4

4

;
5

N 'A
N A

i . Academic pertormance 1 2 1 4 N A
j. Student initiative or autonomy .1 / 3 4 5 N A
k. Participation in ,:ooperative learning 1 ........ ' .. 3 4 N A
I. Self-esteem. 1 2 3 4 5 N/A
m. Completion of classroom assignments 1 . 3 4 N: A
n. Time engaged in school work 1 / 3 4 5 N/ A
o. Other 1 7 3 4 5 N/A

2. For each area where "4" or "5.' was circled in Question 1, elaborate on the student change and, how the project
contributed to the change.

Item letter from
Question 1 Describe the student change and how the project contributed to the change

3. Think of a particular studet it in Your school that has improved his/her grade or performance as a result of

telecommunications usc. Desk...Ale briefly the "story" about this student: what made the difference, what
does the student do now that wasn't done before, etc .



B.

3.

4.

5.

Administrative Outcomes

%our i:ar::...pation in the Telemation Prolect INCREASED your opportunities toTo what e \k.nt 1-1.1.

N,Ine ModeratcH, -:4- .-
a. Acc,21.-i as,,,,,r,-,--, :,.,, ::,..m.-,-;,.:. .,:,.,..i .. 1 . . 2 . ....3 .. 4 ..-: N A
b. Pro . ide st:dt.-nt i-r. rlv:-:-.-,ol:. ing acto. ttk'S . . I . . . -) .. ...3 . 4 -,- N A
c Pnw ide stidt.nt-,ei-it:re..t :earning opportunities 1 - 2 ... . .3 . 4 S N A
d. Make t,,,,hing :te inte...ei.:ing 1 3 4 ,..... ... . k

e. Interact w .in .: i.e.12,.,..-, 4 N A
tr. Interact A .th sti:den:s . 1 _ 3 4

_' N \
g. Provide ,imulation t.:\periences 1 1 3 .. 4 N A
h . Gain confidence in v,.a:r ow n telecommunications use 1 -) 3 4 ; N A .

i. Integrate telecommunications into the curriculum 1
-, 3 4 N A

j. Evaluate the use and impact of educational
telecommunications 1 2 3 4 . 5 N 'A

k. Integrate telecommunications into curriculum and instruction 1 2 3 4 5 N :A
1. Overcome isolation in ', our working environment 1 1 3 4 5 N A
m. Other

.
1 -.) 3 4 5 \ A

For each area where 4 or 5 was circled in Question 1, elaborate on the change and how the project contributed
to the change.

Item letter from Describe the change(s) and how the project contributed to them.
Question 1

Think about the students of your school's Telementor. Do you think that report card grades
have improved as a result of technology use: (circle) Yes Not sure

If you answered yes above, estimate the percentage of students that improved their grades
(by at least one or more full grade points) as a result of technology use (write in percentage) ____

Considering the overall funding and your efforts on behalf of this telecommunications project, indicate the
statement below that best represents Your assessment of the project's overall benefits for teaching students
(circle one):

Benefits were clearly not worth the effort 1

Some benefits for students were attained but could have been
accomplished in other more cost-effective ways -)-
Moderate benefits for students were attained that probably could
not ha \ e been attained without the project 1

Important benefits for students were attained and the effort was clearly worti, 4

6

9 `i'



(, Indicate the h.-1,; :7eed te:ecomm ,

e.
\,-t:'0,-..:,-..1 \et........e......

a TechnIc:, -.;.,..., .
,

4 ;
b. Di.t:-..,:: -1.:::,:,.rt 2 4 ;

4 -...

d. \lore :Imc I 2 4 ;
e Currk-ul ii-..te4ra::,,r1 .1:-iIStallCO I 4

_

f. Other 1 1 3. 4 z

Ltst the most pe,,i,e teau,res or benefits of Teiemation for vou

S. List the elements of Telemation that were of least or no benefit to You.

-------.----
Q. In summary, do :sou feel \our school's telemator's use, to date, of telecommunications as a classroom resource

has been:
iThsuccessful (a waste of time)
Successful (but won't use again)
Successful (and will use again).

VIII. Final Comments
We are looking for overall recommendations and input from you the participants in the Telemation Project about
the program and its resources Please be specific.

7



TELEMATION TRAINING EVALUATION FORNI

: Objectives: the oh!ecti% es or the Telemanor Tram:n:4 %%ere.
w il iormulated iear and addressc.:1 t he top

2 Content: The tnformat:on pre.sented was rele% ant to the ohlt,..:1% e-

Understandability: The content w as appropriate to m le% el of under- .... 1

standing and everience.

4 Expectations: The Telemation Training met mv e\pectations

, 4

5 I have or will have the following resources to implement telecommunication application- at m%

school:
Need

Computer, Modem, Phone Line
Software
Technical Support
Currciulum Support
Staf f Development
District Office Support
Budget

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

_'
_'
_'
_

_'
,_
,_

3

3

3

3

3

3

3

4

4

4

4

4

4

4

=,

3

5

3
;
5

5

f-). When I return to mv school, my first step will be to

7 By Nov. 'Q4, I plan to

Mawr strengths of Telema:lonTraining.

`4 Recommendations to impro% e the Telemation Traming

10 How will this Telernation Training make difference for the students in my classro, 11"

0. el All Rating tor the Telemation framing
( \ r

1 4

9 9
BEST COPY AVAILABLE



CLASSROOM TELECOMMUNICATION INTERVENTION PLAN (C-TIP)

:orni
:LC"- r-

: :or 3r,4,
o- :or ruti.;rt.., ;-.

C-TIP Title

lXveloper/Implementor

District School

Telephone Number(s) E-Mail

Department/Grade(s)

Plan Duration: Anticipated starting date Anticipated end date

INSTRUCTIONAL EMPHASIS

English Language Arts J Math .3 Science J History, Social Science 3 Multidisciplinary J
Other content and instructional areas of emphasis:

STUDENTS

Student populations
Estimated number of students who will participate:

Number of I.EP students participating in the C-TIP

Other special student populations

Student instructional needs to be addressed:

Grade

illFA4r,t
On



STUDENT OBJECTIVES(S) ADDRESSED

TEACHER OBJECTIVES (Instructional project, lesson, units, etc.)

INSTRUCTIONAL PLAN
Describe the following type of telecommunication used

Database access Conferencing 3 News Groups J E-mail =I
Other telecommunications resources used

Briefly explain the instructional strategies and the types of activities or tasks that students
will engage in:

10



Estimated Dates
Major Activity Benchmarks Start End 1

1____
Ong_ oing

._ ____ _ _

1



RESOURCES ,.\:,..i , needei to carry out the pi,in Estimated Dates

In place Needed
.

Hardware

1/4;oft\vare
H

1

Connectivity

Staff Development

Technical Support

Other

Commitments needed from the school! district. Please e\plain (release days, funding, principal
support, etc.)

4 10,



EVALUATION

Evaluation Question(s) related to -;..1dent 3rid

Measurement Procedures (.qualitative, quantitative, ongoing, sumn-iative)

Reporting Procedures (when, to whom, for what purpose)

For additional astance
contact Far lVet-,t I .ahora tory
CalTIP 800-240-2744



B. State Telementor Curricilum Plans

1. Matrix of State Telementor Curriculum Plans

2. State Telementor Curriculum Plans

105
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Wednesday

1994 TELEIVIEN'rOR PROJECTS

Elliot Barenbaurn
viarina Middle School, Sari Francisco. CA

This project involved students becoming aware of
the difficulties of disposing of plastics. Students
kept track of their own and their family's use of
plastics. They contacted and shared information
with environmentalists and waste disposal
experts.

Vane Berthoin-Hernandez
North Monterey County High School
Castroville. CA

Third-year Spanish students ''i-dopted" students
in a Spanish-speaking elementary school class-
room. They researched and telecommunicated
informat! about a Spanish-speaking country to
the students in Spanish. They presented the
information to the elementary students in the
form of a treasure hunt. Clues were developed from
research done both off- and on-line.

Neil Bock
Impenal County Office of Education

Students do scientific research and telecommuni-
Late and compare their data with children around
the United States using National Geographic Kids
Network.

Mike Cnimm
Sierra Avenue Elementary School. Oroville, CA

In order to appreciate the power of the media, stu-
dents wrote and filmed commercials. They ex-
changed their videos with another class and did
on-line critiques of one another's products.

Rob Wing
Empire Elementary School. Empire. CA

Groups of students with highly divergent abilities
worked together using a climate modeling compu-
ter package to predict what changes in the earth's
climate would be affected If certain characteristics
of the earth were changed.

Margha liorobkin
San Diego City Schools. San Diego. CA

Stu-ients osed on-line data seivices to research
and .4,te.el_q plans for international marketing
-hey researched and found an American com-
pany's prooict for which they wrote overseas mar-
keting so-a:fogies in order to sell the product to a
parn-elar coontry

35

Andrea Perez
Lemoore High School. Lemoore. CA

Students designed page layouts, wrote articles and
submitted their work to an on-line editor for pro-
fessional critiques. They used on-line news serv-
ices to compare lc> and national news and to
investigate how stories are written differently at
the national and local levels.

Rick Phelan
Sonoma Valley High School. Sonoma. CA

Students in combined math and science classes
researched their own and the world's energy con-
sumption. They learned about forms of energy and
participated in projects in which they investigated
different methods of generating electricity. Special
needs and LEP students were mainstreamed into
all aspects of this project..

Gary guiring
Winchell Elementary School. Fresno. CA

Students learned patterns of three in this themat-
ically integrated unit which covered math and
literature. Students telecomrnunicated with
another class and exchanged math problems and
reading. They also communicated with a fairy tale
character who answered their questions about
math and the stories they were reading.

Marilyn Renger
Balboa Middle School, Ventura. CA

Students compared past and present events to
find commonalities and relationships. Working in
groups. they researched both on-line and with tra-
ditional materials to generate discussion and writ-
ing about critical attributes of current and past
happenings.

Jim Roller
Science and Tech Center, Apple Valley, CA

Students used California State Frameworks and
oro'tne resources to access infoimation in order to
design lessons for special needs students. They
learned to use Hyperstucho and a variety of other
techniques to devise. communicate and access
information for these projects

Nen Salcatani
Bayside Middle School, San Mateo. CA

Students created video reports about an artist
They used aesthetic %-aloinr perception as

BEST COPY AVAILABLE



wel: as creative expression in preparing the group
prolects we-re based on the a.rtists's life and
work.

Phillip SorNano
Cnsta McAuliffe Elementary School
Bakersfield. CA

Students participated in a weather project by pre-
dicting weather using classroom tools and on-line
resources. Data was gathered and compared with
the data gathered by three other classes.

13W Sears
Mesa Verde High School. Citrus Heights. CA

Through the use of library resources. stuc'ents
wrote an autobiography which included their heri-
tage. their own past. and their speculations about
their future. They searched on-line for genealogi-
cal resources related to their own families. Stu-
dents shared their finished product with students
from other places through telecommunication.

Bolo Shay ler
San Leandro High School, San Leandro. CA

Students defMed personal and social responsibil-
ity for themselves. They reported on a scientist
and his/her product or process and how that
scientist met (or didn't meet) his/her responsibili-
ties to society in developing that scientific
product.

Scott Smith
Valley Oak Middle School, Visalia, CA

Students plotted the locations of earthquakes
through the use of on-line resources. They sur-
veyed people who live In non-quake areas to
determine their views about living in an earth-
quake area_ communicated with students who
have experienced an earthquake. and prepared a
video to show how to yepare for an earthquake.

Sheldon Smith
Atascadero Junior High School. Atascadero. CA

This class put out a call for students from around.
the world to join them in recording their activities
each hou_r for one day. Using data generated by the
responses, students compared and contrasted
their school days, amount of television viewing,
and attitudes toward school with that of the
respondents. They also replied to a student from
another school, speculated about response differ-
ences at a different time of year, and pinpointed
the replies by time and space on a map.

Mitchell Sprague
Mendocino Elementary School. Mendocino. CA
Where the Lilies Bloom is the focus for this unit
which involves telecommunications between
classes in California and Nortl. arolina where the
novel takes place. Students wrote and received cri-
tiques from one another as well as tested their
perceptions of life in North Carolina presently and
in the past.

Maria Tavares
Corona Avenue Elementary School. Bell. CA

This monolingual second grade Spanish class
paired with a third year high school Spanish class
to develop an understanding and appreciation of
other cultures. The high school students sent
their elementary buddies on a trip to an unknown
country through telecommunications. The high
school students telecomrnunicated information
about the country. The elementaay students deve-
loped hypercards to show what they had learned
and shared them with the high school students.

Note: The twentieth telementor, Rowland naker of
the Santa Cruz County Office of Education,
planned and presented training for the adminis-
trators of the local telemeiiturs who will be trained
at the institutes.



Scientists
and Social
Responsibili

Bob Shay ler

San Leandro High School
San Leandro, CA

Subject Areas:

Integrated Science
Grade Le-cels: 9-12

Physics, Chemistry,
Biology

Length of Project:
10-14 weeks with six
to eight class days
devoted to full class
project activities

Abstract:

Students defined
personal and social
responsibility .for
themselz.'es. They
reported on a scien -
list and hzsiher
7 ()duct or pr ecess
and how that scien -
fist met (or didn't
meet) his.her
responsthiktics to
s(v:ety in dc:.clop

ui tliat ,c;eutific

p. d:,ct

I. Introduction

Science and scientists are often viewed as dry and rather boring although
occasionally useful. However, TV news about the latest local crimes and the
national sports plus personal gossip about who started the lunch time fight

e of high interest to almost everyone. The drama and mystery of daily
events and to whom the fault or cr edit for those high interest events may go
is a source of much research and reporting at every school and in every
home. Science and scientists can be brought as alive by looking at them as
regular people who, like the villains and stars of TV and the kids who make
mistakes at lunch, have r eal lives which include personal decisions which
may lead to successes and failures.

Scientists do sometimes have a lar ger impact upon us than the results of last
Friday's game. Some of what a scientist may do over the course of her/his
life may become the underlying cause of major changes in how well and how
long the rest of us live our lives. While looking at a scientist's life from the
same view as one would examine one's own life, it is often necessary to r ecall
that what that scientist did or did not do has had and will have a measurable

fect on us all. This project "Scientists and Social Responsibility asks the
student to examine a scientist's life and work and apply the same criteria for
responsibility which one would apply to oneself M order to determine blame
or credit just as one might do for a lunch time fight.

"Alfred Nobel, founder of the Nobel Prizes, made his substantial fortune
largely thr ough the manufacture of the explosive dynamite, which he invent-
ed in 1366. A reclusive man and a pacifist, he was ster eotyped as a "mad sci-
entist" when his nitroglycerin factory exploded in 1364. He established a
fund of approximately $8.5 million to honor selected achievements benefiting
humankind." (The Bettmann Ar chive) (1) Nobel was so unhappy with the
wartime uses of his mventions that he gave back his earnings in an attempt
thr ough prizes to r eward those persons who worked towar d the betterment
of humankind.

"J. Robert Oppenheimer, a prominent American physicist, be(:ame known as
the father of the atom bomb. During World War II he directed the Los

lib,:-.1tory in New Nlexico, where tlw fir,t atom bomb wa, de,igned
and built. In 1'4,3 he rek:eived the AtomicEner gy Cut 11ink5ion's pre5tigious

7. "e err a,.or Pr -±!P-:21.7'-..r.? :ahforn:a *0-c'r pojec!
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III. Activities

report with t:l`mputer based technology tools.
chooses a s,:ientist who is .female, not alr:e, or tiot

cr \ortii America. s he is kniikely to _6nd information on
!.;:e

1 lie :,ItLie.1.. tIt.

1. use a variety of resour ces to obtain information about the scientist
and the work or product of that scientist's life. Such resources may
include:

on-line encyclopedia from America On-line or Prodigy
CD-ROM based encyclopedia such as Grolier 's
specific resour ces from databases such as Dialog and

CompuServe
specific resour ces using Internet tools from GLNA or other

Internet hosts which support
gopher /V onica IWAIS/Mosaic /etc.

telephone and personal interviews with r esource people
network email resour ces including mail lists newsgroup
resources

printed resour ces such as journals and books

2. demonstrate the ability to use email by r eporting proess on the
F oject to the teacher via email

3. demonstrate skill in the use of computer technology by submitting
the report as either a word processed printed paper or on-line as a text
or formatted file.

1. Dv brainstorming, class discussion, viewing videos, and role playing, stu-.

dents identify their own sets of criteria for social r esponsibility of one's pro-
fession and work

Brainstorm:
I low is social r esponsibilitv determined? What does it mean to me?
What are Inv r esponsibilities to society and my fellow humans?

',Indent bi coines an advocate for ,,otne important and popularly
knoY,,n ,ocntifik_ pr ocess or invention (choose an example You think

such as television or birth control methods or rockets ort'
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Assessrnent submittimz a writen pr eject for inclusion as an on-line resource.

1. portfolio of student r esear eh efforts including:
results of on-line searches
copies of email and newsgroup messages
library source material
interviews with and vitae from people

1 evaluation of paper based on the following criteria:
student criteria for r esponsibility identified
biographical information about scientist
product information about invention/process/resear ch supported

conclusion of scientist's r esponsibility
3. r eporting of paper:

may be oral presentation to class or on-line submission of formatted
file

4. evaluation of English composition by a teacher of English
5. extra credit is given for:

identification of a scientist either not alr eady known by the teacher or
of a female or non-EuropeanAmerican scientist

submission of the report as a formatted word processed file on-line
(see 4-3 above)

End Notes:

(1) fr om The Academic American Encyclopedia (Electronic Version),
copyright ) 1993 Grolier, Inc., Danbury, CT (CD-ROM Mac version 1994)

Refer en

Braun, Eric, ed. (1994). The Internet Dir ectory. New York and
Ta onto: Fawcett Columbine.

Kr ol, Ed. (1993). The Whole Internet User 's Guide & Catalog.
Sebastopol: O'Reilly &E Associates, Inc. email: nuts@ora.com

Second to None A Vision of the New California High School.
(1992), Sicramento: California State Department of Education.

Several megabytes of files with mail list, telnet, ftr, www, and
it her Internet r e,our dnd people
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Professional
and Student
Journalists
Meet On-line

Andrea Perez

Subject Area:
loz.rnal:stn, Language Arts
Grade 9-12

Length of Project: One
semester. Each week the
page editors sent the
pages of the student
newspaper (via e-mail) to
an editor for critiquing..
Although it varied with
the story assignments,
one day a week was usu-
ally spent with a group of
reporters accessing
electronic databases for
information CNN news-
guides and broadcasts
were used at least once a
week for whole group
classroom instruction.

Abstract:
Students designed
page layouts, wrcie
articles and submit-
ted their work to an
on-line editor for

ofessional cri-
tiques. They used
on-line news ser -
:'ices to compare
local and national
News and to invest" -
kite ;IOW stork's are
so ;Hen differently
.:t c ndtional ii

tcc/s.

I. Introduction

This pr oject allows students to share their work outside the high school set-
ting and to connect these future journalists with professionals in the field.
Using Email, the students communicate with the editor of a daily metropoli -
tan newspaper who critiques their writing and page designs. Students fax
stories to the local newspaper for publication in the teen section. They use
on-line databases to locate information for editorials, feature stories, and
columns. Telecommunications brings the world of professional
journalism into the classroom.

The purpose of this pr oject is to help students make the connection between
classr oom instruction and "r eal life" skills. By communicating with profes-
sional writers and editors, students begin to apply what they have learned in
the classroom to r eal world writing situations. As the writing process and
the elements of journalism are reinfor ced, students begin to see themselves
as writers whose job it is to make meaning fr orn the information they have
unearthed. Information literacy demands students become pr oficient at
accessing, evaluating and applying information. Telecommunication pro.
vides students with the opportunity to access up to the minute information.

Students are divided into small cooperative groups (news, opinion page,
sports, and features), each with its own editor. Student editors send the
weekly paper, along with questions and critiques, to the editor of a suburban
daily newspaper. Students are responsible for sharing the editor 's responses
with the r est of the staff. As the pr oject progr ess,es, student editors take on a
teaLhing r ole as they share with their peers what they have learned thr ough
their on-line critiques.

This pr oject is designed to help students meet the five basic strands of the
Language Arts Framework: reading, writing, thinking, speaking, and listen-
ing. Br; group and individual work, students learn to access, judge, use, and
Fr e,ent information, thw, dernon,trating their informahon literacy. Building
,n the Lon,:ept,, prc-.ented in Second to Nl)ne, !,tudk..nts -how awarenet,s of

?.94 .v- :e j+ t:J.,;atior.7'e The.,er-abon Cabforn,a P,olect
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3.
2. Journals

Each student keeps a journal which helps focus the activities
and encouraes ,,tudents to explore and revisit their earlier designs
and stories.

3. Breaking Into Print

Thr ough telecommunications, student writers submit stories to
the local paper 's Teen Section. Faxing information and ideas for stories allow
students to connect with a potential publisher. Student writers use the
modern to connect with BARK, a student publication that encourages on-line
surveys and questions. Students send questions and participate in on-line
questionnair es put together by student writers across the United States.

4. Professional Writers On-line

Columnists from the student paper use America On Line to find writers and
coluthnists willing to share their experiences and thoughts with student writ -
ers. Thr ough the News For urn, a collection of columns and columnists,.stu -
dents find helpful pr ofessionals and useful sources of inspiration.

5. Information Please

Rather than depending on the local paper for ideas for stories, students sur -
vey the top news stories of the day on America On Line and Compuserve.
After settling on a current topic, students electr onically search back issues of
rnagaz les and newspapers on-line to find background information (America
On Line, Compuserve, and Dialog were all used.) In addition to developing
skills in locating and accessing information, students learn to evaluate the
usefulness of information and its value in a news story.

6. Local slant to Global Problems

CNN news guides (downloaded fr om CORE) along with CNN broadcasts
each week ar e used to help students evaluate professional journalists and the
way news stories ar e res?arched, written, and presented. (See example
below)



Using A
Computer From
Word Processing
To Telecomputing
In All Stages Of
The Writing
Process

Bill Sears

Me,;,3 Verde I ligh School
Citrus Heights, CA

Subject Areas:

fr eshman English
Grade Level: 9
(adaptable to other
grade levels)

Length of Project:
Nine Weeks (One
Quarter)

hr ough the use of
library racour ces,
students -wrote an
autobiography
which included
their heritage, their
Own past, and their
speculations about
the-IT-future. They
Year ched on-line for
genealogical
resorur ces r elated to
their ozen

5'74.1ents sliar ed

cri: ther places
6tr ti- u

I. Introduction

Library is a function, not a place. Libraries acquire,classify, store, retrieve,
and adapt information accor ding to the needs of their users, and the medium
of storage is not usually important if the student's information needs are met.
Teachers and librarians should be helping individuals ask the "right" ques -

tions, not just locate the answers. The information center of the twenty-first
century will r equire pr ofessionals who teach users how to formulate ques-
tions, stimulate curiosities, and locate answers to their questions using what-
ever medium delivers the best result.

The tr uly educated citizen of the twenty-first century will be not only "infor-
mation literate" but information driven, a person who sometimes works
independently and sometimes needs an information counselor (formerly a
librarian). Role changes ar erequir ed to fulfill this vision. The information
counselor should ensure that students and stiff are information literate, that
is, the ability to access, evaluate, develop, and use information from a
variety of sources to solve problems and communicate ef fectivelv.

This nine week autobiographical plan was developed, in partnership with the
classr oom teacher, to teach freshmen English students not onlv to be informa-
tion literate but information driven, by using a computer as a tool, in all
stages of the writing pr ocess from word processing information accessing, to
distant peer collaboration.

Purpose:

The purpose of this autobiography is to introduce students to the r esearch
facilities in the learning resources center, especially how to use the computers
in the center as too: , in the writing process and the accessing of information.
This pr oject, aimed at beginning high school students, helps the students
start their high school Years being information literate.

Content:

Fhc ,tudurit, will rr oduce a II\ -hapter ,ultoblography u,,ing a ariety of

7_ ,I,`,31Dr y P'CqeCt
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3.

The students develop a time line of their life based on what they already
know about their heritage. They also interview parents, grandparents, and
other relatives Students use a variety of on-line genealogy databases
(America On-line, Compuserve, Prodigy Genealogy Bulletin Board, UST-
qER VE ROOFS-D to e\tend their r esearch. Using "Print Shop" students
develop a front cover. Students learn about and plan to develop the differ ent
parts of a book (table of contents, title page, copyright page, acknowledg-
ments, dedication, and reference page). Students learn a variety of com-
mands as they word process their story using Wor dPerfect 5.1.

2. Chapter Two The Beginning:

Students investigate their first five years. After completing the rough draft of
this chapter, and having their writing pr oofread by peers and teacher, stu-
dents will wor d process the history using Wor dperfect. Using a variety of
sources they wHi r esearch a famous person who did something important on
or near their birth month/day and discuss that person in this chapter.

3. Chapter ThreeThe Developmental Years:

Students investigate their years from six to ten. Using a variety of sources
they research several world events that happened in the tenth year of life that
may have had an impact on their lives and discuss this event in this chapter.

4. Chapter Four--The Learning Years:

The students investigate their lives from age eleven to the present. They
learn about their learning styles after taking a survey (Lawrence,G. (1982).
People Types and Tiger Stripes: A Practical Guide to Learning Styles). They
compare the results of the survey with what they know about themselves.

5. Chapter FiveThe Future Years:

After viewing a video describing the future, the students write a fantasy story
about their lives at the age of 30. They pr oject themselves into the future and
answer questions about their imaginary future life.

6. The students finish their books, organize them in one file on a computer
disk, upload ,md send their products to a distant school which is doing the
same activitie,,

7 Alter rtaJu thc ,tudent,, from both ar c,r- compare life
styles and cultures. -eled an inter tysting autobiography and write that person
asking further tiuestions about his her life.

1' 0 BEST COPY AVMLABLE



Plastic
Recycling
And W aste
Management
by
Elliot
Bar enbaum

Ni3rina Middle Sihool
Franosco, CA

Subject Areas:

Envir onmen tal Science
and Language Arts

Grade Levels: 7 - 12

Length of Project: 4 to 8
weeks, minimum of three
days per week, minimum
of 45 minutes per day.

Abstract:
This pr eject involved stu -
dents becoming av.iar e of
the difficulties of i:ispos-
ing of plastics. S:udents
kept track of their own
and their _±:vntly's use of
plastics. Piet/ contacted
and slhir ci i?iformation

enzlr cilmcntalzsts
,z,'l 1:-;pe!;(7!

perts.

I. Introduction

Utilizing video, written resources, and telecommunication services
p- ovided by PBS Learning Link and CORE, this project examines
;hat impact plastics consumption has on our envir onment. The eco-

iogical goal of this project is that students will educate their families to
practice the 4 R's of waste management: Reduce, Reuse, Recycle and
Reject.

If one looks up the word "educate" in a thesaur us, one sees the words
"nurtur e and cultivate". Education uses the same terms one would
find in discussing our environment. How do we r elate to ourselves?
How do we cultivate friendships? How do we manage our home, the
Earth? Each generation is the caretaker and guardian of our planet for
the next generation. As educators and par ents, we are responsible for
inculcating an environmental consciousness which respects and pr e
serves our Earth and its predous resources.

Nlany students are unaware of the waste disposal pr oblem in our
country. They dispose of their trash. A truck comes along, collects it
and takes it away. America has a mounting waste disposal pr oblem;
we are generating tons of garbage. Marketing and advertising have
changed our buying habits. We use disposable razors, dicposable dia -
pers, disposable bottles, etc. In turn, this has conditioned us to use a
F oduct once and then get rid of it.

The activities in this project are aligned with the elements of the
California Science Framework. They intr oduce students to the
connections among the disciplines of physk l, earth, and life sciences.
rho activities requir e that students be critical Winkers. The project
utilizes community resour ces and offers students a look into
envir onmental careers.

=,94 C. .e! et.dif--.ent c?' Education.r-e rho Cal.fon,a Thchnology
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bottle?

Use Of Plastics

I-low many pounds of plastic per year does the average
American use?

What kinds of plastic items are recyclable?

What are some pr oblems associated with bio-degradable
plastics?

iow many plastic lined disposable diapers are thrown away each
year?

Disposal Of Plastics

I Tow many po'inds of plastic ar e dumped into the sei, each year
and what kinds of problems ar e caused by that dumping?
I-low many years will most plastics last when buried in a landfill?
I iow many tons of garbage do Americans generate per year?
What are some of the pr oblems that waste management
F ofessionals face in regard to landfills?

What Is Plastic And Ilow Is It Made?

What natural r esources ar e used to make plastics?
When was plastic first developed?

Plastic In The Workplace

What percent of plastics ar e used for packaging?
Wh.it are some example of Low Density Polyethylene
p- oducts (LDPE); examples of High Density Polyethylene

oducts?
What are some of the uses of plastic in medicine?

Essays

After reading an article, using on-line and CD-ROM encyclopedias,
and or viewing a video, students write a short essay recor ding facts
they have gather ed and any suggested research answers they have dis-
co\ ered ako draw pictures related to this project in their jour-
nals.

1



Addendurn

Household Disposal Data Collection Sheet

Dir ections:

During a five day period, record the type and number of plastic items
normally placed in the garbage during this time period. Tape a copy of
the Data Collection Sheet on a wall next to the waste container. During
the survey period, ask all members of the household to become involved
and request that they put a check mark on the line which best describes
the item.

Optional: The original pr oject requested that all plastic items be placed
into a special container during the week of the survey. This practice
involves rinsing out all plastic items and the need for other assurances
against odors and pests. The plastic materials could be weighed for total
volume and measured for amount of space usage.

Disposable diapers ar e plastic lined and included in the survey.

Beginning Date Ending Date

Name Number of People in Household

In the following statements, circle a letter which best describes your
household.

1. In our household, we use paper bags instead of plastic when we
shop.

A. Fr equentiv B. Sometimes C. Seldom D. Never

2. In our household, we make a conscious effort to r ecycle.
A. Fr equently B. Sometimes C. Seldom D. Never

3. In our household, we make an ef fort to choose products that use
emir onmentallv friendly packaging (no Styrofoam, no plastic) even
,hould it cost mor e or be less convenient.

A. Fr equentlY B. Sometimes C. Seldom D. Never
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Resources for
the Teacher

(plastic wrap)

OTHER
NUMBER OF ITEMS

Telecommunication Resources

LEARNING LINK

Select:
Curriculum Resour ces (R) / Science - Environment (F) /

The Problem with Plastics
Winning The War Against Garbage
Pr ochure on Envi.r onmental Cleanup
Resources Do It, For Earth's Sake
ESPN Team Up to Clean Up Curriculum Guide

Seled:
Discussion Center for Topics (D) / Look for Listing on Plastics Project

INTERNET RESOURCES - Using CSUNet

For conference newsgroups, follow the sequence below:

Electronic Services (A)/ Computer Confer encing (C)
Type y (this Yanks in other confer ences)
Type h (this provides a help screen for using confer ences
Scienvir onment ( a news group on envir onmental issues; students
can read, write or r eply to messages)

For an environmental service, follow the sequence below:

Electronic Services (A) /Outside Services (B)/Empir e Schoolhouse
(14); Academic Wings MI Science and Space (4)" EcoGopher (4)!
EcoGopher Library (8)
Students use kevwor ds (eg: plastics, polymers) for searching
database, throligh this envir onmental service.

Other Internet Gateways

nipher
fhe Goi.-hcr lookup tool that lets the user find Internet resources.
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Collaborative
Teamwork:
Developing Multi-
media Programs
Using On-Line
Telecommunications

Jim Roller

Science and Technology
Center
Apple Valley, CA

Subject Area(s):
"Thematic" to
include reading,
math,science, lan-
guage arts, social
studies, art
Grade Level(s): 2-5
(and upwards with adapta -
tion by teacher)

Length of Project: a
going

Abstract:

Students used
California State
frameworks and
on-line r esour ces to
access information
in order to design
lessons for pecial
needs students.
They learned to use
ilverstudio and a
z'ariety of other
techniques to

;.,minurn
.u.-cess

:0 7 nation for
,,r titS.

I. Introduction

Have you taken a class in the last couple of years and found yourself work-
ing in a collaborative gr oup, developing a project or pr oduct reflecting the
concepts you are learning? All over the world, businesses and educators are
realizing the power of cooperative groups and collaborative teamwork. How
can we as teachers better facilitate our students in learning these powerful
skills as well as the academic goals and objectives we are to teach?

In this project, students will work in collaborative gr oups, using multimedia
to develop I IvperStudio "Stacks" or pr ograms. They will use information
gathered from CD-ROM and on-line telecommunications sour ces such as
America On Line, Scholastic Network, and CORE to develop their stacks.
They will use telecommunications (primarily e-mail) for the purpose of
sending their stacks to other childr en around the country.

Although this project is curr ently being field tested with Gifted and Talented
Education (GA rE) students that attend class for thr ee and one half hours,
once a week , three weeks a month, it could be implemented in a regular or
special education class at any grade level. Student lessons area. eated on
HyperStudio stacks for the use of other students. The subjects of the stacks
vary but reflect the themes fr om the California State Framework. Students

e currently using Laser disk information fr om the State adopted Scott
Forseman Science Series "Discover the Wonder" as well as math and lan-
guage arts fr om State adopted series.

Bringing telecommunications into the classroom opens the door to a new
way of teaching and learning for teachers as well as students. There is power
in knowing how to access information and working with a partner or collab -
orative group to develop a project. Using telecommunications as a tool for
communication. r esearch and inquiry becomes an exciting and valuable
means by which one can develop alternative methods for learning. Students
and teach ,. pLqience new ways to communicate, removing them fr om the
isolation of the traditional classroom, thus cr eating a new atmosphere of
e\citcmynt i'h

E lucat,c.r-The r'Diect
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III. Activities with the te,lcher

1. What Is Multimedia? (thr ee week activity)

Students vill.learn to use IivperStudio, a multimedia program, and begin to
publish their own "stacks" using original art, clip art graphics, original and
disk library sounds, partial and full animation. Students will work in pairs
and follow a preformatted sequenced plan of activities.

2. Tele-What?! (ci:'e day integrated, thematic activihj)

Teacher will lead class discussion on basic human cultures developing dis-
tance communication technologies prior to the electronic era (dr urns, fire
smoke signals, mirrors, flags, etc.).

Students will be divided into teams (thr ee to four each). Each team will
develop a communication technology capable of sending understandable
messages across the playground at a distance of approximately 200 yards.
They Lnust send several dif fffent kinds of messages. Students need to con-
sider speed, accuracy, noise, and efficiency.. After testing their system, stu-
dents will assess the ef ficiency and success of their system. They will discuss
with other teams in the class how they developed their ideas and how they
would modify and improve their system. Students will compar e and con-
trast their telecommunications system with today's technology. Each team
will develop a HyperStudio stack or car d repr esenting the r esults of their
findings.

3. What Is E-Mail? (oppe day lesson)

Students will learn the basics of electronic mail, how information is trans-
ferred over phone lines, how information is changed from digital to analog
and back to digital, and how computers ar e used to send and retrieve infor
mation over distances.

4. SnailL-Nlail Vs. E-Mail (thr ee-day in-class achuity approlimately one
and one ha!t" :oeck,;

Flogin with 1 of definition ,. of and e-mail. (snail-
ma.., be letteN ,t,nt thr ough the postal ,%.stem.) E-
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IV Assessment

In asse.,ing a thematic project, one needs to be aware of growth in a variety
ofareas. How students worked in cooperative learning gr oups, how their
enthuiasm for the curricular areas was enhanced through the use to technol -
ogy, whether other teachers and parents became mor e aware of improved
learning thr ough lesson strategies, are side benefits, not necessarily formally
evaluated but noted as observable outcomes.

Stated student outcomes will be assessed using the following methods:
Students' pr ogess in multimedia will be assessed using electr onic portfolios
(folders on the Mac platform) r eflecting the successful development of
liyperStudio stacks. Multimedia pr ojects will also reflect understanding of
academic subject areas. The use of telecommunications through on-line
activity, r eflecting ,Audents' use of e-mail accounts, data acquisition, etc., will
be monitored by the systems operator and assessed by the teacher. Projects
will also reflect "current" information pr °cured thr ough telecommunications
as well as information learned fr om textbooks.

1_27



How Many
3's Do You
See?

Gary Quiring

Winchell Elementary
Sthool
Fresno, CA

Subject Area(s):

Math, Reading,
Writing, Literature

Grade Levels: 1,2
Length of Pr oject:
90 minutes each day
for three weeks.
Telecommunication
Requir ements:

A class to partner
with and an individ -
ual to serve as a char-
acter impersonator.

Abstract:
Students learned pat
terns of thr ee in this
thematically inte -
grated unit which
coz,ered math and lit
eratur e. Students
tdecommunicated
with another class
and exchanged math

oblems and r tid
Tiwy also corn -

iqunicated with a
faint/ tale Jiaracter
:chi- answer al
;14'ir aNestions about

a?:.i :14' :,.rws
wer e

I. Introduction

The number 3 is found throughout children's classic literature.
The Three Little Pigs, Goldilocks and The Three Bears, and The Thr ee Billy
Goats Gr ti f are just a few examples of 3's presence. The activities in this unit,
which are taken fr om a Math Excursions 1 unit, immerse children in these
classic folk tales in such a way that they begin to picture 3 + 3 as the thre
bears and the thr ee little pigs standing side by side. As the students enjoy the
language and drama of thr eesomes, they begin to recognize the mathematical
connections. This thematic pr oject connects students' reading and writing
experiences and activities with primary math concepts centered ar ound the
number 3.

The purpose of telecommunication in this unit is to extend activities beyond
the classroom and to allow students additional opportunities to practice the
reading and math concepts they are learning. In addition, it will establish a
beginning telecommunications experience.

One of the recommendation in It's Elementarv, the Math Framework, and the
Language Arts Framework is that educators choose depth over coverage in
teaching a subject. Too often we str uggle to teach to a calendar, not to r eal
understanding. We do not allow our students the time to practice their newly
formed concepts in real settings with their peers. In this manner, our stu-
dents ar e forever novices and never experts. This pr oject is designed to pro
vide for depth over coverage with multiple and varied opportunities for stu
dents to practice in real world situations. With this project a new opportunity
to practice is intr oduced in which each class participates, both as student and
instructor, by designing problems for their partner class to solve and solving
the problems their partner class sends. In addition, students have the oppor -
tunity to etablish a personal connection with peers beyond their c.chool with
in the conte\t cf the concepts they are practicing.

; ?94 -e,eatior P.,),Kt.The Po.E.CI
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3.
E. Character Communication

In pr eparation for this activity, arrange for someone to impersonate the char-
acters in the story. (Pre-service Teacher Education students at the local col -
lege or business professionals may be good resour ces.) The students discuss
what they would like to ask a character in the story and
then send their best questions to the "character" via e-mail. The story
impersonator replies using the "voice" of the character.

E Scrambled Stories

Students exchange scrambled stories with their partners. Using a 5 sentence
format, each group in a class retells a story or scene from one of the "3's" sto-
ries in sequence. The order of the sentence is then scrambled and exchanged
wit!, .irtner class. Groups in the partner class unscramble the sentences and
transmit the correct version back.

G. Bulletin Board Building

Students construct a bulletin board character array with illustrations of the
thr ees in each story, song, and rhyme. As the students discuss their pictorial
array, the teacher posts number sentence strips next to each r ow to repr esent
the students' observations and a number line is used to r einforce their count -

ing by threes strategies.

H. Sixty Chart

Students fill in a sk ty chart (10 squares aa oss by 6 squares down) using the
counting patterns y have discovered and discuss the patterns they see in
the chart. Each group of students discusses and lists 4 statements about the
chart, 3 of which are true and 1 of which is false. These lists are transmitted
to the partner class which identifies the tr ue statements and the false one and
returns their responses. (When this activity was tested, we found that often
students did not agree with the responses of their partners, which prompted
an inter estim,-; and lively discussion on which class's observations were more
accurate. )

1. Number llouse

students hin:d a house with doors and windows out of a refrigerator box.
illev use the a r e number house to act out teacher dir ected adding and sub-
tracting -,! .r% ii.mng the thr ee,onw characters
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Change
and the
Weather

Philip Scrivano

Chhsta McAuhffe School
Bakersfield, CA

Subject Area:
Science
Grade level(s): All
Length of Project:
4-8 weeks Class
time will be rough-
ly thirty minutes a
day for thr ee days
each week.

Abstracts:

Students partici -
pated in a weath-
er project by pr e
dicting weather
using classr (Ain
tools and on-line
resources. Data
was gathered
and compar ed
NAith the data
gathered by
thr ee other

-(,a,sses.

I. Introduction

A. This project cultivates the idea that nature changes over time. Specifically,
students will make weather observations and predictions based on scientific
data collections and exchanges. Appr oximately three to five classrooms in
dif ferent geographic areas will work together to observe, record, exchange
information, and predict changes in the weather. This pr oject enables stu-
dents to carry out collaborative activities in the classroom and across grade
and ability levels.

The purpose of this pr oject is to expand the students' understanding of their
envir onment through a greater awar eness of changing climate in a wide geo-
graphic area.

B. Students at the elementary level ar e eager to access and create informa-
tion. This curriculum plan builds upon this interest and simultaneously
addresses a major theme of the 1989 California Science Framework; Change
over Time. With the use of telecommunications students record climatic data
outside their classr ooms, create and send E-mail to other classr ooms, and
analyze information in comparison with other classrooms and national
weather information services. Telecommunications enhances this project by
enabling students to work with a variety of information fr om other locations.

It is important for students to learn how the envir onment is changing every
moment. Having instant access to information helps give r elevance and
stimulus to this concept and also enhances the scientific method of investiga -
tion. Telecommunications access also gives students the opportunity to corn -
par e and contrast the relevance of information they collect fr om a variety of
SOW' ces.

It is essential that students learn to work in cooperative groups put together
for the purpose of problem-solving as a unit. This business approach values
each individual '. contribution in the pr oblem-solving and learning process.
The teacher in this ,ituation works primarily as a facilitator of learning.

1 t1 -e,errator Caldorn.a hniog Prolect
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Ctudents :etter of invitation to participate and send it via E-mail to
other schoo; sites Each school site, including the host site, makes a weather
observation at a predetermined time each week. The host class lists the infor-
mation that :-articipants gather. Each site then prepar es an E-mail message
and sends a ered information to the host cdte. On-line data is added to
school site information. At the host site the information is gathered, ana -

It-zed, and charted on a state, national, or world map. Students also r ecord
the information and analyses in student log books.

B. Description of Gioup Process

Students work in triads. Each time a group uses the computer each person's
job r otates. The first person is in charge of r unning the computer keyboard
and operations. The second student logs all activities, information, and fris-
trations in a student journal. (This journal is individual and is included in the
student's portfolio.) The third student is called "management" and is in
char ge of instructing the others about what to do and how to report the infor-
mation in the journals.

Each group is assigned a task for the week. Assignments are changed or
modified as needed throughout the project.

Data is gather ed and logged by each group. The group then makes weather
edictions based on the data collected and judges the accuracy of the infor-

mation. Predictions and weather patterns ar e graphically presented by each
group to the r est of the class.

Data can be gather ed fr om the following on-line r esources (activities to use
with thot,e resources ar e also listed):

1. Weather Nlichigan - Retrieve current and past weather data. Log and
compare to class data and other services data.

2. Weather Compuserve, America On-Line, or Prodigy. Retrieve infor -
mation from a sampling of services. Compar e data and service for
accuracy of information and types of information that can be retrieved.

3. Retrieve up to the minute reports of earthquake activity, log the
activity and plot the activity on the class world map.

4 \hi:- ,tor auri iral activity warnings: watches:sighting that ar e updat-
i' and follow activity throughout warning period.
C. r-e e.H-,er data to other on-line service information.
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El Pasajero

Maria Tovar
Corona Avek-ae
Ekmentary School

CA

Subject Areas:
Language Arts,
Social Studies,
Multicultural
Grade Level: 2
(Could be adapted for
other grade levels)

Length of Project:
Fight weeks, plus
another month for
students to develop
a video. 60-90 min-
utes per day

[-Abstract:
This monolingual sec -
end grade Spanish
class paired with a
third year high school
Spanish class to devel-
op an understanding
and appreciation of
other cultures. The
high school students
sent their elementary
buddies on a trip to an
unknown country
through telccommuni -
cations. The high
school students
telecommunicated
mforntation about the
countries. The ele-
mentary students

z'e!oped hypercards
to sh,,w what they had

and shared
them :eith the

.!..,/cnts

I. Introduction

This multi-age curriculum project is designed to provide activities that allow
students to develop an awareness of the similarities and dif ter ences of other
cultur es. Emphasis is placed on collaborative, cooperative work and the
encouragement of responsibility and success for each student.

Resear ch on effective instr uctional programs for limited English pr ofident
(LEP) students indicates that cognitive-academic development is best sus -
tained through the use of the student's primary language. Technology can
support this principle by providing primary language nurturing through
telecommunication and multimedia.

This curriculum project involves a high school third year Spanish language
class adopting an elementary monolingual Spanish language classr corn.
I Iigh school students will telecommunicate in Spanish with an elementary
class on a personal basis weekly. They will send clues about an unknown
country to the younger students. The high school partners will research ten
countries over a month-long period through the use of searchware, CORE,
America On-line and send data about the country without revealing the
name to their elementary partners.

The elementary class will create a HYperCar drA stack based on the informa-
tion sent by the high school students r egarding their country. Using this data
they will determine the name of the unknown country. Students also create a
video about their country based on the information sent by the high school
students. At the end of the project, the HyperCardTM stacks and videos will
be exchanged with their partners.

Purpose

The goal-. tor curriculum pr oject are to develop an awareness of the simi-
larities and d):' ferences of other cultures and their countries focusing on:

(,eowaphv
i

!' ihtion

;19:4 Ca- ....31,C.r The 7o.er,a1,or 0af;:.r- a Diogy PDiect
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3.

(1)n-fir.

Activik 2.(Foods)
Ctudc!-:- design a table setting depict;ng a traditional meal using the
cluc, ,cnt by their high school partners. They devr:e Hyper Car d
st,Icks clip art to cut and paste pictur es of foods or they may
draw t:leir own pictures using the toolbox.

Activity 3. (Population)
Students create graphs to show the population of their country. The
graph- :ire made using ClarisWorksTM.

Activity 4. (Historical Events)
Students make personal time lines of their lives to become familiar
with a time line format. Groups create a timeline based on historical
evcnt, of their country using Tim Tiller-TM by Ton-i Snyder.

Activity 5. (Geography)
Te.m,- through class discussion d with the help of the teacher, iden
tify three possible loCations of their country. They cr care a Hyper card
stack -howing the three possible locations and the language spoken in
each of the countries. They add "Hello" in each of the languages to
the I iy.,,erCard stack.

Activity 6. (Dress)
Students compar e and contrast the traditional dress of their country
with the dress of their own country. Through the use of HyperCar d'm ,

ctudents can create an animation or depict a morph change.

Activity 7. (Music)
Students document the musical instruments of their country. Students
will draw or copy clip art of the musical instruments from their coun
try based on the clues supplied by the high school students.

Activity S. ideo)
Student teams research additional information about their country.
They Heyl,t2 a storvboar d (script) and create a video based on that
rt.,ear, ?, and the storvhoard. these videos are shar ed with their high
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Multimedia
Reports:
Using
Fmerging
Technologies
In Art

Ken Sakatani

Bayide Middle School
San Mateo, CA

Subject Areas:

Visual Art,
At t History,
Art Appr eciation

Grade Levels:
6th, 7th, 8th grades

Length of Pr oject:
2 to 3 weeks; 50
minute daily class
periods.

Abstract:
Students L.-r eated

vIda.) r eports about
an artist. They used
aesthetic :,aluing
anii per ception as
-.cell as cr eative
L:17.71. es.t.iorz in pre

par;?: the rap
'ets :chich :cer e

1): the

I. Introduction

This pr oject provides students with the opportunity to create a video report
on an art subject. using computer-aided technologies, such as CD-ROM,
Laser disc, Video Still Digitizing Cameras, ana Telecommunications.

The study of artists and art within their historical and cultural background
has mostly been taught to students through essentially passive viewing and
discussion of art prints, slides, film, and videotape. The use of computers
cf fers an al terna tive for art educators wishing to achieve these aesthetic and
artistic goals in a different way. Electronic media, especially the use of multi-
media, can engage groups of students in an active, cooperative way of learn-
ing where they can cr eate their own meaning.

The general goals of this project are to provide students with multiple
sources of information, develop their critical and organizational skills, add to
their knowledge and understanding of art and artists, and have them use
technologies in creative ways. These goals r eflect Visual and Performing Arts
Framework and Reform documents, such as Caught in the Middle, which
recommend engaging students in active, cocperative learning, using technol-
ogy as appropriate to enhance art learning, developing critical abilities, and
communication skills. Telecommunications extends and enriches the data-
base of information available to students and pr ovides ways of lMking with
resources not readily available at the school site.

II. Student Outcomes

Sti,dcnt.z.

.,.;ain knowledge about certain artists and why their art is
,n-idered famous or important.
:, ri.1 how to use technological media in interactive ways

1.-imiliar with using CD-ROM and telecommunications to
select information.

. : i!e an -I pr °duce a inullimedia report on a famous artist.

r '294 7 :A EjJ,.aton-Ple P'21ect
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AV irtual
Treasure Hunt
In Spanish-
Speaking
Countries***
A Collaborative Project
between a High School
Spanish Language Class
and a Second Grade
Monolingual Spanish
class

Diane Berthoin-
Hernandez

North Monterey County
High School
Castroville, CA

Subject Area:
Spanish
Grade Level:
ligh School

Length:
One semester

Abstract:
Third year Spanish
students "adopt -
ed" students in a
Spanish speaking
elementary school
classroom.
resear died and
telecoromunicated
information about
a Sp mish speaking
country to the stu -
lents in Spanish.
They pr csented the
information to the
cleinen tan/ Stu -

lents :n the form
of a trur e hunt.

I. Introduction

Education in the United States has taken on an important change. We have
recognized that students must become responsible learners in order to pro
duce responsible citizens. We recognize that we must allow students to be
critical thinkers and planners while still in school. Finally, we recognize the
fact that depth and personalization of knowledge is imperative.

This movement in education does not exclude the second language class-
room. We have a special responsibility in the second language classr oom not
only to prepare our students to be critical thinkers, but to use a new language
to make new connections in the world.

It is exciting to think of language teaching curriculum with the new tools that
computers bring to classrooms. The possibilities for cr eating lessons in which
our students can become critical thinkers, planners, and language users now

e boundarv-!ess. The realm of Spanish speakers thr oughout the world is
within the reach of each student who has access to telecommunications.

This pr oject will produce two outcomesa treasur e hunt specifically
designed for t,econd grade Spanish speaking students and a Hyper card/
Hyperstudio stack to demonstrate knowledge of one Spanish speaking coun -

try. The tr easure hunt involves the following: The high school students form
into ten gr oups to represent ten dif fin-ent Spanish speaking countries. They
develop a list of topics they believe will create a pool of information which
represents the culture of their chosen country. They collect the necessary data

om several sour ces----library, CD ROM, laser disc, on-line sour ces and native
citizens of the countries. The high school students organize and send the
information in the form of clues via E-mail to the second graders who are not
given the name of the country thus creating a tr easure hunt for the students.

The livper,tujio stack is produced by the high cchool student to demon-
strate his hc.- kn,,,wledge of the countrv studied.

'994 :e E:ation-The Telemation P!ect.-Ple California Tech,n)logy P,oject
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thei: v...ith class All questions ar e included in the Class
Port:.

Activity 4. So What is Culture?
a. Ind :vi.tually students brainstorm the meaning of cultur e. Ideas are
shared ith cooperative group. All ideas ar e re(orded in the class
porti.
b. S:..i.lews % rite a two page essay about what cultur e is and share
with
c: EacH student brings one item from home which r epresents a
svmboi ,,f his:her family's culture. Each shares the item and its
significance to the class.
d: Cre:ite a square for the Cultur e Quilt. Each student r eceives a
small pc-Iper square, glue, and scraps of paper. Using the paper, a
quilt square is cr eated which represents a cultural image of the family.

Activity 5: Collaborative Classwork
Committees ar e appointed to do the following:

1. put the Culture Quilt together.
2. write an intr oductory letter to the second grade ch_ildrm
3 develop a list of clue items to send to the children as
they are sent out on the tr easure hunt of their countries.
1 . develop timeline for the project. (include research
completion dates and e-mail dates)

Activity 6: Journals
Reflective Journal: After each day of the planning stage, either as a
homework assignment or as an end of class activity, students write in
their :etlective journals about the planning stage of the pr oject. The
prima:v questions to answer ar e: What did I learn today? How did I
learn this7 What questions or doubts do I still have? Journals can be
shar ed ith group or whole class.

Activity 7: What is Hypercard?
After an intr oductorv lesson on the purpose and workings of
Hyperc:ird, students choose a topic to develop a storyline for a
Ivrer,..ird ,tack.

A phy-1,-:1! -.'ack of index car ds is brought into class. Topics such as:
l-k -_;et a pig ready for the fair, Fencing, Ballet, Basketball and My

i,iitions are used to Cr eate simulations which illustrate how
Ivp,: %yorks. Students cr eate I Ivpercard stacks. Assessment of

the I -er .irds by peer evaluation.
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V. Assessment

information gleaned from the research completed for the
seck ,tudents, students will create a Hyper card stack with a
spec: , ience in mindeither another high school student,' adult
or a , n i wade child. A rationale for the style and content of the

,tack is be included on an Introduction card at the begin-
nin,::; of the ,tack. Students include a sour ce card in which all resources

e

Activity 11: pr esentation of the project.
Each group pr esents the information about the country studied.
Hypercard stacks can be used in conjunction with other multimedia to
suppor: and enhance the presentations.

Activity i lypercard Stacks On-line
I ivperarci stacks are shared on-line with the audiences for which they
were intended, i.e. stacks for adults will be shar ed with adults, those
designed for second graders will be sent to second graders.

Self evaluation," and peer evaluations will be an on-going part of all activities.
Class meetings Nvill be held using specific questions about the progr ess made
with the r esedr ch. Essays, I Iypercard stacks, corr espondence, and clues will
be examined for the ef fective use of Spanish, understanding of culture, evi-
dence of communication skills, use of on-line research, and collaboration.
Portfolios will be ,tarted using these artifacts.

Rationale .for ;:,;:.:):; partners in the second grade:

When an actor has an audience to perform for his performance resonates and
shines. A quiet. dull, bored audience or no audience at all does little to
improve his acung. The applause and the anticipation of his audience encour -

ages him to do a better job at every moment. And thus we can say the same
for Spanish students who so often have only a teacher to "perform" for. By
establishimz a ,trong connection with small children, the high schoolers will
feel a need to- per foi m well and pr ovide foc the best entertainment and infor -
mation for tIle;r htt1e adoptees. They ar e working with children who count on
them to do a 2,, h,c1. job.

(In our par:
for in inchy,
pos-dble. 1-.R
student, \\

,ituation no other on-line r e-:our ces could be used except
since NO IN TERNET connection on a local level is
ni I It )11 proved to be adevate and user friendly for

NO experience with on-line information and for the major-
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Energy
What' s the
Big Deal?

Rick Phelan

Sonoma Valley
figh School

Sonoma, CA

Subject Area:
Physical Science

Grade Level: 9-12

Time Needed:
3 weeks

Abstract:
Students in com-
bined math and
science classes
re.stur ched their
own and the
:oorld' s ener gy
consumption.
They learned about
forms of ener gy
and participated in

ejects in which
they inz'estigated
differ en t methods

of generating elec-
tricity Special
needs and LEP
t:dcuts were

;pito

pt-ct; of' this
;.7 :c

I. Introduction

Ener gy has 1.-eme an area of popular concern over the last 20 years. Oil
crises, blackouts, br ownouts, energy czars, national energy policies, alterna-
tive energy ,,,ur ces, and energy conservation have all found a place M
America's voc.-:::su Ian'. This telemation unit takes a look at: Energy
What's the B:.z Deal? It encourages student thinking on energy consumption
in the United *ates and ar ound the world. Other activities develop under-
standing about ener gy in different forms and how electrical ener gy is gener-
ated. Various telecommunication resour ces ar e used in the unit including
activities with the National Education Supercomputer, dif ferent Envir
Gophers and Sear dAW a e /Dialog. "EnergyWhat's the Big Deal?"
incorporates themes from the California State Science Framework in the areas
of: ener gy, system interactions, and patterns of change.

S.

This unit repr c,ents an abbreviation of a larger integrated thematic unit that
involved a N1., th and Physical Science class at Sonoma Valley High School.
Key r eform and restructuring elements in this unit are: coor dinated
curriculum, ":1,,,nds-ori minds-on" learning, peer tutoring, and mainstream -

ing special edu,-,tion students.

Activities for the unit were drawn fr om many sources including UC
Berkeley's Lawrence Hall of Science and the San Francisco Exploratorium.
The complete science and math unit and all support materials will be avail-
able in a CORE confer ence area.

H. Student Outcomes

By the end t init ,tudents will understand....

4

1 I I are Lonsumers of ener gy.
2 (:on.umption patterns vary around the world and

ith the C.S.
4`; ,.,1111:(2 ,*?(..n in ditf(Tent form," in( hiding:



3.

4. To and Fro:

Transfer ot tudents learn concepts on the differ ent forms of energy
and energy :--oer through video, text, and class discussion. Using share
sheets studc.t jig7am all of the energy transformations for the following
situations:

a) in.-tkir.g ttiast (electricity made by hydroelectric power)

b) sN\I:s---ing 1000 yar ds in 15 minutes

c) dri.;h::.:, a car

d) lib sulb in your house (electricity made by burning coal)

e) stereo in your house (electricity made by nuclear energy)

5. Energy Projects

oups choose t,ne project from the six choices offer ed below. At the end of
the unit each gr oup is responsible for a report that includes visual aids, mod-
els, and demonstrations. In addition each group is to use on-line resour ces
thr ough either L;ear dlWat e/Dialog or the University of Viginia's
EnviroGopher to present their selection's auvantages and disadvantages and
futur e prospects. (details on each of the labs listed below will be available
thr ough a COI:E conference ar ea)

A. Measuring Energy from Fossil Fuels

Thr ough diussikn and reading students learn of the many non-fuel uses of
oil, gas and c,al and develop awar eness of our dependence on fossil fuels.
Thr ough discussion and labs they learn about the location of petroleum
deposits and t He processes of distillation and combustion.

B. Electricity from Falling Water

In this projec -!udents con5truct and experiment with model turbines. They
report on the of water power and its role in California's energy sup-
ply.

C. Nuclear I Ilcr**

student-, C.:
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Pets
Around
the
World

Neil Bock

Imperial County Office of
Education
El Centro, CA

Subject Areas:
Integrated and the-
matic using reading,
writing, language
arts, math, geogra-
phy and science.
Grade Level: 4
Length of Project:
Six weeks of two
sessions per week of
one or two hours per

Abstract:

Ctudents do soen
bfic r eh and
telecommunicate
and compar e their
data with childr qi

ot4nd the United
States uszng
N'ational
GeiNraphic Kids

I. Introduction

This Curriculum Project utilizes the "Hello" unit from National Geographic
Society Kids \etwork. It was tested with a combined class of 64 fourth grade
students. If is appr opriate for students from thir d through seventh grades.
All the activities suggested by the handbook wer e used and other activities
were used as appropriate opportunities ar ose. The Curriculum Guide pro.
vided with the program is very usable as it comes, and it could be taught
almost verbatim.

The excitement of doing research as part of a team, communicating electroni-
cally with other teams and sharing the results of the pr oject with school-
mates, parents and the community will bring new dimensions to the every-
day classroom routines.

The objectives and activities listed correlate closely with the California
Framework,_.: for Science and Social Studies. The graphing skills are vital in
the area of math development and give a very practical application to the use
of these tools which is often missing as students are intr oduced to the use of
charts and graphs. The collaborative aspects of the project help students to
develop a level of comfort and expertise in cooperative work which is a
major emphasis in all the frameworks and reform documents.

II. Student Outcomes

Students will:
under,tand the scientific process as applied to their research project

and vill be able to apply it to other areas of study.

?94

understand the use of telecommunication to exchange data with
others ,Ind to retrieve data from other r esearchers.

understmd how to collect, or ganize and display data in a meaning
ful manner.

,nd the interr elationslupl,ctween ironment and culture

141
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IV. Assessment

and surprises in the team data, then graph the combined research-team data.
They \\ill then be able to compar e their own resear ch-tearn data with that
fr om the entire NGS Kids Network. This allows students to look for geo-
graphic pattern:, in the network pet data using computer maps.

Students discuss and decide on ways of presenting their data in a r eport to
audiences outside the classroom, pr epare the report, and present it to outside
individuals or groups, such as Parent Meetings, Service Clubs, School Boards,
Newspapers and other media.

Follow up activities include maintaining contact with fellow
researchers in other schools using FredMail or America-On-Line.
This increases the benefits of learning about telemation and.sharpens
the skills of writing.

Students will keep a log of the class activities and their level of participation
during the unit.

Small groups will demonstrate their completion of activities for the entire
class and neighboring classes.

Students will be evaluated upon the way that they show understanding of the
scientific pr ocess in completion of activities.

Outcomes are evaluated by observation, verbalization by students, quality of
participation in activities, and reading the individual logs or journals kept by
students.

The final evaluation will be the presentations made by students to others at
the conclusion of the unit.
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Where the
Lilies Bloom
A Group Discovery
Reading Unit

Mitchell Sprague

Mendocmo Elementary
School

Subject Area:
Language Arts

Grade Level: 5-8

Length of Project:
4 to 6 weeks

Abstlract:
e the Lilies

Bloom is the focus
for this unit which
involves telecom -
inunications
between classes in
California and
North Car olina
zJier e the navel
takes place.

tudents writ
and r eceiz;ed cri -

hques fr om one
another as well as
tested thcir per ap -
hons of life in
North Car ohna

escntly and in
f;:e

I. Introduction

Wher e the Lilies Bloom, a novel set in rural North Car olina, is an ideal
book for middle school students. Its themes of responsibility, family
relationships, self-reliance, and the concept of the fair land---the idea of the
land being and giving equal access to all --address many issues facing middle
school students in the 1990's.

nr ough the use of telecommunications, students explor e and compare the
world of modern day North Car olina with their own per ceptions based on
the book, and both send and receive feedback on the mechanics and the con-
tent of their writing. They also shar e with other students their own reflec-
tions on the theme of the book, and through the use of Inter-active Relay Chat
(IRC), participate in r eal-time problem solving activities based on the
themes of the book. Study groups of students fr om our class and North
Carolina will be formed to write open-ended essays.

Purpose:

To explor e the themes of responsibility, family relationships, self reliance,
and the concept of the fair landa land that is fair and equal to allthrou
reading, writing and drama activities.

The English 'Language Arts Framework states that literature should reflect
the culture and times of many dif ferent people and allow students a chance
to explore real-life dilemmas faced by all human beings. In support of the
study of these ideas, students need frequent opportunities to write short
papers to express their thoughts. They also need continual chances to partici-
pate in and lead small group discussions

II. Student Outcomes

I La n about life and times in rural North Car lina during the
deprcion.

t!o iue ot ,elf reliance and gain under,tanding

e. J. 0! 1...:Jucdt.on.The 7.31e!rat.:4- e a 2,c.ect



\,\-eek,- .13 4: Time to work as a group to complete assignments as dic
tated H tl-,e group calendar.

Week-; 3 and 4:
Telecommunication activities with schools in North Car olina; students
ako on the network for materials related to the setting of the
book, and the themes studied in the book.

Week 5: Vatch
"Wher e the Lilies Bloom" movie and complete film critique activities.
Inter-active chat session with students in North Carolina who have
also r ead the book and seen the movie is used to complete problem
solving activities based on issues and themes in the book. Ideally these
should be student designed and open ended.

Some examples mi;;it be:
1. Under what circumstances should middle school students be
self reliant?
2. Which of the pr omises Mary Call is asked to keep is the most
dif ficult?
3. Name thr ee other alternatives Mary Call might have pursued
to keep her family together.

The group will also need to develop a criteria sheet (r ubric) to evaluate the
answers that Jire received.

Writing Actit.ities:

Students complete drafts of five writing assignments and final copies
of three writing assignments of approximately one page each. Every student
completes the interviews. Students work in groups on peer r evising and edit-
ing. Each group decides which assignments the individuals in each group
will do and in what order to do them. Each group is responsible for peer
revising and peer editing.

Character Journal

Pick or,e Lf these characters: Mary Call, Romev, Devola, or Kiser. After
er% ,hapters, write down how you feel the character would feel

about i!le events that happened.

Personal Responsibilities

a,,,,e's,;nent of their o n personal rponsibihties.
Thc. Ipat.2 in a prewriting adj.% ity in which they list r eTonsibili
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me,iium shot: A shot which shows roughly half of something
shot: A shot which shows a detail on an object.
'nave the scr een go slowly to black

zoom.: To move the camera toward an object to show more detail.
They \\ill also be given a list of ten scenes from the book and are then

take notes as they view the ten scenes. In the notes they
should notice which cinema terms are used and how they impact the
tellin,z of the story.

Telecommunications Journal

Students will be asked to visit the following gopher and web servers and take
materials fr om them related to North Carolina. They record their findings in a
telecommunications journal to be placed in their portfolio.

North Carolina Cooperative Extension Services
(Demographic Data for North Carolina)

The News and Observer Publishing Company
(On-line new:paper company)

State Library of North Carolina
(government and statistical data)

University ot North Carolina at Greensboro
(weather information)

The American South Internet Resource Center, a multimedia collection of
resources for research and information about the south

State Library of North Carolina WWW Server

University of North Carolina Institute for Transportation Resear ch and
_Ed] Car.olina_

Final as,-ess:: .;1' :or the class is the completion of a portfolio of materials and
work c(ni-e, ith the book. The following .ems appear in the portfolio:

.i,igninents which have been edited and revised
perative learning group and North Car olina partners.
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Collaborative
Video
Production

by
Michael Cr Lawn

Sierra Avenue
Elementary School
Oroville, CA

Subject ar eas:
Visual and
Performing Arts .

Grade levels:
Fifth through
ninth grades.

Length of Project:
Two to thr ee months,
forty to sixty minutes,
thr ee times a week.

Abstract:
In order to appreciate
the power of the media,
students wrote and
filmed commer cials.
They exchanged their
videos with another
class and did on-line

ritiques or 01W anoth-
er 's pr ()ducts.

I. Introduction

The purpose of this pr oject is to raise students' awareness level about the
powerful influence of televised media on the world. This will be accom-
plished by producing commercials to sell either real or imaginary prcd -
ucts.

Televised media is the single most powerful influence on people in the
world. It affects the way people feel, think, act, and commonly challenges
their deepest beliefs. Students need to discover the power of this media
and the importance of being a critical viewer.

This pr oject ties in closely with the current reform documents; especially
in the ar eas of using higher order thinking skills and the promotion of
life-long learning. The specific framework tie-in is from the Visual and
Performing Arts in which students are asked to develop and expand
visual arts knowledge and skills to expr ess ideas imaginatively.
Telecommunications opens up a vast array of opportunities for students
as they work on this project. By utilizing E-mail they will be able to share
ideas (scripts and pr oduction notes), thoughts, feelings, a, ,d get technical
questions answered easily and quickly.

II. Student Outcomes

Students

.1V rite a storyboar d (script) and produce a video
L. se EMail for critique
I carn to use the editing functions of a VCR and a Camcorder.

1994 .-6, en! o Fliication-The Telen'ation Prcject:The California Technology Project
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Prepare Commercial

Cr oupc will write storyboard (script) and produce video
,,n:mercial for their pr oduct or invention. This commercial will
attempt to influence behavior by encouraging the buying of the
tudent product.

On-line Critique

students will exchange commercials and give on-line critique.
Cr oups will use what they have learned about elements of design
and propaganda to give feedback to other students.

IV. Assessment

The completed pr oject, self-evaluations and writing assignments
will be examined to determine the level of understanding of propa-
ganda, design elements, and the use of telecommunications.



Woulc., You
Sell Ice
Cubes To
Icelanders?

Marsha Korobkin

San Diego City Schools
San Diego, CA

Subject Areas:
International
Business Careers,
Economics,
Marketing
Grade Level:
Senior High
Length of Project:
Two weeks or
more.
Amount of time each
day: variable-1
hour/day class time,
with some out of class
time to examine and
manipulate down -
loaded data.

Abstract:
Students used on-
line data services to
resear ch and develop
plans for interna -
tional marketing.
They r esearched and
found an American
company' spr oduct
for which theywr ote
overseas marketing
strategies in order to
,cll the pr oduct to a
rartIcii;ar Lountrit

I. Introduction

In a world of shrinking borders and constant discussion of global economies
and international interdependence, ther e is increasing economic opportunity
as well as necessity for international trade. Students are especially inter ested
in exploring careers which seem both glamor ous and lucrative. In this pre
ject students become members of small companies (3-4 employees) of inter-
national trade brokers. They will earn their commissions based on how well
they facilitate the match between countries that want American made goods
and American providers.

Employing telecommunications to access trade related documents pr epared
by U.S. embassies abr oad, small gr3ups of students acting as international
trade brokers use this information to select one or more American pr oducts
to sell to a given foreign country. Further on-line r esearch provides students
with information about companies that could supply the desired goods.
Students prepar e brief marketing plans to address both the for eign country's
and the American producer 's needs. Finally students make telephone, mail,
or fax contact with a selected company, explain their class pr oject, and inquire
about the possibility of the company's doing business with the chosen for-
eign country.

Purpose:

This pr oject was designed for a Business Education class entitled
International Trade Careers for which students received credit for both busi-
ness education and economics. It was used once as a culminating activity
and once as an introductory activity. As a culminating activity, students
already were aware of some of the problems and activities involved in work -
ing in the field of international commerce. As an intr oductory acti \. ity the
students sear died for information about their country and selected a product.
This inf., n-mation is used thr oughout the semester, with the marketing plan
being due at the end.

This pr ojeLt con also be used in an Economic,; class as part of a framework

1994 Orar,3e C ren ul ElucationThe Te;emabon Project/The California Technology Propct
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III. Activities

for u,e :n cr eating a marketing plan.
4 Sh.,\,. c,qiii,ience they can use telecommunications in the future

Strdents will:

1-s,--trate their understanding of the economic, geographic, legal,
poiitic,-,1in," cultural considerations involved in international trade
thr ou the data presented in their marketing plans.

demontrate thoir skill in written and oral presentations by pr esent
ing m,irketing plans both in writing and orally.

L-1,2n;,,nstrate their skill using a word processing program to sear di,
cut and paste electronic information into a new document.

Students participate in the following simulated, real-world experience:

Students are members of three or four person companies of international
trade brokeN Because their commissions are based on the volume of busi-
ness they can gener,..Ze, they are in fact paid according to how well they facili-
tate the match between countries who want American-made goods and
American providers.

The assignment is:

1. Each team will select a country-client. They will find out what
American product(s) that country wants, select one, and find a compa
ny to :_roduce that pr oduct.
2 Each team will develop two plans for their business--one for their
count:-, -client and one for their American manufacturer client using:

at Or-:ine data services for their basic information
Automated Trade Library Service (see access infoimation

'_clow)
Thomas Register On-line available from Dialog Information

-Nervice

z,e and ingenuitv .

include:

tiat 4,1b.n. think i. relevant for their ditmt,, ;both the

:

BEST COPY AVAILABLE
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The first tIme you log on, log on as "Public", answer the questions, and you
will be gR cn a logon identification name and passwor d. After that, you will
get immediate access when you log on. You can get some of the services (but
not the imi)ortant ones) through the CORE menu. Under the CORE Services
menu choose RI] Information Resources, then 12 Additional information ser -

vices (gopher sites), then 1 Advanced Technologies and Information
Network, then 3 Automated Trade Library Service.)

BEST COPY AVAILABLE
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Themes
Across
History

Marilyn Renger

13 )1.1Doa Middle School
Ventura, CA

Subject Areas:
1 listory
Grade Level(s): 642
Length of Project:
Approximately six
weeks with three
days per week avail-
able for computer
(modem) access
time so that each
group uses the
modem at least
once a week, more if
possible.

Abstract:

Students compar d
past and pr t.ent
t-cents to find corn -,
inonalities and rda -
tion4nps. W orlang
in groups, they
n'sary ched both on-
line and with tradi-
zonal inaterials to
cnerate discussion

and Wnting about
Cr; 1L-al ttrih tes of

cHt aHd past
happonn,<5.

I. Introduction

It has been said that those who do not know the past ar e condemned to
repeat it. But if our students don't see the direct application and connection
between the past and the present, history has little meaning for them. The
connections and similarities between the past and the present are the
emphases of this unit.

Ther e are many themes that recur thr oughout history such as revolution,
exploration, the push for human rights, etc. One of the main charges of the
History/Social Science Framework is that students in the upper grade levels
make connections between time periods in the past and the pr esent. This pre
ject seeks to do that by having students identify themes in units they study of
the past and finding modern day examples of those themes in the present.
Using conventional re arch materials and telecommunications, students
research both a past event from the course of study and a modern event.
They cr eate timelines for both events, a brief oral summary, a log of articles,
and a Venn dia,ram showing the areas of similarities and differences
between the two events. Students work collaboratively in groups for their
research and to jointly present an oral r eport. Individually qley pr epare time-
lines and Venn diagrams.

This pr oject directly supports the opening and closing units of the History/
Soci,d Science framework at each grade level beginning with the sixth grade.
Telecommunication enhances this project because it allows the students to see
what is happening with their pr esent day topic on a daily or at least weekly
level. It gives th,2m access to news services that go far beyond what is avail-
able to them in their homes or local libraries.

The goals stuL".ents achieved with this project included the ability to work
cooperatively in ,2,r oups, becoming technically literate, and seeing the
connection, bc %.:cen historical and current events.

II. Student outcomes

At the en:: Wt. t ',.;udents v ill u iu it'l,,tand:

1.,:atior.-71%e .7,2orr.at,on P-7.,:ect75e yn.a -rezr.noicng reci
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Timelines, Oral
Reports,
Journals, Venn
Diagram

Student, e not u,ing the modem use books collected from the library
in a subject ,e.ir ch to work on their historical events or work on daily assign-
ments from t''e te\ t At least three days a week ar e needed on-line for every
group to have to the modem.

IV. Assessment

Timeline

The sequence ,si the events that make up the historical moment is important.
Students select at least 3 significant dates for each past and present event.
They cr eate two timelines, one for the past event and one for the present, and
place important dates on the timeline. Pictur es and a title are included as
well as labels for each date.

Venn Diagram

Each person in the group creates a Venn diagram which shows the intersec-
tions between the present and past events. It includes significant informa-
tion, show, the theme, and is illustrated.

Oral Presentation

Cr oups prepar e and present what they have learned to the class. The follow-
ing is included:

1. An introduction which connects the historical theme with the past
and present events.
2. A suimnarY of the events, important dates, and issues uncovered by
research.
3. A 'conclusion which which shows the importance of the themes and
events.

journals

Students 1.,.ep jtir»als which reflect their thoughts and learning during this
ocess.

flic vciin
to the

DEST COPY AVAIL ABL

.he journal, an illustrated timeline, plus the Cr esentation
y, understanding of the relationships between historical
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C. Telementor Application and Recruitment Materials

1. State Telementor Application

2. Local Telementor Application
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CALIFORNIA
TECHNOLOGY

PROJECE

Dear Educ:itiyr:

TELiKMATION PROJEC1'
Professional Development

In the Application of Tekeommunications
For Information Literacy

Septem k-r, 1993

You art invited to join us in a ground-breaking project exploring telecommunications in K-12 student
settings! Telernation Project partners will offer professional development training in computer-based

telecommunications applications to increase the use of electronic learning to meet this shared goal.

In late October, 1993, educators will be selected to serve as regional telecommunications trainers. These
trainers will bc known as Te mentors. Using the attached Telementor Application, each partner al,ency
will select and make a preliminary nomination of three Telemen tor applicants. A Telemation Review
Board will select one Telementor from each partner agency to join a statewide team of twenty
Teletnentors that reflect curricular program strengths, professional development skills, and demo-
graphic and geographic factors across the state.

Iglemmor. 13n.c.ftts.
Telernaitors will receive advanced training in curriculum development, group facilitation skills,

telecommunications and other current technology usage. Training Session I is scheduled for Deceniber
9, 10, and 11, 1993; Session II is tentatively scheduled for March 10, 11, and 12, 1994.

Telementors will be identified as a member of the Telemation Project Telementor Team. They can
apply what they learn to enhance district and site capacity to effectively utilize technology.

Telementors will receive a personal stipend of $3,000.00.

Tramoser_Rmoo$ibilitip.s.
Telementors will develop a plan that integrates telecommunication-based resources into California

framewort-based curricular content, emphasi7ing the instructional strategies featured in California's
reform dccuments. Each will test and evaluate these plans with students, and then share results at
Telementor Training, Session H.
> In partnership and with support from the Butte County Superintendent of Schools' office, the selected
Telementoc will plan and conduct a five-day Telemation Instiwte for 24 participants from their region
in the spring/summer of 1994.

>- FoIlou ing the local institute, Telementors will regularly use telecommunications to give on-Line
assistance to those trained locally. One shay goal will be for each to develop a site-plan for the access,
evaluation, and use of telecommunication information resources. Telementors will also need to keep in

touch with the Telemation Project Managemmt and the Telementor Team.

We invite you to complete this application and to submit it by October 22, 1993. If you have questions,
please phcce me at (916) 245-7951.

Sincerely yours,

Midge Kenyon
Coordint-c. SuperTech Consortiwn
Gateway Unified Si:hool District

IMMINnar=-1 ,.neur aua.e, 1er wan,

Page 1 Telementor Application
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TELEMENTOR APPLICATION
Please check those that apply.

Requirements for Telernentor Applicant;
:1 You currently work with K-12 student: on a regular basis.

0 You have succes.sful presentation and professional development skills.

0 You have an email account and can send/receive information via computer

telecommunications.

Desirable Skills For Telementor Applicants
O Knowledge of the California Frameworks and Reform Documents
O History of Stron2 Leadership in Curriculum Development
n Application of the Principles of Learning and Instructional Strategies

O Group Facilitation, Organization and Leadership Skills

n Strong Communication and Interpersonal Skills
O Knowledge and Application of Educational Technology

O Experience with Information Resources Management
C.' Experience in teaching language minority students
0 Experience. in teaching students at risk

I. ABOUT THE APPLICANT

Please type or print clearly!

Name:

District:

School:

County:

Year Round? 0 Yes riri No

School address: - City, State, Zip:

Work phone: ( ) Home phone: ( )

Home address: City, State, Zip:

Current teaching a_signrnent (Grade level/subject area):

Particular curriculum strength (check onl) one): 0 English/language Arts; 0 History/Social

Science; 0 Mathematics: 0 Physical Education; 0 Science; n Visual/Performing Arts;

CI Other

Special programs (chc-ck all ,Ahich apply): 0 English I anguage Learners (ESL/LEP/NEP);

:3 Chapter 1; 71GATI-:.; Ti Bihngual classroom; 0 Special Education; 0 Regional Occupational

Program (R0h: 71 Adult Edu,:ation; 1 Migrant Education: 71 Parents; 0 Home-School;

71Uthei
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II. ABOITI THE APPLIC A 'S USE OF/ACCESS TO TECHNOLOGKL

Equipment status:
Do you have access to a computer/modem/phone line on a regular basis in your daily work room?

0 Yes No If "No," where can you access a computer/modem/phonc line at your

work site.

Modem attached to your daily-use computer ? 0 Yes If yes. baud rate? '0 No

Is there a phone line for the computer/modem where you work with students? 0 Yes C No

Type/number of computer(s) you use/could use with students on a daily basis.

Computer/modem at home? 0 Yes If yes, baud rate? No

Have you ever used computer-based on-line communications in your classroom?

O Yes, for student activities. 0 Yes, for personal or professional purposes. 0 No.

At present, how frequently do you use computer telecommunications?

O Monthly Bi-weekly 0 Weekly 0 Daily n Other

Connected to a printer? 0 Yes, at home. 0 Yes, at school. 0 No.

Which telecommunications service(s) do you use/havc . you used?

O CORE (CSUnet/CORE) 0 CompuServe (3 Dialog 0 FrEdMail KidsNet

0 Learning Link 0 Prodigy 0 America On-Line 3 Other

III. PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT SECTION

How many professional development sessions have you given? Approx. # trained?

What are the topics of your training sessions?

IV. APPLICANT ESSAY SECTION

Write an essay msponse for each of the two questions which follow. On your may, please restate
the qtmstion and then Cve an answer of no more than 600 words for each response. The questions

do not count as part of your maximum-of-600-words' ansmer.

Question 1: What is the advantage for students who can use telecommunications-based resources in

addition to other resources available through local and school-site sources?

Question 2: What do y:ou see as the greatest advantage for a teacher who uses telecommunications for

his or her own use and for classroom applications with students?

Use your preferred electronic service to send your responses to the follnwing Telemation Project

Parti ler email address: « mkenyon@'ctp.org . These must be on-line by the October 22, 1993,

application due-date.
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REI ERENCILS LU SL PPOR1 HS APPLICATION

Please enclose with this application TWO LFFI ERS of REFERENCE attesting to your abilities and
expertise as a staff developer and as a teacher. It would be helpful if you asked the responders to include
mention of items you checked in the box at the top of page 2 of this application.

VI. COMMITMENTS TELEMATION PROJECT & TELEMATION PARTNERS
The Te le rn ation Projec t will support all travel, lodging, meals, and materials appropriate to the six days

of trai nin a offered in two three-day sessions scheduled for selected Telernentors.
The Tele m at i on Project will provide the California Technology Project's (CI P) Telelearning Mobile

Unit (TMU) for the local Telernation Institute five-day training session.
- The local Telemation Project Partner will assist the Telementor in the facilitation and coordination
of the five-day training institute.
>- The local Telemation Project Partner will assist and support the Telementor as he or she conducts on-
line, follow-up comniunication and activities.

VII. COMMITMENTS -- IN-KIND DISTRICT AND SITE SUPPORT

>- Each Telementor will be involved in six (6) days of Telementor training and (5) days conducting a
local telecommunications training institute. The district must be responsible for providing release time
and cover substitute costs, as needed, for the December 9-11 and tentative March 10-12 Telementor
training. In addition, substitute costs may also be needed during the local five-day training institute.
- One phone line and one modern need to be available at the Telementor's work site. The district/site
administrator will support the Telementor's need to conduct follow-up activities through the Fall of 1994,
so that he or she can communicate on-line with the Telernation Project management staff and with those
trained at the local institute.

A signature of support is needed from a site or district administrator to assure that the Telementor will
be able to comply with Tele, lentor responsibilities.

Name of Administrator (type or print clearly):

Title:

Signature: Date:

er.tfic'e ai ,
31)-ItIt.''F V itilbiter a etOber;'., ,

%:Oti!Ot,qt.-e appeajs n t1!I5,*0 1,011.90;it "tilmititiedb fa

"itnial Te1eneutr
. ,

UESTI ONS? Midge' at-016:/45-7951 or the Cte 1:800,4724743,
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CALIFORNIA
TECHNOLOGY

PROJECT

Dear Educator:

TELEMATION PROJECT
Professional Development

In the Application of Telecommunications
For Information Literacy

February, 1994

You are invited to join us in a ground-breaking project exploring telecommunications in K-12 student
settings! The Telernation Project partners and state telementors will offer training in in computer-based
telecommunications for the classroom.

During the week of October 17-21, 1994, the San Bernardino County Superintendent of Schools and
James Roller, State Telementor, will offer a five-day institute to train educators in the use of
telecomputing and other technolo2y for classroom applications. A Telemation Review Board will select
twenty-four (24) Local Telementors to receive this specialized training.

Local Telementor Benefitl
Local Telementors will receive training in curriculum development, group facilitation skills,

telecommunications and other current tet hnology. Training for the San Bernardino County Superinten-
dent of Schools' Telemation Institute will take place at the Apple Valley USD Science and Technology
Center, James Roller's sponsoring district and work site.
>- Local Telernentors will receive a comprehensive collection of instructional resources and other
materials, including model curricular units developed by the team of twenty (20) State Telementors.
>- Local Telementors will receive assistance in developing a classroom unit in the curriculum of their
choice, and will have a collection of all such units developed by others in the local Technology Institute.
>- Local Telementors will be identified as members of the San Bernardino County Superintendent of
Schools' Regional Telementor Team. Each can apply what he or she learns to enhance district and site
capacity to more effectively utilize technology.
- Local Telementors will receive a personal stipend of S400.00.

Local Telementor Responsibilities
>- Local Telementors will develop a site plan for the use of on-line resources for a classroom unit.
The plan will emphasize instructional strate2ies featured in California's reform documents.
>- Local Telementors will implement and evaluate the classroom unit created during the Telemation
Institute.
>- Following the Technology Institute, Local Telementors will use telecommunications a minimum
of once each week to share on-line experiences with others who have been trained.
>- By June, 1995, Lccal Telementors will attend a minimum of two days' follow-up Telemation
Institute training.
>- In partnership and with support from the San Bernardino County Superintendent of Schools/State
Telernentor team, the Local Telementor will plan and conduct a site or district training session in the use
of telecomputing.

We invite you to complete this application and to submit it by March 4, 1994. If you have questions,
please phone me at (909) 387-3137.

Sincerely yours,

t.L t'et frz
Patricia Holloway Johnston, CoordinatofEicational Technology
Sart Bernardino County Superintendent of Schools

(Y4.

:44>
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LOCAL TELEMENTOR APPLICATION
Please check all which apply.

Requirements for Local Telementor Applicants
O You currently work with K-12 students on a regular basis.
O You are willing to plan and teach a curricular unit using telecomputing, and

to present telecomputing training to others at your site or district.
O You have or will acquire an e-mail account to send/receive information via

computer telecommunications prior to the Telemation Institute.

Desirable Skills For Local Telernentor Applicants
O Knowledge of the California curriculum frameworks and reform documents
71 History of site or district leadership in curriculum development
O Understanding of the principles of learning and instructional strategies
O Group facilitation, organization and leadership skills
O Strong communication and interpersonal skills
O Knowledge and use of educational technology
O Experience with information resources management
O Experience in teaching language acquisition to limited-English students
O Experience in teaching at-risk students

I. ABOUT THE APPLICANT
Please type or print clearly!

Name:

District: County:

School: Year Round? 0 Yes 0 No

School address: City, State, Zip:

Work phone: ( ) Home phone: ( )

Home address: City, State, Zip:

Current teaching assignment (grade level/subject area):

Curriculum strength (check only one): 0 English/Language Arts; 0 History/Social Science;

0 Mathematics; 0 Physical Education; 0 Science; O Visual/Perfonning Arts;

0 Other

Special programs (check all which apply): 0 English Language Learners (ESL/LEP/NEP);

0 Chapter I; OGATE; 10 Bilingual classroom; 0 Special Education; 0 Regional Occupational

Program (ROP); 0 Adult Education; CI Migrant Education; 0 Parents; 0 Home-School:

0 Other 15`3
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ABOUT THE APPLICANT'S USE OF/ACCESS TO TECHNOLOGY

Equipment status:
Do you have access to a computcr/modem/phone line on a regular basis in your daily work room?

0 Yes 0 No If "No," where can you access a computer/modem/phone line at

your work site.

Modem attached to your daily-use computer ? 0 Yes If yes, baud rate? 0 No

Is there a phone line for the computer/modem where you work with students? 0 Yes 0 No
Type/number of computer(s) you use/could use with students on a daily basis.

Computer and modem at home? 0 Yes If yes, baud rate? 0 No

Have you ever used computer-based on-line communications in your classroom?

0 Yes, for student activities. 0 Yes, for personal or professional purposes. 0 No.

At present, how frequently do you use computer telecommunications?

0 Monthly 0 Bi-weekly 0 Weekly 0 Daily 0 Other

Connected to. a printer? 0 Yes, at home. 0 Yes, at school. 0 No.

Which telecommunications service(s) do you useThave you used?

13 CORE (CSUnet/CORE) 0 CompuServe 0 Dialog 13 FrEdMail KidsNet

0 Learning Link 0 Prodigy America On-Line 0 Other

III. PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT SECTION

List professional development sessions (such as Subjcct Matter Projects, Technology Leadership Academies, Technology

Training Institutes, etc.) you have successfully completed and explain the impact these have had on you.

What professional development sessions have you offered to staff or others, at conferences, etc. ?

IV. APPLICANT ESSAY SECTION

Write an essay response for each of the three questions which follow. Please restate each question

followed by an answer of no more than 600 words.

Ql: As an educator, why would you use telecomputing for classroom applications with students?

Q2: Specifically, what experiences in telecomputing have you had?

Q3: Following Telemation Institute training, what kinds of activities would you plan to share
information about telecomputing with fellow teachers?

Use your preferred electronic service to send responses to
« pajohns@ctp.org » by the March 4, 1994 due-date.
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V. REFERENCES TO SUPPORT THIS A PPLICATION
Please enclose with this application TWO LETTERS of REFERENCE attesting to your abilities and
expertise in relationship to the items you checked on the top of page 2 of this application. We recommend
that you ask responders to reference the items you checked.

VI. COMMITMENTS -- TELEMATION PARTNER & STATE TELEMENTOR TEAM
>- The Telemation Partner/State Telementor (TTP/ST) team will provide all materials appropriate to the

five days of training offered during the Telemation Institute.
>- The TIT/ST team will provide the California Technology Project's (CTP) TeleLearning Mobile Unit

(TMU) for the local Telernation Institute five-day training session.
>- The TTP/ST team will assist the Local Telernentor in planning and implementing a curricular unit and

a site or district telecomputing training session.
>- The ITP/ST team will assist and support the Local Telernentor as he or she conducts on-line, follow-

up communication and activities.
- The TTP/ST team, in collaboration with ACS A. will offer a two-part telecomputing training for school

site administrators. This training will take place during scheduled Telemation Institute dates.

VII. COMMITMENTS -- DISTRICT AND SITE SUPPORT
>- Each Local Telementor will be involved in (5) days of telecomputing training. The district must be

responsible for providing release time and cover substitute costs, as needed, for these five days.
>- One phone line and one modem (9600 or hig.her-speed baud) needs to be available to the Local

Telementor at his or her work site. The site administrator will support the Local Telementor's need
to conduct follow-up activities through the Summer of 1995, and will support his or her need to
successfully communicate on-line with Local and State Telementors.

>. The site administrator (or his/her appointed district administrator designee) will be invited to attend
a training session sponsored by ACSA, planned to take place during the Telemation Institute.

My signature indicates support of items in Section VII above, and assures that our Local Telementor
candidate will be able to comply with all Local Telementor responsibilities.

Name of Administrator (type or print clearly):

Title:

District and School:

Signature: Date.

BEST COM,' AVAMABLE
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D. List of Partners and Telementors
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P.AR1 NI- RS

Project Mana2er
Dire:tot Cts. Dcy
CI P
California
P 0 Ro
Costa Me \ a. CA 9.2(:
phone "14, 966
tax (714, 434-0231

Currie De% eloper. I am Martai arl:;nar,
phone I 310i

Fiscal .Adininstrator ILE
Ellk Vance c ance
phone. 12091265-3089
Eileen Walter,,ekahe;
phone 12091265.3w:-
Fresno County Office of rdu:ation
1111 Van Ness
Fresno. CA 93'21
fax (209) 237-3525

Project Monitor
Frank Wallace (fv,allact
California State Deraitment of ['du,:
Educational Technoloz.jy Unit. 3rd Floor
P 0 Box 944272
Sa..-ramento. CA 94244-2-2o
phone (911); 657-43;s8
fax: t9l() 657-4978

ACSA
Dire.tor. Jane 7inner jzinner
1575 Old Bay shore IF,11.1,a.
Burlim:ame. CA 940111
phone 14151692-43)g)
fax 1415i 69'-6855
Contact I inch Vatq..h.in

phone 41511192-4 Thm
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ILI N I OR',

Andrea Perez .apet,..;

Leinoore
101 E. Hush St
Lemook!, CA 93245
phone I 209) 924 6000

Gary Quirine igguirin I
5.13 Anthony Flernen!a!
7864 Detroit BIN d.
Sacramento. CA 9532
phone. (916) 399-5353

Scott Smith smith)
Valley Oak Middle S,:hool
2040 I..oep; I n
Visalia. CA 93292
phone. (209) 730-7651

x.26

Rim land Raker .iiik1.-al.,2
Santa Crui ('owity Oftl:e of
SO9 B.1\ . Sulk 1!
Capitt,13. -.4:`1)11 -21.1t)

rh011e 1.40C, 47().53-V,



.Xlatne(la

Schi, ; 1 2..hiloiky
313 I:1ton

) cA 045_14.;

phone ; Ii 67).4 ; 6.2

tar .510, 6-0-4161

Butte Col:
Tim \ IcClure itmcclur)
1nsnuetion,!1 Rcouie ccr
5 County Center Drke
Ormille. CA 95905
phone. 0)16) 538-7211
fax. (916) 538-7846

Research/Es aluation
John Cradler )jcradlc';i
Far We< Lahoraton.
730 Harrison St.
San Fran.,isco, CA 941{r_ 1242
phone (415) 565-308
fax 14151 241-2746

The California Arts Project
Glenda Gentry (g;.2entry )

1111 Las Gailinas
San Rafael, CA 94903
phone.(415) 499-5893
fax- (415) 449-5896

Imperial COE
Leticia "I etty" (Iloom Ilgoom.
1398 Sperher Rd

El Centro, CA 92243
phone (619) 339-6402
fax. to! 9) 353-3865

KQED
Sttke K!em (sklem)
2601 Mariposa St.
San Fran,. CA 93110
phone 1415) 553-2472
fax: )415) 553-2380

KERN (.ounits Sui.t. of Schools
John I indsay jlind
5w) Sundal; e

Bakersfield. CA 93:09
ne ,.;; , (,36-4(2C

fax kn'zi IkN-31.)9ti

ty

1 li.2h S. ho.,)
,.

Mike Crumm
S.erra A enue
1050 Sierla A.ve.

Ormille. CA 95965
phone 916 513-2212

Ken SAatani iksakata)
Ba\ sikk Nliddle School
2025 Kehoe ve.
San Mateo, CA 94403
phone: (415) 312-7664

Neil Bock ( nboel:
Imperial County Office of Ed
1398 Spetber Rd
El Centro, C.\ 92243
phone 1619) 339-6400

Eliot Ba)enhaum ,el\oenh.
Marina Middle School
3500 1.11more St.

San FIan..:Itico. 911:1
phone. 1415) 749_3495

Serkano pscrix
Flementary

2601 1'1 Portal e

CA. 93309
phi int: 505,



L 1 N

Nort1i

V; A. '4'12112

rhone ,

tax ,san.e

Coma,' :,4,4rz
Elizahe!il titre-AI:Jr:1;n:: Ccnter
1559 Lacitc Coast High1/4 ;

Her mosa Beach. CA 90254

phone 12131 560-4601
fax (213; 560-S41'

NIendocino Unified School District
Ken Matheson .kcn.. mend,),..10 k :2 :a us,
P.O. Box 1154
Mendocino. CA 95460

phone: ;7071 937-5;s6s

fax !707) 937-0714

Sacramonto COE
Penny Ka:tanis (pcnnyk
9738 Lincoln Village Dr
Sacramento. CA 95827
phone (916) 228-2344
fax: (916) 228-2493

San Bernardino County Supt. of Sch.
Patricia! Hollov.ay Johnston ipajohns)
601 North E St.
San Bernardino. CA 92410-3093
phone. (909) 387-3137
fax. (909) 387-4481

San Diego COE
Harry Bloom (hbloom)
phone (619) 292-3762
-Contaer Jim Mathev.-;on imatheA.1
Phone (619) 292-3639
6401 Linda Vista Rd . MS 503
San Diep, CA 921 1 1- -399
fax:1619) 279-2953

San 1 uis Obispo County Supt. of Sch.
Gary SLhonfeldt (gschonn
Rancho El Chorro 8 Higl-o.; ay 1

San Luk Obispo. CA 97403
phone 1805) 543-7732 x
fax (8051 541-1105

:

Len,.

Bc11. C ,i(1201
rh,:rie .213) 771-666-

N1it:11,!!1 Spia.cue

Mendocino Elemenrai:.
P.O. Box 226
Mendocino. cA 9546n

nhone 707) 937-0564

Bill Sears hsears)
County Office Library
9739 Lincoln Village Dr
Sacramento, CA 95827-330'
phone- (916; 228-2353

Jim Roller (jroller)
Science & Technology Center
P.O. Box 8 IS
Apple Valley. CA 92307

phone. 1.619) 242-3514

Marsha Korohlsin imkorohk )
AV Ser.ices Coordinator
San Diego City Schook roc
244! Cardinal Ln.
San Dielto. CA 92123
phone. (619) 496-8122
fax (619) 496-8108

Sheldon Smith ( shsmit.,
Arascadero Jr. High School
6501 Leak Ave
Atascadero. CA 934.72
phone I S05 1 466-2417

BEST COPY AVAILABLE
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Santa Clara COL
P

Gea:
Dr

Sar, \
phore 4[!

fa\ 40:s :51.691,5

Sonoma (201:.
Don Zonde!
phone: 707) 524-:ios
-Cont.h:t Pat I ahert,
phone i 707 ) 524-2S09
5340 Sio, lane BkJ.
Santa Rosa. CA 95403
fav 707) 578-0220

Stank1a us COE
Jud.. Piper
Instructional Materiak Center
801 County Center Three Court
Modesto, CA 95355
phone. 1209) 525-4993

Ventut a COE
Cliff Rodriguez (crodrig)
570 Airport Way
Camarillo, CA 93010
phone: (805) 3884414
fax: (805) 388-4427

Resource Pautners
CM I.E A
Nancy Rowell (nro \ken)
Chico High School Lihrar..
901 Eiplanade
Chico, CA 95926
phone. (916) 89) -3036

C E
John Vaille jaille)
1210 Marina Villace ParkAay. Suite 100
Alan ieda, CA 9450 l
phone (510) 814-6630
fax- 51111 :14-0195
-Coma..i Sala Armstrwg
1319 Car!eton St.
Berkeley. CA 04702
phone :510) 8-18-6?-11)
tax sarn; as phone

_I 66

Rerh,Iri-l-leii;ar,,;i
N. N1onteR.: Counry El S

1$9u(.) Castro,. ille
Castro% :lie. CA 95012
"hon.- 40S 633-5221t
Rick Phelan i rphelan
Geor:.;e Foundaticn
683 Se,:ond St. East
Sonoma. CA 95476
phone:14151662-162(1
fax. (415i 662-1605

Roh King 1-Ixing)
Empire Elementary
P.O. Box 1269
Empire. CA 95319
phone: (209) 521-2970

Maril.n Renger (marilynre! aol.com)
Balboa Middle School
247 S. Hill Rd.
Ventura, CA 93003
phone: (805) 641-5145


